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REVOLUTIONARY TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS

Ot unequalled power handling capacity and reliability
Specs.

TYPICAL 1104 PERFORMANCE CURVES

Power curves based on setting output power at 1 KC,
then maintaining same input level over frequency range.
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Conventional miniaturized transistor transformers have inherently poor electrical character-
istics, perform with insufficient reliability and are woefully inadequate for many applications.

The radical design of the new UTC DO -T transistor transformers** provides unprecedented
power handling capacity and reliability, coupled with extremely small size. Twenty-five stock
types cover virtually every transistor application*. Special types can be made to order.

High Power Rating ... up to 100 times greater.

Excellent Response ... twice as good at low end.

Low Distortion ... reduced 80%.

High Efficiency ... up to 30% better.

Moisture Proof ... hermetically sealed to MIL -T -27A.

Rugged ... completely cased.

Anchored Leads ... will withstand 10 pound pull test.

Printed Circuit Use... (solder melting) plastic in-
sulated leads.

Type
No.

MIL Application
Type

Pri.
Imp.

111111=1111111=
DO -T Dia. . . 5/16

CASE Length . . 13/32'

DO -T1 TF4RX13YY Interstage 20,000
30,000

DO -T2 TF4RX17YY Output 500
600

D0 -T3 TF4RX13YY Output 1000
1200

DO -T4

DO -T5

DO -T6

TF4RX17YY

TF4RX13YY

TF4RX13YY

Output
Output
Output

600
1200

10,000
DO -T7 TF4RX16YY Input 200,000
DO -T8 TF4RX2OYY Reactor 3.5 Hys. @ 2 Ma. DC
D0 -T9 TF4RX13YY Output or driver 10,000

12,500
00-T10 TF4RX13YY Driver 10,000

12,500
DO -Ill TF4RX13YY Driver 10,000

12,000
D0-712 TF4RX17YY Single or PP output 150 CT

200 CT
DO -T13 TF4RX17YY Single or PP output 300 CT

400 CT
00.714 TF4RX17YY Single or PP output 600 CT

800 CT
DO.T15 TF4RX17YY Single or PP output 800 CT

1070 CT
00.716 TF4RX13YY Single or PP output 1000 CT

1330 CT
DO -T17 TF4RX13YY Single or PP output 1500 CT

2000 CT
DO.718 TF4RX13YY Single or PP output 7500 CT

10,000 CT
DO -T19

D O.T20

DO.T21

DO -T22

DO -T23

TF4RX17YY

TF4RX17YY

TF4RX17YY

TF4RX13YY

TF4RX13YY

Output to line 300 CT
Output or matching to line 500 CT
Output to line 900 CT
Output to line 1500 CT
Interstage 20,000 CT

30,000 CT
DO.124 TF4RX16YY Input (usable for

chopper service)
200,000 CT

D 0-125 TF4RX13YY Interstage 10,000 CT
12,000 CT

Weight . 1/10th ot

D.C. Sec.
in Pri. Imp.

Pri.
Res.

Level
Mw.

.5 800 850 50

.5 1200
3 50 60 100
3 60

3 50 115 100
3 60

3 3.2 60 100
2 3.2 115 100
1 3.2 1000 100
0 1000 8500 25

630
1 500 CT 800 100
1 600 CT

1 1200 CT 800 100
1 1500 CT
1 2000 CT 800 100
1 2500 CT

10 12 11 500
10 16

7 12 20 500
7 16

5 12 43 500
5 16

4 12 51 500
4 16

3.5 12 71 500
3.5 16

3 12 108 500
3 16

1 12 505 200
1 16

7 600 19 500
5.5 600 31 500

4 600 53 500
3 600 86 500
.5 800 CT 850 100
.5 1200 CT
0 1000 CT 8500 25

1 1500 CT 800 100
1 1800 CT

:DCMA shown is for single ended useage (under 5% distortion-100MW-1KC) . . . for push pull, DCMA can be
any balanced value taken by .5W transistors (under 5% distortion--500MW-1KC)

'UNITED TRANSFORMER CORP.
150 %/arid, Spree', New York 13, N Y.

200 300 500 IM 218

FREQUENCY -CYCLES PER SECOND
3M

*00-T units have been designed for transistor application
only ... not for vacuum tube service. **Pats. Pending

PACIFIC MFG. DIVISION: 4008 W JEFFERSON MVO, LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF.
(PORT DIVISION. 1a EAST 40th STREET, NkW YORK 16, NI, Y. CAOLES, -ARLAA"
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SSUE AT A GLANCE

Electronics for Earth Satellites. Assembly shown consists of individual equip-
ment modules fabricated on mounting boards and encapsulated in a
foam -in -plastic. Modules are mounted on two rods to form single pack-
age. See p 56 COVER
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Magnetic Resonance Determines Moisture. Equipment uses nucleus of
hydrogen atom which absorbs r -f energy to measure the moisture con-
tent of hygroscopic solids p 51
By T. F. Conway and R. Smith

Pulse -Cross Modification of Tv Receivers. Phantastron circuits delay hori-
zontal and vertical sync pulses when added to monitor or tv receiver
to provide pulse -cross display p 54
By Harold E. O'Kelley

Cyclops Cores Simplify Earth -Satellite Circuits. Telemetry coding system,
analog magnetic memory and micrometeorite collision counter for the
Lyman -alpha scientific satellite are given complete circuit analysis . .p 56
By W. Matthews, R. W. Rochelle, C. B. House, R. L. Van Allen,
D. H. Schaefer and J. C. Schaffert

D -C Transistor Amplifier for High -Impedance Input. Temperature com-
pensated circuit incorporating double emitter follower and grounded -

emitter amplifier provides high -impedance input and stable high -gain
output p 64
By Donald Schuster

Go No -Go Meter Speeds Resistance Check. Resistance is quickly checked
with Wheatstone bridge circuit adapted for go no-go operation ...p 66
By D. S. Randall

Magnetic Amplifiers Regulate.D-C Supply. Magnetic amplifiers and satur-
ating transformer regulate output to within 3 percent when supply
jumps in 20-v steps p 68
By M. B. Meunier

DIGEST CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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surface barrier transistors from SPRAGUE

2N344/138101
for medium Gain

Amplifiers
Min. Typ. Max.

114 II 23 83

fmox 30 45

actual
Lori size

2N346/SB103
ster High Frequency

Oscillators
Min. Typ. Max.

hfe 10

fmax 60 90 -

IN VOLUME PRODUCTION
For general high frequency applications, and for
high speed computer switching circuits, design
around Sprague surface barrier transistors. They
are available now in production quantities from a
completely new, scrupulously clean plant, built from
the ground up especially to make high quality
semi -conductor products.

2N346/8131102
for High Gain

Amplifiers
MM. Typ. Max.

hfe 25 40 110

1
fmox 30 45 w.

2N240/885122
for Computer

Switching
Min. Max.

hfe

fmox

TI

16

30

80

The four transistor types shown are the most popu-
lar. Orders for these units are shipped promptly.
What's more, surface barrier transistors are reason-
ably priced. High quality and excellent electrical
characteristics make them an economical solution
to many difficult circuit requirements.

Sprague surface barrier transistors are fully li-
censed under Philco patents. All Sprague and Philco
transistors having the same type number are manu-
factured to the same specifications and are fully
interchangeable. You have two sources of supply
when you use surface barrier transistors!

WRITE FOR COMPLETE ENGINEERING DATA SHEETS ON THE TYPES IN WHICH
YOU ARE INTERESTED. ADDRESS REQUEST TO THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE
SECTION. SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.. 35 MARSHALL ST.. NORTH ADAMS. MASS.

TRANSISTORS RESISTORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
CAPACITORS  INTERFERENCE FILTERS  PULSE NETWORKS
HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS

SPRAGUE'
the trademark of reliakility

SEE US AT I.R.E. SHOW
BOOTH 2416.2422
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Protect Gear Trains and Equipment with a gear mode
of Taylor Laminated Plastic. This unit will act as a safety
valve, localize the effects of destructive forces. Yet,
under normal conditions, the gear will outwear metal ones.

Put a safety valve in your gear train
A gear made of Taylor Laminated Plastic Silent Gear Stock will localize damage
due to destructive stresses, yet outwear metal under normal operating conditions

What gives when gears jam-the power train, the equipment
they are in, or a single easy -to -replace gear? It can be the
single gear when you install one made of Taylor Laminated
Plastic Silent Gear Stock as a safety valve. This gear will
localize the destructive forces and can even disintegrate-
but the other gears in the train, and the equipment, will be
fully protected. Yet it can outwear the metal ones.

Taylor Laminated Plastic Silent Gear Stock is made in
several grades. Each has physical and mechanical proper-
ties that make it particularly adaptable to such application
as gears, cams, pulleys, pinions, flat springs, and bearings.

Look into the advantages of Taylor Fibre Co. and its
facilities for producing laminated plastics in mechanical,
electrical and combination grades and parts fabricated from
them. At your disposal will be engineering assistance and
integrated operations at both plants-Norristown, Pa., and
La Verne, Calif. Contact TAYLOR FIBRE Co., Norristown
40, Pa., for complete information.

TAYLOR
Laminated Plastics
Vulcanized Fibre

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Water Absorption Heat Resistance
24 hr. immersion (max.)

Taylor (% max.) Specific Cu. in. Rockwell
grade Gravity per lb. Hardness Continuous Intermittent

1/8 in. 1/2 in. use (I) use (°F)

C 2.5 1.2 1.35 20.5 M-103 200-225 225-250

L 1.6 0.90 1.35 20.5 M-105 200-225 225-250

LLL 1.6 0.90 1.32 21.0 M-105 200-225 225-250

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Compres- lied Impact

Fl

Flexural Strength
Tensile Strength sive Strength Edgewiseatwise

Taylor
(psi min.) (psi min.) Strength (ft./ii.

grade (psi min.) notch min.)

Length- Cross- Length- Cross- Flat- Length- Cross-
wise wise wise wise wise wise wise

C 17,000 16,000 10,000 8,500 37,000 2.10 1.90

L 15,000 14,000 14,000 10,000 35,000 1.35 1.10

LLL 20,000 19,000 13,500 11,500 37,000 1.45 1.35

Typical Physical and Mechanical Properties of Taylor Laminated Plas-
tics used in the fabrication of gears, cams, pinions, pulleys and bearings

PHENOLIC-MELAMINE-SILICONE-EPDXY LAMINATES COMBINATION LAMINATES COPPER -CLAD LAMINATES VULCANIZED FIBRE
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Frequency Changer

for WIDE RANGE of FREQUENCIES ...EXCELLE

This NEW FCR100-latest addit
of Frequency Changers-sup

from 45 to 2000 cycles with exceed
and matches the other Sorensen)

in uniformly excellent
The low output harmonic distorti

reliable regulation of frequency
these Frequency Changers id

Let your Sorensen representative
on these Frequency Changers

Or write directly to headquarters

FCR100
Input Freq.: 45-65 cps
Output Freq.: 45-2000 cps
Out. Freq. Regulation: ±1% or

±0.01% with suitable external
standard

Load Range: 0 to 100 VA.
Input Voltage: 105 to 125 VAC
Output Voltage: 115 nominal VAC
Harmonic Distortion: 1% maximum
$530.- in cabinet.
FCR250
Input Freq.: 45-65 cps
Output Freq.: 320-1000 cps
Freq. Reg.: -±1.0%; or ±0.01%

with optional internal frequency
standard

Load Range: 0 to 250 VA (500 VA
at 400 and 800 cps)

Voltage Input & Output: 105 to
125 VAC

Voltage Reg.: -±1%
Harmonic Distortion: 5% typically
$990.- in cabinet.
Note: This distortion value can be
reduced to 3% from 350 to 450 cps,
and to 2% for specific tuned
frequency, by inserting the NEW
FCF 250 Filter in the output line.

S
CONTROL
RESEARC

T PECULATION

4 LOW DISTORTION

on tai the Sorensen line
Hest fi frequency range

ingl good wave form,
Fre uency Changers

ance.
h consistently
ltage, makes each of

fo(critical applications.
you with full details

r without filters.
r tedhnical data.

rfo
n,
nd

up
vit.

ED Pa WER FOR
AND NDUSTRY

FCR250

SORENSEN & COMPANY, INC.
Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut

In Europe, contact Sorensen-Ardag, Eichstrasse 29, Zurich, Switzerland, for all products including 50 cycle, 220 volt equipment
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At your command for all military applications

THESE
RELIABLE

RAYTHEON PREFERRED
TUBES

Approved Miniatures and Subminiatures for guided missile, com-
puter, communication, radar, radiation measuring, instrument
and other military applications requiring Reliability Plus.

W
it
I-
4IC

Z
my!

2
co
M
ID

TYPE DESCRIPTION
Spec.

Number
MIL -E-1/

Vibration
Output

(maximum)
mVac

Heater Plate Grid Volts
Or

Rk

Screen

g
Sm

µmhos
Volts mA. Volts mA. Volts mA.

1AD4 RF Ampl. Pentode 20C 200* 1.25 100 45 3.0 Rg -= 2 meg. 45 0.9 - 2000

1A144 RF Ampl. Pentode 316A 200* 1.25 40 45 0.75 Rg = 5 meg. 45 0.2 - 750

5639 Video Amplifier Pentode 169C 1001 6.3 450 150 21 1000 100 4 - 9000

5643 Thyratron 757C - 6.3 150 epx = 500 v max; ip = 100 ma max; Ip = 16 mAdc max.

5672 RF Output Pentode 280 200" 1.25 50 67.5 3.25 -6.5 67.5 0.95 - 650

5702WA Video Amplifier Pentode 82B 500 6.3 200 120 7.5 2000 120 2.6 - 5000

5702WB Video Amplifier Pentode I069(N) 501 240* 6.3 200 120 7.5 2000 120 2.6 - 5000

5703WA High Frequency Triode 293C 101 6.3 200 120 9.4 2200 - - 25.5 5100

5703WB High Frequency Triode 1070(N) 101 50* 6.3 200 120 9.4 2200 - - 25.5 5000

5744 WA High Mu Triode 84C 251 6.3 200 250 4.2 50012 - - 70 4000

5744WB High Mu Triode 1073(N) 151 75* 6.3 200 250 4.2 50002 - - 70 4000

5783 WA Voltage Reference 87C 201 Operates at approximately 85 volts between 1.5 and 3.5 mA.

5784WA RF Mixer Pentode 88D 1001 6.3 200 120 - 5.5 2300 120 4.1 - 3200

5784WB RF Mixer Pentode 1096(N) 751300* 6.3 200 120 5.5 23012 120 .4.1 - 3200

5787 WA Voltage Regulator 898 201 Operates at approximately 98 volts between 5 and 25 mA.

5829 WA Dual Diode 292A - 6.3 150 Max.io = 5.5 mA. per plate

5902 Beam Pwr. Pentode 175C 1001 6.3 450 110 30 2700 110 2.2 - 4200

6021 Medium Mu Dual Triode 188B 501 6.3 300 100 6.5 1500 - - 35 5400

6088 Output Pentode 694 - 1.25 20 45 0.65 -1.25 45 0.15 - 625

6111 Medium Mu Dual Triode 1898 501 6.3 300 100 8.5 2200 - - 20 5000

6112 High Mu Dual Triode 190C 251 6.3 300 100 0.8 1500St - -  70 1800

6533 Low Microphonic Triode 975 1.01 6.3 200 120 0.9 15000 - - 54 1750

W
CC

M

ft
Z
...

E
_

OA2WA Voltage Regulator 2903 100' Operates at approximate! 150 volts between 5 and 30 mA.

OB2WA Voltage Regulator 291 - Operates at approximately 108 volts between 5 and 30 mA.

6AH6WA Video Pentode 1130 100' 6.3 450 300 10 1600 150 2.5 - 9000

6AN5 Power Pentode 117 1000' 6.3 450 120 33 1250 120 11 - 8500

6ANSWA Power Pentode 839A 100* 6.3 450 120 33 1250 120 11 ..- 8500

5517 Cold K Rectifier 690A - Peak Inverse = 2800 volt I.= 12 mAdc.

5651WA Voltage Reference 825A - Operates at approximately 85 volts between 1.5 and 3.5 mA.

5654/6AKSW RF Amol. Pentode 4A 150* 6.3 175 120 7.5 -2 120 2.5 - 5000

5670 Medium Mu Dual Triode 5A 100.0 6.3 350 150 8.2 2400 - - 35 5500

5687WA Low Mu Dual Triode 779A 100" 6.3 900 120 36 -2 - - 18.5 11000

5814A Low Mu Dual Triode 12A 100'0 6.3 350 250 10.5 -8.5 - - 17 2200

4YTHEON

'2.5g, 25 cps. fixed frequency
115g, 40 cps. fixed frequency

:Sections in parallel All ratings for dual tubes are for each section

(N) Navy Spec fication *Peak to peak, 15g, 30 to 1000 cps.

Reliable Miniature and Subminiature Tubes Voltage Reference
INDUSTRIAL TUBE DIVISION
Tubes  Voltage Regulator Tubes Rectifiers Nucleonic Tubes

Newton, Mass ..55 Chapel St., Bigelow 4-7500

New York 589 Fifth Ave., PLaza 9-3900
Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5-6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5-4221

VISIT RAYTHEON BOOTHS 2611-12-13-14, I.R.E. SHOW, N.Y.C.
6 CIRCLE 4 READERS SERVICE CARD February 28, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
AMERICAN IRBM's will be delivered to at least

four bases along Britain's east coast, it was
reported at press time as the U. S. and Britain
moved to complete negotiations for jointly con-
trolled nuclear missile bases. Agreement is

expected to set the pattern for distribution of
missiles up to 1,500-mi range among other
NATO allies.

Meanwhile, West German sources said a
ministerial level NATO meeting scheduled for
March will take place instead in May. This
should settle locations, types and numbers of
missiles for all of NATO ( ELECTRONICS, Jan.
10, p 34). It was reported that West Ger-
many's defense ministry was going ahead with
its own plan to set up three tactical missile
units. Two would get Nike antiaircraft mis-
siles and the third the Matador pilotless bomb-
ers, weapons already possessed by U. S. forces
in West Germany.

TIME DELAY IN CONVERTING missile tele-
metry data from field tape recordings into useful
printed information has been reduced from
weeks to hours. A new Epsco data reduction
system built for GE automatically prepares asyn-
chronous telemetry data for analysis by large
digital computers. GE's missile and ordnance
people estimate initial cost of $700,000, includ-
ing spare parts, will be repaid when data from
twelve "shoots" has been processed.

EXPERIMENTAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM for
automobiles described this month by General
Motors (see photo p 18) is another good sign
for our industry, but don't expect such elec-
tronics for autos for some time. Automatic.
driving along the nation's highways is far in
the future, says GM's research v -p, Lawrence
R. Hafstead. He visualizes first highway use
in an "automatic lane" for cars equipped with
the device that might be rented at a turnpike
entrance. Unit price of mass produced -device
might be comparable to a conventional car
radio.

Present GM system controls steering only.
Most automakers are known to be working on
automatic brake control. Right now, "radar -
type" devices are working too well. They
have difficulty in distinguishing metal highway
signs, parked cars or farm equipment from real
obstructions, and they must be turned off to
permit passing.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION has just
announced results of its survey of all research
and development manpower in the U. S. in
1954, which should be of interest to electronics
executives. Only 25 percent of all engineers
and 40 percent of all scientists surveved-or
23,000-were in R&D in the natural sciences.
This includes 68,000. physical scientists, 139,000
engineers and 22,000 life scientists.

FIGURES OF THE WEEK
RECEIVER PRODUCTION

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
1957

Totals for year

1956 Percent Change
(Source: EIA) Feb. 7, '58 Jan. 31, '58 Feb. 8, '57 Receiving tube sales 456,424,000 464,186,000 - 1.7

Television sets, total 103,730 119,748 116,134 Transistor production 28,738,000 12,840,000 +123.8
Radio sets, total 224,149 245,861 319,386 Cathode-ray tube sales 9,721,008 10,987,021 - 115
Auto sets 76,794 79,890 135,055

Television set production .... 6,399,345 7,387,029 - 13.4
STOCK PRICE AVERAGES Radio set production 15,427,738 13,981,800 + 10.3
(Source: Standard & Poor's) Feb 12, '58 Feb. 5, '58 Feb. 13, '57 TV set sales 6,560,220 6,804,756 - 3.6

Radio-tv & electronics 45.55 46.90 62.10 Radio set sales
Radio broadcasters 56.95 59.66 63.10 (excl. auto) 9,721,285 8,332,077 + 16.7
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Conventional gyro with rotatable outer race bearing (left) and accurate integrating
accelerometers are just two of the components that are now . . .

Improving I -G Systems
RECENTLY ANNOUNCED compo-
nents for inertial -guidance systems
promise to increase accuracy and
reliability while decreasing cost and
easing production bottlenecks. Two
such components are the gyroscope
and accurate integrating accelerom-
eter shown above.

I -g systems are essential in bal-
listic missiles like the newly un-
veiled Sergeant (see below at right)
and air -breathing missiles like the
Matador Mace, which just com-
pleted a 650 -mile unmanned cross-
country flight. The systems are
also important in nuclear sub-
marines, enabling them to travel
submerged to a predetermined spot
before releasing missiles like the
new Polaris.

Inexpensive and reliable i-g sys-
tems also would open a new field in
robot -guided commercial aircraft-
perhaps offering a solution for
critical air -safety problems of the
jet age.

A new coaxial gimbal bearing
for conventional gyros (above,
left), is said to reduce random
drift errors by a factor of twelve.
The device is called Rotorace by
its developer, Sperry Gyroscope
division of Sperry Rand.

With accuracy improved from 3
to 0.25 deg per hour, missiles using
the new unit will be able to hit
targets 150 miles away with a prob-
able error of only 23 yards. Per-

formance is on a par with floated
gyros.

According to the manufacturer,
the unit will be used in the com-
pass system of the new Douglas
DC -8 and Boeing 707 jet airliners.
Pan American and KLM have in-
stalled it in their C-11 compass sys-
tems.

The new integrating accelerom-
eter, (above, right), also by Sperry,
is destined for use on aircraft, air -
breathing missiles and atomic subs.

The unit weighs 11 lb and is
accurate within hundredths of one
percent. Threshold sensitivity is

0.00001 g. That is, it can detect
the gravity g force produced by
tilting the accelerometer axis only
2 seconds of arc.

Three small metal cylinders
form the accelerometer. The small-
est is the sensor. It floats in sili-
cone fluid. The next larger cylinder
is supported on bearings within the
case.

A small 1,000 -rpm motor spins
the middle cylinder and the fluid
as well. Thus the sensor is sup-
ported only by the spinning fluid.
Bypass tubes cushion fore-and-aft
movement so that it causes internal
velocity exactly proportional to ex-
ternally applied acceleration.

Thermostatic controls in the
outer shell hold temperature to
plus or minus 1 deg despite 80 -
deg ambient swings.

New Infrared Is
All Electronic
JOHNSONVILLE, PA. - PROG-

RESS report on development of an
all -electronic infrared system at the
Naval Air Development Center
here promises infrared hardware
that will be cheaper, simpler and
more versatile than equipment now
being used.

Known as Project Moocher, the
system was conceived, and the work
is being headed up, by Lt. Cdr.
H. R. Walker.

Finished project, Walker says,
will be useful to all services. Appli-
cations include guiding missiles,
searching and tracking aircraft and
missiles, and guiding troops through
the dark. Cost per unit will be
around $300. Absence of moving
parts, light weight and mobility are
still other advantages to the gear.

Needed at the moment is a new
sensitive surface. Westinghouse Re-
search Lab is currently making
evaluations of certain sensitive sur-
faces as a possible solution.

But even if a conventional sur-
face has to be used, 'Walker says,
the project will still be a success.
The real gimmick is how the surface
is used. And that problem, though
secret, is already solved.

Also working on a portion of
Project Moocher is Evans Signal
Lab at Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Up And Away
Blasting off at White Sands, New Mex-
ico, is the Army's inertially guided
Sergeant missile. 'This 30 -ft JPL-Sperry
missile succeeds the four -year -old radio -
command -guided Corporal

4
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Can You Call a Man a "Failure"

at Thirty?
Men who think that success is only a matter of "a few years"
are failures . . . however young they. are!

How often have you heard some young man in business say, "I'll admit the job I have now
isn't much but, after all, I'm only in my twenties."

Or: "Just about every executive in the company I work for is between 45 and 65. I have
plenty of time to get ahead."

This mistaken idea that success comes automatically with t me is easy to understand.
Promotions do come regularly and effortlessly to young men of p omise. But the day arrives,
often abruptly, when that promise must be fulfilled. Native abilit 7 and intelligence can carry
a man only to the mid -way point in business-beyond that he must prove his capacity to justify
a position of executive responsibility. That calls for a practical, working knowledge of business
fundamentals.

The time to build that knowledge-to lay a solid groundwork for your future progress-
is now . .. now while time is still on your side. If you fail to reco.;nize that fact, you'll know
only struggling, skimping and regret when your earning power sh.)uld be at its height.

HALF the world is half asleep!
Men who could be making twice

their present salaries are coasting
along, hoping for promotions but
doing nothing to bring themselves
forcefully to the attention of man-

, agement. They'r? wasting the most
fruitful years oft teir business lives...
throwing away ttousands of dollars
they'll never be rble to make up.

If you want to discover how to
start to succeec while you're still
young-if you cant to avoid the
heartbreak of failure in later years
-send today for "Forging Ahead in
Business"... on of the most prac-
tical and help!ul booklets ever
written on the p oblems of personal
advancement. You will discover

r

Modern

ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE New York

MIM

what the qualifications of an exalt.
tive are in today's competitive mar-
ket . . . what you must know to
make $15,000, $20,000 or more a.
year ... what you must do to accu-
mulate this knowledge.

"Forging Ahead in Business" was
written for ambitious men who seri-
ously want to get down to bed -rock
in their thinking about their busi-
ness future; there's no charge for
the booklet because, frankly, we've
never been able to set a price on it
that would reflect its true value.
Some men have found a fortune in
its pages. If you feel that it's meant
for you, simply fill out and return
this coupon. Your complimentary
copy will be mailed to you promptly.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
Dept. 619, 71 W. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.
In Canada: 57 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Please mail me. without cost, a copy of your 48 -page book-

"F HIDING AHEAD IN BUSINESS"

Name

Firm Name.

Business Address

Position

Home Address
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FAST, HAMMER -DRIVEN RIVET ECONOMICAL
FOR BLIND AND OPEN APPLICATIONS

VIM 1. AMMO
r rAMEMEINEwiii rA rilalow

Fig. I Inserted in hole, Southco
Rivets are quickly set by driving
pin with hammer. No special
tools are required. Bucking is
not necessary.

Fig. 2 Expanded prongs force
sheets or parts together, hold
them tightly in compression.
No metal is removed, no grind-
ing or finishing is required.

Fig. 3 Pin is locked securely into rivet by displaced
metal filling unique grooves. Compression forces
are utilized for greater strength.

Fig. 4 Ideally suited for "blind" applications, Southco Rivets arrangement or time-consuming finishing. Supplied as a unit,
are worked by one man from one side only and require mini- they require no job time for assembly or fitting.
mum space inside closed area. They eliminate costly bucking

Fig. 5 Access or
open fastening util-
izes the simplicity,
speed and vibra-
tion -resistance of
Southco Rivets.

Fig. 6 Ferrules are
used as spacers for
numerous applica-
tions. Here the
Southco Rivet
forms a drawer pull
in conjunction with
a flanged tube.

.,.--:.-.
NEW I

11 41PLY -HEAD*
RIVETS

fly
TRADE MARK
OF SOUTH
CHESTER CORP.

Fig. 7 Increased
head size distrib-
utes holding pres-
sure over larger
area, permits
higher loading on
wood, plastics and
similar materials.

e)
BLIND
RIVETS

y TURN ADJ. PAWL DOOR RETAINING ANCHOR

FASTENERS FASTENERS LATCHES SPRINGS NUTS

Fig. 8 A blind head
can be formed in-
side the wood. This
application is par-
ticularly useful
when it is desirable
to have one surface
of the wood un-
marred.

FREE!
Fastener Handbook

Send for your free copy of
Handbook No. 7. Com-
plete data for designers on
these and many other
specialty fasteners. 52 pp.,
two colors.

Write on your letterhead
to Southco Division, South
Chester Corporation, 233
Industrial Highway, Lester,
Pennsylvania.

.
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ILeft to Rignt) Frank Marshall, Assistant 14:ngin3er, Arthur E.
Wulfsterg, an Assistant Director of Research & Development, mil
John Sprengeler, Project Engineer, discuss the use of a General
Electric GL -6442 in a power amplifier assembly which is part of the
AN/ARN-46 receiver -transmitter unit shown in center foreground.

Disassembled power amplifier from AN/ARN-46.
A G -E GL -6442 is used in each of 3 such amplifi-
ers within the TACAN receiver -transmitter unit.

Collins Airborne TACAN Uses General Electric
GL -6442 For Reliable Performance

EXCEPTIONAL performance characteristics of
General Electric tube type GL -6442 are con-

tributing significantly to the accurate and reliable
performance of Collins TACAN equipment, which is
capable of operation at altitudes over 70,000 feet.

TACAN provides the military or civil pilot with
continuous, precise distance and bearing information
for navigation at ranges up to about 200 miles.

The pressurized receiver -transmitter unit of the
equipment employs five G -E GL-6442's-ceramic, disc -
seal triodes of planar construction-in the frequency
multiplier and power amplifier systems. Three of the
tubes are used in the pulse -modulated final amplifier.
These tubes are mounted in coaxial resonators, tun-
able over a 1025-1150 mc. range. More than 1 KW
peak power output is obtained.

Designed primarily for use in grounded -grid cavity
circuits as a plate pulsed oscillator or amplifier up to
4000 mcs., the tube is also useful as a continuous -wave
RF power amplifier, oscillator, or frequency multi-
plier up to 2500 mcs. Typical operation in plate -pulsed
oscillator service at 3500 mcs. produces 2 KW peak
power output with an average power input of 7.5
watts and a duty cycle of 0.001.

Ratings for other classes of service available on re-
quest. For full information on Type GL -6442, call
your regional G -E power tube representative. Power
Tube Dept., General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

73apess /s Our Most /mporAint Avoiuct

GENERAL ELECTRIC
9545-8481.6
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Columbia Tells
Upgrading Plan
UPGRADING of top -potential elec-
tronics engineers in industry
through a special university pro-
gram was proposed this month by
Columbia University. Columbia's
new part-time day plan for New
York area firms strengthens the
trend, most apparent on the West
Coast, towards more advanced train-
ing for engineers.

\Vide industry'support is sought,
but emphasis on quality over quan-
tity is such that only one of three
students are likely to enter the
program from each participating
firm.

Program will start in September
in the electrical engineering depart-
ment of Columbia's School of En-
gineering. It extends the school's
regular graduate program for engi-
neers in industry to include day-
time courses. Students will be nomi-
nated by their companies, based on
the employer's estimate of their
potential.

During two 32 -week academic
years the new program will take top
calibre students away from their
engineering jobs two days a week.
Studies will lead to master of
science degree or doctorate.

Courses will cover such areas as
electronic circuitry, physical elec-
tronics, computers, control systems,
electromagnetic theory, microwave
engineering and energy conversion.
Daytime studies mean that students
will get the benefit of more per-
sonal contact with top professors
and more seminars.

Program would cost companies
S1.184 for 32 points at S37 a point.
Donation of an equal sum by the
companies in recognition of the
higher actual cost of educating an
engineer is optional.

Dean John R. Dunning told elec-
tronics executives at a recent lunch-
eon that the new Columbia plan is
part of a national movement in
engineering education towards more
special graduate training. This is
largely a matter of upgrading scien-
tific and engineering talent, he said,
in which "industry as well as edu-
cation has a real stake."

Dunning urged that "people be

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
PENTAGON OFFICIALS are pushing out more missile news than ever
before. The Army's success with its Explorer satellite has tended to
make release of information more on a normal (for the Pentagon)
basis than in recent months.

Biggest administrative development is in surface-to-surface missiles
of more than 200 mi range. Now, the Army's ceiling is based on
weight and mobility of missile rather than range alone. If the missile
can be carried and launched from a vehicle like a truck, the Army
can have it.

The Pershing missile now under development at Redstone Arsenal
will be the first solid -propellant vehicle in the 200-mi-plus-range class;
it will succeed the Redstone.

Here's a rundown on missile news, names and contractors.

Corporal-Cary Multiplier, San Gabriel, Calif., produces the gyro
and controls for this tactical missile.

Nike-Zeus-Grand Central Rocket, Redlands, Calif., is developing
the solid -propellant rocket for this Air Force anti -ICBM system.

Sergeant-Cal Tech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.,
and Sperry Gyroscope, Salt Lake City, are primes; solid -fuel motor will
be supplied by Thiokol Chemical.

Corvus-New Navy air -to -surface missile has Temco Aircraft, Dallas,
as prime; principal subs are Reaction Motors for propulsion and Texas
Instruments and W. L. Maxson on guidance.

Sidewinder-Contractors on this operational air-to-air missile include
Philco; General Electric; Norris Thermodor, Los Angeles; Hunter
Douglas, Riverside, Calif.; Eastman Kodak; Minneapolis -Honeywell;
Elgin Watch; Baldwin Piano; Houdaille Industries; Bulova; Hamilton
Watch; Beatrice Field Tank Co., Allied Federal Industries; Electronics
Corp. of America; IR Industries, Bausch and Lomb; American Machine
and Foundry.

Bull Goose-Fairchild Engine and Airplane is the prime contractor
for this Air Force electronic countermeasures missile-a decoy to be
used in an attack on an enemy. Also involved: Ramo-Wooldridge,
American Machine and Foundry; and Paul Omohundro Co.

Green Quail-McDonald Aircraft is prime contractor for this air -
launched diversionary missile. Also involved: Ramo-Wooldridge, Amer-
ican Machine and Foundry and General Electric.

Mace-Martin is prime contractor on this successor to the Martin -
built pilotless -plane, Matador. Guidance is from GM's AC Sparkplug
division.

Hound Dog-North American Aviation has development of this top
secret air -to -surface missile to be launched from a B-52 bomber.

 The Air Force claims its new $1 -billion ballistic missile detec-
tion system will provide precise and sharp beams designed to
give better than 99 percent probability of raid detection with a
relatively low rate of false alarms.

The complex antenna system allows for discrimination between
missiles, meteors and satellites. First contracts, valued at about
$329 million, are going to RCA, Western Electric, GE, Syl-
vania and several other electronics companies. RCA has the
prime contract.
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NOW! END READOUT CONFUSION...
with the new K/N TEL digital voltmeter

ANOTHER FIRST FROM KIN TEL! Here is a digital voltmeter that
shows numbers on a readable single plane! With KIN TEL'S new
design, there are no superimposed outlines of numbers in the
picture ...no confusion caused by dials and old style numerical
readouts. This digital readout uses a simple projection system -
provides 7,000 to 8,000 hours of lamp life, compared with 100 to
200 hours for ordinary readouts.
FIRST OF A COMPLETE LINE OF DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS! Others
include: Converters for measuring AC, ohms, ratios ...multiple
input scanners . . . serial converters to drive typewriters and
punched tape units.
WIDE APPLICATION! KIN TEL digital instruments are ideal for
automatic check-out systems for missiles and rockets; computer
measurements; process control monitoring; production testing;
test system calibration; strain gage, thermocouple and other
transducer measurements, and calibration of laboratory and
industrial electronic instruments.

Talk to your local KIN TEL representative. Sales and service
everywhere. Or write us direct for further information.

See the difference!

ORDINARY READOUT

KIN TEL READOUT CLEAR AND SHARP. ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT

 100 Microvolt Sensitivity
 Automatic, Continuous Standard

Cell Calibration
 High Reliability
 0.0001 to 999.9V-Plus Automatic

Decimal and Polarity Indication

SPECIFICATIONS

Display...Four (4) digit with automatic polarity
indication and decimal placement. Tota! display area
2" high x 7.5" long, internally illuminated.
Individual digits 1.25" high.

Automatic Ranges .0.0001 to 999.9 volts covered
in four ranges.

Accuracy. .0.01% or 1 digit, whichever is larger.

Counting Rate...30 counts per second, providing
average balance (reading) time of 1 second, maximum
balance time of less than 2 seconds

Reference Voltage.. Chopper -stabilized supply, referenced
to an unsaturated mercury -cadmium standard cell.

Input Impedance...10 megohms, all ranges.

Output...Visual display, plus print control.
Automatic print impulse when meter assumes balance
No accessories required to drive parallel input printers

Input...115 volt, 60 cycle, single phase,
approximately 75VA.

Dimensions...Control unit, 51/4" high x 19" wide x 16"
deep. Readout display, 31/2" high x 19" wide x 9" deep

Weight,..Approximately 40 lb.

Price...$2,100

Over 10,000 K/N TEL instruments in use today!

TEL
A Division of Cohu Electronics Inc.

5725 Kearny Villa Road
San Diego 11, California
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upgraded to the maximum . . . so

that best use can be made of
their capabilities." The cost is high
to a university, he added. Almost
60 percent of the cost of educating
a graduate engineering student at
Columbia is not covered by tuition
and must be borne by the univer-
sity.

New Stereo Disk
Uses F -M Carrier
ANOTHER ENTRY in stereo phono-
graph record sweepstakes is a pro-
posed system which has directional
information superimposed on su-
personic f -m carrier, plus conven-
tional lateral microgroove. Records
may be reproduced either mon-
aurally or in stereo with conven-
tional monaural pickup, maker
says.

News confirms an earlier report
(ELEcTRONICS, Jan. 10. p 31). De-
veloper is Components Corp. of
Denville, N. J. Advantages claimed
include elimination of one pre-
amplifier, less critical pickup ad-
justments for azimuth and track-
ing, reduced differential noise.

The two stereo channels from
a conventional master tape are
combined both in phase and out
of phase in the rerecording process.
The sum signal comprises the
main groove modulation, while the
difference signal modulates a 24-kc
f -m carrier and is multiplexed into
the disk cutter.

Upper limit of 5 kc for the
difference signal is presently re-
stricted by a low-pass filter, but it
is expected this can be raised to
8 or 10 kc. Overall system re-
sponse required is 30 kc, which
can be achieved with 0.5 -mil tip
radius on reproducing stylus.

For stereo reproduction, any
conventional wide -range pickup is
fed into a special preamplifier,
which in addition to the RIAA
equalization characteristic, also has
a limiter and discriminator for the
f -m difference channel. The sum
signal is then split and fed to both
speakers, simultaneously and in
phase, while the difference portion
is fed in phase with the signal in
one speaker, and .out of phase
with that in the other. Crosstalk
is said to be down 30 db.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
 Sperry is about ready to an-

nounce a multi -million -dollar weap-
ons systems manager contract with
USAF for development of long
range radar.

 Look for Sylvania to announce
within the next few weeks three
additional contracts in the field of
missile defense including electronic
countermeasures.

 Branching radio frequency am-
plifiers will be used in Project
Globecom, a communication sys-
tem linking the U. S.'s farflung air
bases throughout the world. Pro-
duced by Hallamore Electronics
div. of Siegler, the amplifier allows
connection of six communications
receivers to a single antenna with-
out objectionable inter -action or in-
ferior performance in individual
circuits.

The amplifier is made up of

Semiconductor .,unplirici opci,itc, up to
500 mc

French Reveal
New Amplifier
FRANCE'S National Center of Tele-
communications Studies has an-
nounced a semiconductor ampli-
fier that operates at frequencies
up to 500 mc.

The device,' called the Tecne-
tron, is a cylindrical rod of ger-
manium 2 mm long and 0.5 mm
in diameter, containing a slot
filled with indium. National Cen-
ter hopes by the end of the year
to perfect a model that will reach
a frequency of more, than 1,000
Inc and a power of several watts.

French government owns rights
to the device.

four main subassemblies consisting
of a preamplifier, output distribu-
tion amplifier, power supply and
control panel. Hallamore's contract
for 1394 sets comes to $787,250.

 ARDC says the electronics in-
dustry would profit by taking more
advantage of its Technical Pro-
gram Planning Documents system
through which USAF's future needs
are stated and sent out to interested
firms.

Specific areas TPPD's cover in-
clude: communications, electronic
counter and counter countermeas-
ure, air terminal control, electronic
techniques, intelligence data han-
dling, reconnaissance data collec-
tion, and search, identification and
tactical control.

Requests for TPPD's are made to
Commander, ARDC, Andrews
AFB, Washington 25, D. C., to
the attention of RD %DSP.

Fusion Boosts
Electronics Role
As THE POSSIBILITY of a practical
fusion reactor moves into the realm
of probability, electronics will play a
more vital role-in fact a key role-
in nuclear engineering.

That was the comment made
this week to an ELECTRONICS editor
by Manson Benedict, head of the
newly created Department of
Nuclear Engineering at MIT.

Benedict, a physical chemist who
got into nucleonics as a scientist
for the Manhattan Project, pointed
out that electronics now has an im-
portant, but auxiliary role in fission
reaction. Electronic instrumenta-
tion and circuitry are used in the
the process "from initial signal to
actuation of controls."

But training in electronics will
be even more important for thermo-
nuclear reaction, Benedict added,
since high temperature plasma
physics is "the heart of the subject."

The $2,640,000 nuclear reactor
at MIT, which will be completed
this Spring, will serve as a labora-
tory for the new department, one
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HUGHES

HIGH

CONDUCTANCE

SILICON

DIODES

Hughes, many years a leader in the semiconductor industry, has
added another series to its expanding line. These new units can
withstand temperatures as high as 200°C while sustaining all the
important features your circuits demand:

 high forward conductance
 high reverse voltage
 low dynamic forward resistance
 high back resistance at high temperatures and/or high voltages

They are quality diodes, rugged and reliable like all Hughes diodes.
And each is packaged in Hughes' famous glass envelope, designed
for complete protection from contamination and moisture penetra-
tion. Maximum body dimensions: .107" x .265".

Special types are available, too. Perhaps you have a design with
unique requirements and can't find the right diode for the job. If
so, ask for a call from one of our sales engineers or visit our booth
at the IRE show this month. Either way, we would be pleased to
discuss your requirements.

flax. Max. Rated
Forward Max. Rated Average Max. Inverse Current Inverse

Type Current Fcrward Cirrert Test Operating
Number* @ ±1 Volt @ 25°C 15C°C G 25°C @ 150°C Voltage Voltage

1N482B 100mA 200mA 50mA .0250/ 50A 30V 36V

1N483B 1110mA 200rrA 50mA .025xA 5mA 60V 70V

1 N484B 1110mA 200rrA 50mA .0250A 501 125V 130V

1N4856 100mA 206mA 50mA .0250A 5pA 175V 180V

1N486A 100mA 200mA 50mA .0500A 250A 225V 225V

1N487A 100mA 200mA 50mA .1000, 250A 300V 300V

`Lettered and usletered versions not listed are available.)

Hughes has reVated types with higher forward currents. Here are three of the many
which could be listed:
1106764 200mA 200mA 50mA .0250A 5AA 60V 70V

H06768 200mA 200mA 50mA .0250 50A 175V 180V

HD6773 200mA 200mA 50mA .025,,A. 5,.,A 300V 300V

For printed literature, please write: Semiconductor Division, HUGHES PRODUCTS, International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California

HUGHES

IM

f-
Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES PRODUCTS
SEMICONDUCTORS
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of the first of its kind in the U. S.
First course in nuclear engineer-

ing at MIT was offered in 1952.
The new department will be a di-
vision of the School of Engineer-
ing, of which C. Richard Soderberg
is dean. Teaching will dovetail with
a research program, which will in-
clude studies of atomic energy for
medical and industrial as well as
scientific purposes. By 1960 indus-
try expects to need 16,000 nuclear
engineers, Soderberg said. A 1957
study showed about 9,000 were em-
ployed by industry in the atomic
energy field.

In addition to classes in Cam-
bridge, Mass., nuclear engineering
students may attend the Engineer-
ing Practice School conducted by
MIT at Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Study in the new department
will require a background in
physics, mathematics and engineer-
ing. Classes will be open to under-
graduates, but the department will
give degrees only for graduate work.
Establishment of the new depart-
ment will be effective July 1.

This year 94 students have been
registered for graduate study in the
peaceful application of atomic en-
ergy. Of these, 23 are from MIT
and the others come from a total
of 49 institutions, including An-
napolis and West Point. They in-
clude 17 foreign students.

Mobile Counters
Track Radiation
SAFETY PERSONNEL at AEC in-
stallations track down escaping ra-
diation like FC inspectors. Mobile
atmosphere counters locate trouble
spots by the employment of tri-
angulation. Counter -equipped ve-
hicles make fast ground surveys.
Fixed, remote stations handle
routine area monitoring.

Upwards of 200 mobile air
monitors are estimated to be in
use. Early models were custom
built, but as the nuclear industry
expanded, a commercial market de-
veloped.

Remote counting stations are
also in commercial production.
Multichannel installations are used
to bring readings to central control

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
 Taylor Instruments, Rochester,

N. Y., drops plan to offer 99,195
shares of additional common stock
to its stockholders. The offering,
originally planned for last October,
was postponed because of market
conditions. Conditions are still not
ripe for the issue, comments Ray-
mond E. Olsen, president of the
firm. Prospectus data furnished to
the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission last fall is now outdated
and the company has withdrawn its
SEC registration. Firm had planned
to retire $2.5 million of bank loans
with proceeds of stock issue. In-
stead, the loans have been con-
tinued.

 Electro Precision Corp., Arka-
delphia, Ark., offers 60,000 shares
of common stock at $4 per share to
bona fide residents of Arkansas. The
new firm was organized to manu-
facture electronic controls and in-
struments used in automatic manu-
facturing. Proceeds will go for new
equipment, inventory and working
capital. Nunn -Groves Co. of Little
Rock, Ark., is handling the under-
writing.

Telecomputing Corp. of Los
Angeles reports an enviable income
tax position for the next few years.
It has an operating loss carry -for-
ward from 1954 and 1955 of ap-
proximately $790,000 to apply
against taxable income for the years

1958 and 1959. Approximately
$483,000 of this amount is avail-
able to 1960. Firm's net income
for the 10 months ended Oct. 31,
1957 was $728,850. It makes com-
putting gear, gyroscope, compo-
nents, test units, control devices.

 Texas Instruments was one of
the star performers on the New
York Stock Exchange last year.
Price of TI stock increased 46.6 per-
cent between close of 1956 and
close of 1957, a gain exceeded only
by seven NYSE listed firms. TI
closed at 184 in 1956 and at 261
in 1957. Final 1957 quotations of
three out of four firms were below
their final 1956 quotations.

 Fairchild Camera & Instru-
ment Corp., Syosset, L. I., N. Y..
forms new Defense Products Di-
vision through integration of its
Electronics Division and Recon-
naissance Systems Division. Move
was made because future recon-
naissance systems will require in
tegration of our background in
reconnaissance and electronics, says
John Carter, Fairchild president.

DIVIDENDS: Raytheon declares
5 percent stock dividend, payable
March 5 . . . Siegler Corp., regular
quarterly dividend of 200, March
3 . . . Television Electronics Fund,
80 per share from investment in-
come, Feb. 28.

Mobile atmosphere radiation moni-
tor finds radioactivity released from
reactor stacks

points. They are hung on piping
in homogeneous reactors to detect

leaks and start safety circuits. Firms
which handle large radiation
sources employ them as door inter-
locks.

One firm estimates the poten-
tial market for these two classes of
instruments is of the order of
hundreds a year. The cost of its
mobile air monitor is under $4,000,
and the remotes sell for $500 a
channel.

In addition, the firm has sold
about 200 single channel remote
counters for civilian defense use.
The counters are installed on top
of a firehouse or other CD station.
The indicator and alarm stays in-
side.
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For precise
power measurements

in all bands

Microline 630 Peak Power Meter. New direct -reading
meter measures true peak power in radars and other
pulse systems. Readings, indicated continuously, are
independent of width, shape, and repetition rate of
pulse.

Other Microline Barretter and Thermistor Mounts
cover coaxial and waveguide lines for frequencies
between 0.82 and 9.6 kmc. All Microline mounts are
fixed -tuned for low VSWR over their bands.

Now available from Sperry for immedi-
ate delivery is a complete line of
Microline® equipment for measuring
power in all bands. Ready to meet the
growing demand for instruments capa-
ble of a high order of accuracy, Microline
equipment design is based on Sperry's
wide experience in developing preci-

Microline Combination Test Sets. All are capable of
measuring both peak and average power in radar
systems. Also do the job of three or more standard
test sets in measuring many other important system
parameters. Special gating feature selects and iden-
tifies any pulse of a multi -pulse group for peak
power measurement and spectrum observation. Avail-
able for Lp, S, C, X, K. and V band systems.

Microline Directional Couplers. For sampling system
power for measurement and test purposes. Available
for coaxial and waveguide lines covering 0.96 to
40.0 kmc. Coupling ratios cover 10 to 50 db. Dual
couplers are available for special comparative and
ratio techniques, such as reflectometer measure-
ments for fast production testing.

sion test and production equipment for
major weapon and defense systems.
Write our Microwave Electronics Divi-
sion for latest data on "Microline Power
Measuring Instruments."

Microline® 123B Wattmeter Bridge. Measures average
power to accuracy of 3%. Self -balancing and direct-
reading, bridge operates with Microline barretter or
thermistor mounts. Frequency coverage depends on
mount used.

New Microline Barretter Mounts. For peak or average
power measurements, these mounts are fixed -tuned
and broad -banded to cover complete frequency range
of their waveguide with high internal efficiency.
Designed with low shunt capacity especially for
peak power measurements with Microline 630 Meter.
Barretters can be replaced by user. Three mounts
cover all frequencies from 2.5 to 12.4 kmc.

Microline Barretters and Thermistors. Precision ele-
ments for reliable power measurements as well as
linear detection and probe uses. Seven types are
available for special requirements of all types of
power measurements, frequency bands, and bridge
or meter circuits.

67ROSCOPf COAINIff
Great Neck, New York

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORARON
BROOKLYN CLEVELAND  NEW ORLEANS LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE  SAN FRA%CISCO. IN CANADA: SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC
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Radio Controls
Seaway Traffic
A FOUR -STATION radio network will
be used to direct traffic through
the St. Lawrence Seaway slated
for completion early in 1959.

Aim of the system will be to
prevent congestion at the seven
locks by giving vessels using the
2,400 mi seaway instructions as to
speed, etc.

System's four transmitters will
be at Cote -St. Catherine, Beau-
harnais, Eisenhower and Iroquois.

"Vessels using the seaway will
not need additional equipment,"
says Sydney Hairsine, head of Ca-
nadian Seaway Authority's electri-
cal and mechanical division.

The transmitters will broadcast
on existing frequencies determined
by the longstanding Great Lakes
Agreement between U. S. and
Canada. Output power will be
about 75 watts to cover distances
not exceeding 25 miles.

Driving With No Hands
Electromagnetic auto guidance system enables driver to light a cigarette as vehicle enters
turnaround loop on check road at GM Technical Center. Wire embedded in pavement
carries 40 w at 2,000 cps a -c. Pair of tuned pick-up coils on front bumper straddle
magnetic field about the wire, feeding voltage variations caused by lateral movement
to a small analog computer installed in car's glove compartment. Computer drives a
servo system to control steering. (See Newsletter, p 7)

MEETINGS AHEAD FEBRUARY

Mar. 3-5: Fourth Annual I 'cc- SMTWT F S

tronics Conf., American Man- 1

agement Assoc., concurrent with 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

AMA Annual Exhibit of Elec- 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
tronic Data Processing Equip., 23 24 25 26 27 28
Statler Hotel, N. Y. C.

Mar. 8: American Society for
Quality Control, Toronto Sect.,
Forum: Basic Training in Sta-
tistical Quality Control, contact
Treasurer, Box 7, Toronto 15.

Mar. 17-21: 19 58 Nuclear Con-
gress, Engineers Joint Council,
AICE, and Atomfair, Atomic
Industrial Forum, International
Amphitheatre, Chicago.

Mar. 24-27: IRE National Con-
vention, All Prof. Groups,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and N. Y.
Coliseum, N. Y. C.

Mar. 31 -Apr. 2: Instruments &
Regulators Conf., PGAC,
ASME, AICHE, ISA, Univ. of
Delaware, Newark, Del.

Mar. 31 -Apr. 2: Southwest Dis-
trict Meeting of AIEE, Mayo
Hotel, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

MARCH

SMTWT F S

1

2  4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 18 19 20 21 22

28 29

Apr. 2-4: Conf. on Automatic
Optimization, PGAC, ASME,
AICHE, ISA, Univ. of Dela-
ware, Newark, Del.

Apr. 8-10: Symposium on Elec-
tronic Wayeguides, Microwave
Research Institute of Brooklyn
Polytechnic Inst., held at Engi-
neering Societies Bldg. N. Y. C.

Apr. 10-12: Tenth Southwestern
IRE Conference and Elec-
tronics Show, St. Anthony Hotel
and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio, Texas.

Apr. 14-16: Conf. on Automatic
Techniques, IRE, ASME, Statler
Hotel, Detroit, Mich.

Apr. 15: Closing date for regis-
tration, Intensive course in Auto-
matic Control scheduled for

APRIL

SMTWTF S
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9: 11 12
130 15 16 18 19
20 210 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30

June 16-25 at Univ. of Mich.,
Coll. of Engineering.

Apr. 17-18: Second Annual Tech.
Meeting, Institute of Environ-
mental Engineers, Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y. C.

Apr. 18-19: Twelfth Annual Spring
Tech. Conference on Television
and Transistors, Engineering So-
ciety of Cincinnati Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Apr. 20-24: Scientific Apparatus
Makers, 40th Annual Meeting,
El Mirador Hotel, Palm Springs,
California.

Apr. 22-24: 1958 Electronic Com-
ponents Conf., IRE, AIEE,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif.
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with Mass Produced
0 Low Priced ... High Quail

Also

Silicon Power Rectifiers

(ACTUAL SIZE)

 M-500 -1N1084
Max. Peak Inv. Volts 400
Max. DC MA 100°C...500

150°C...250
Max. RMS Volts 280
Max. RMS MA 100°C. .1250

150°C...625
Max. Rec. Peak MA . .100°C .5000

150°C. .2500
Max. Surge Amperes 100°C. . ..30

150°C....15
 40K -1N 1442
Max. Peak Inv. Volts 400
Max. DC MA 55°C...750

100°C...500
150°C...250

Max. RMS Volts 280
Max. RMS MA 55°C. 1875

100°C. 1250
150°C...625

Max. Rec. Peak MA. .55°C. 7500
100°C. 5000
150°C. 2500

Max. Surge Amperes .55°C. ..30
100°C. . . 30
150°C. ..15

As you prefer-we can supply you with either ferrule or lead mounting.

available-voltage ratings of 100, 200 and 300 volts peak inverse on both types.

Write for complete information.

.4arkes
Tarziani

RECTIFIER DIVISION
Dept. 0-1

415 N. COLLEGE AVE., BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

fn Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9, Tel. Rogers 2-7535 Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York City
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NEW DUAL -BEAM
OSCILLOSCOPE

Tektronix Type 502
 TWO -GUN CATHODE-RAY TUBE.

 200 pm/cm SENSITIVITY, BOTH BEAMS.

 DIFFERENTIAL INPUT, ALL SENSITIVITIES.

 2, 5, 10, and 20 TIMES SWEEP MAGNIFICATION.

 CURVE TRACING with TWO BEAMS-(horizontal
input sensitivity to 0.1 v/cm).

 SINGLE -BEAM CURVE TRACING at 200 µv/cm,
BOTH AXES.

 EXTRA FEATURE-Both amplifiers have transistor -
regulated parallel heater supply.

Tr 502 Out !FAA. oscitiOSCOM

.411 61011

ONNIROmer.

Dual display on
linear time base.

Dual display
for XY curves.

Here are a few uses for the Type 502:
IN ELECTRONICS-Use the Type 502 as a general-pur-
pose oscilloscope and also to show simultaneously the
waveforms at any two points in a circuit, e.g. input and
output, opposite sides of a push-pull circuit, trigger
and triggered waveform, etc.
IN MECHANICS-Display, compare, and measure out-
puts of two transducers on the same time base; plot
one transducer output against another-pressure against
volume or temperature for instance; measure phase
angles, frequency differences, etc.
IN MEDICINE-Display, compare, and measure stimu-
lus and reaction, or the outputs of two probes, on the
same time base; use differential input to cancel out
common -mode signals, or to eliminate the need for a
common terminal; use in routine investigations, etc.
IN ALL FIELDS-The Type 502 can save you more than
its cost in time-in as little as one application!

TYPE 502 CHARACTERISTICS
HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIERS
200-microvolts/cm deflection factors, both dc -coupled and ac -coupled. 16
calibroted steps from 200 pv/cm to 20 v/cm.

Passbonds- dc -to -100 kc at 200 µv/cm, increasing to dc -to -350 kc at
1 my /cm and dc -to -500 kc at 50 mv/cm to 20 v/cm.
Differential Input, Both Channels-Rejection ratios: 1000 -to -1 at 1 mv/cm or
less, 100 -to -1 at 0.2 v, cm, 50 -to -1 at 5 to 20 v/ cm.

Constant Input Impedance (1 megohm, 47 ppf) Both Channels-from 1 mv/cm
to 20 v/cm, for use with Tektronix P510A Probes. (2-P510A Probes furnished).

WIDE -RANGE SWEEP CIRCUIT (Common to both beams)
Single -knob control for selecting any of 22 accurately -calibrated sweep rates
from 1 psec/cm to 5 sec/cm.

Sweep Magnification -2, 5, 10, and 20 times, accurate within the maximum
calibrated sweep rote.

Automatic Triggering-fully automatic, or preset with amplitude -level selec-
tion when desired. Sweep can also be operated free -running.

X -Y CURVE TRACING OPERATION
Horizontal -input amplifier permits curve -tracing with both beams simultane-
ously at sensitivities to 0.1 v/cm. For curve tracing at higher sensitivities (to
200 µv/cm) with one beam, one of the vertical amplifiers can be switched to
the horizontal -deflection plates.

OTHER FEATURES
Amplitude calibrator, 1 my to 100 v in decade steps-square wave, frequen-
cy about 1 kc.

3-ky accelerating potential on new Tektronix 5" dual -beam crt. 8 -cm by
10 -cm linear -display area, each beam.

Electronically -regulated power supplies. Price $795
f.o.b. foctory

IF YOU ATTEND THE IRE
SHOW, BE SURE TO SEE THE

TYPE 502 AT TEKTRONIX
BOOTHS 3027 TO 3030.

Tektronix, Inc.
P. O. Box 831 Portland 7, Oregon

Phone CYpress 2-2611  TWX-PD 311 Cable: TEKTRONIX

Regular shipments of the Type 502 are expected to
begin during June, 1958. However, your Tektronix
Field Engineer or Representative quite likely will be
able to arrange a demonstration somewhat sooner.
Please keep in touch with him for current details. If
you don't know where to find him, a postcard to the
factory will get you that information along with com-
plete specifications on the Type 502.
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AN AID FOR
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

TIME: 2:00 A.M.

WEATHER: Heavy rain-ceiling 500'-visibility one mile.

SITUATION: Aircraft traffic in and out of International
Airport Los Angeles is almost normal.

REASON: Positive identification and control of aircraft
aided by use of the CHARACTRON Shaped
Beam Tube in modern Air Traffic Control
Display Systems. Proved in the SAGE sys-
tem, the CHARACTRON Shaped Beam
Tube displays alphanumeric and symbolic
information plus conventional radar.

RESULT: A constructive step forward in air safety
for the fast moving jet -age.

S -C GO
42, STROMBERG-CARLSON
1895 HANCOCK STREET, SAN DIEGO 1, CALIFORNIA
THE STROMEIERDCARLSON COMPANY, A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson"
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No. 1 solution to dielectric problems -

PRECISION STEATITE
by GENERAL CERAMICS

G-C steatite solves all of these problems...economically
Widely varying ambient temperature
Severe mechanical or thermal shock
Permanence of dimensional accuracy
Intricate shapes to close tolerance

G -C electrical ceramics are news! Offering a far higher
degree of dimensional accuracy than ever before possible,
precision dielectrics provide a far greater design latitude
in all types of electronic and electrical equipment. These
new high accuracy ceramics are another example of

o.
FERRAMIC CORES

22

Efficient compaction of physical size
Low electrical loss at high frequency
High dielectric and mechanical strength
Extreme immunity to environmental conditions

General Ceramics progressive manufacture . . . better
products at lower cost through, advanced research and
improved methods of production. Why not ask for all the
facts on precision electrical ceramics, now! Write General
Ceramics Corporation, Keasbey, New Jersey, Dept. E.

GENERAL CERAMICS
Industrial Ceramics for Industrial Progress... Since 1906

0O 0 0
0 0

0FERRAMIC
MAGNETIC CORES

CIRCLE 14 READERS SERVICE CARD

MAGNETIC
MEMORY PLANES

"ADVAC" HIGH
TEMPERATURE SEALS SOLDERSEAL TERMINALS
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NOW... FROM Tent:IAA:Pacific

Bendix-Pacific, with world-wide sales rights to the entire
Epsco line of telemeter receiving station equipment, is now
headquarters for all advanced FM/FM equipment - ground
and airborne systems and components for transmitting, re-
ceiving and recording.

The new Bendic-PacificReceiving Station equipment incor-
porates an advanced discriminator and associated equipment
design. It is characterized by superior performance with vir-
tual elimination of tuning knobs and screwdriver adjustment.

ADVANCED

TELEMETER

RECEIVING

STATIONS

-IlenctOe Aviation Corporation
NORTH HOLLYWOOD CALIF

For complete information check the items below in which you are interested and mail this advertisement
to us. Co tent Sales vailable to di is your particu detail.

1

BANDSWITCHING SUBCARRIER
DISCRIMINATOR )perating on any

TRIG frequency.

DUAL -CHANNEL UNIT WITH TWO
DISCRIMINATORS for operation on

all standard predetermined frequencies.

BAND PASS AND LOW PASS FILTERS

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
1

WOW AND FLUTTER SYSTEM for
tape recording installations.

SECONDARY STANDARD VOLTAGE
SOURCE

PDM-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERTER for
use in data-processing systems.

PDM-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER
for use with digital data systems.

ALL -CHANNEL SUBCARRIER
OSCILLATOR for precision testing.

TRANSMITTING COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS

East Coast Office: P. 0. Box 391, Wilton, Conn.  Dayton, Ohio: 120 W. 2nd St.  Washington, D.C.: Suite 803, 1701 "K" St., N. W.
Canadian Distributors: Computing Devices of Canada, Ottawa 4, Ontario  Export Division: Bendix International, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17
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New! -hp- 340A
NOISE FIGURE METER

Direct reading in db

Select components for
minimum noise

Simple to operate; no
periodic recalibration

Fast response, ideal for recorder
operation

Receiver and component alignment jobs that once took skilled engineers a full hour

are now done in 5 minutes by a semi -skilled worker. Receiver performance can

often be improved up to 3 db over the best adjustment previously possible.

Improvement in receiver performance frequently equals doubling transmitter

output. Since accurate alignment is easy, equipment is better maintained and peak

performance enjoyed regularly . . . these are time saving, cost saving advantages

you enjoy immediately with the new -lip- noise figure measuring equipment.

SPECIFICATIONS -hp- 340A NOISE FIGURE METER

Frequency Range: Depends on noise source
used.

Noise Figure Range: 3 to 30 db indication to
oc with Waveguide Noise Source.
0 to 15 db indication to 00 with IF Noise
Source.

Accuracy: ±0.5 db, 15 to 25 db; ± 1 db, 3 to
30 db with Waveguide Noise Source.
:1=0.5 db, 5 to 15 db; ±1 db, 0 to 15 db

with IF Noise Source.

Required Receiver or rf Amplifier Gain: Ap-
proximately 40 db.

Input Frequency: 30 or 60 MC, selected by
switch.

Bandwidth: 1 MC minimum.
Input Impedance: 50 ohms.

Power Input: 115/230 volts ± 10%, 50/60
cps, 320 watts.

Power Output: Sufficient to operate -hp-
347A Waveguide Noise Source or -hp-
345A IF Noise Source.

Weight: Cabinet Mount: Net 40 lbs., Shipping
63 lbs.
Rack Mount: Net 35 lbs., Shipping 74 lbs.

Dimensions: Cabinet Mount: 201/2" wide,
121/2" high, 141/4" deep.
Rack Mount: 19" wide, 101/2" high, 131/2"
deep behind panel.

Price: (Cabinet Mount) $715.00. (Rack Mount)
$700.00.

Data subject to change without notice.
Prices f.o.b. factory.

#) world leader in design and manufacture
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optimize receiver performance,

measure noise figure directly!
Operating procedure

The new -hp- 340A Noise Figure Meter operates
over any frequency range for which there are suita-
ble noise sources. It is automatic and requires no
periodic recalibration. A provision for self -check cali-
bration is built in.

In operation, a noise source such as a gas discharge
tube is connected to the input of the receiver. The re-
ceiver IF amplifier output - either 30 or 60 MC -
is connected to the 340A. The 340A pulses the gas
discharge tube and when the tube is fired the noise
level measured is that of the receiver plus the dis-
charge tube. When the tube is not being fired, noise
level is that of the receiver and its termination. The
-hp- 340A automatically compares these two condi-
tions and presents the noise figure of the receiver di-
rectly in db on a front panel meter. Rate of response
is fast so changes in receiver noise figure are instantly
reflected on the 340A meter. (See -hp- Journal, Vol.
9, No. 5 for discussion of the importance of noise
figure in measurement of performance.)

Many different uses
In addition to its remarkable time -saving conven-
ience in optimizing receiver and amplifier perform-
ance, the -hp- 340A is extremely helpful in designing
circuit components such as IF amplifiers, crystal mix-
ing circuits, etc. The 340A may also be used in de-
signing tubes, particularly wide band traveling wave
tubes.

NEW -hp- NOISE SOURCES

NEW! -hp- 347A Waveguide Noise Source --
These new devices, Argon gas discharge tube

mounted across a section of waveguide, are available for all
frequencies 2.6 to 18.0 KMC. The Sources provide a uniform
noise level throughout their frequency range with a maximum
SWR of 1.2 even when the noise source is cold. No tempera-
ture correction is required.

Approx. Length: 24" 20" 20" 161/4" 143/4" 141/4"

SWR: ON and OFF 1.2 maximum; less than 1.1 average

8

$190.00 190.00 180.00 180.00 180.00 180.00

5347A G347A J347A H347A X347A P347A
2.6-3.95 3.95-5.85 5.3.8.2 7.05-10 8.2-12.4 12.4-11

15.25 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.2

±.2 ±.5 ± .5 ±.5 ±.5

SPECIFICATIONS

Range, KMC:

Excess Noise, db:

Price:

±.5

NEW! -hp- 345A IF Noise Source-Designed specifically
for IF amplifier noise measurement, these temperature -limited
diode sources operate at either 30 or 60 MC. They will match
any impedance from 50 to 400 ohms. Noise level depends on
cathode current, which is controlled and metered by -hp- 340A
Noise Figure Meter.

ie.
SPECIFICATIONS

Center Frequency: 30 or 60 MC, selected by switch.

Source Impedance: Depends on internal resistor installed.
50, 100, 200 and 400 ohm resistors supplied with instrument.

Input Power: Supplied by -hp- 340A.

Price: $75.00.

\ft.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4644A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

CABLE HEWPACK  DAVENPORT 5-4451
Field Representatives in all Principal Areas

-hp- at IRE...top of escalators as you enter show

of electronic test instruments
t rerot-o.titteL El. L. JO7nrny 28,

riari F 17 arenruc frOVICF CARD



APPROVED

RADIO INTERFERENCE

FIELD INTENSITY

MEASURING EQUIPMENT

STODDART designed and manufactured to
Military Equipment Specifications

to meet the requirements of
Military Measurement

Specifications.

APPROVAL DATA

STODDART &
MILITARY

TYPE
FREQUENCY MIL -I-16910

(Ships) MIL -I-6181 S.A.E.A.S.A.C. I. S. P. R.
MIL.I.6181C (Proposed)

"Can be supplied to C.I.S.P.R.
Recommendations

ofS.A.E.
Automotive Engineers)

A.S.A. (American Standards
Association)

C.I.S.P.R.(Com Il
Specialite des Perturbations
Rodioelecfriques)
(International Special
Committee on
Radio Interference)

NM -40A
(AN/URM-41) 30cps-15Kc CLASS '1' Not Req'd Not Req'd Not Req'd Not Req'd

NM10A
(AN/ URM-6B) 14Kc-250Kc CLASS '1' Not Req'd Not Req'd C63.2

(Proposed) Not Req'd

NM -20B
(AN/PRM.1A) 150Kc-25Mc CLASS '1' CLASS '1'

*CATEGORY 'A' Not Req'd C63.2-(proposed) **

NM -30A
(AN/URM-47) 20Mc-400Mc CLASS '1' CLASS '1'

*CATEGORY 'A' APPROVED
C63.3

(Proposed)
**

NM-50ACLASS
(AN/URM-17) 375Mc-1000Mc CLASS '1' '1'

*CATEGORY 'A' Not Req'd C63.3
(Proposed) Not Req'd

STODDART'S 5 self-contained Radio Interference Measuring Equipments,
each designed for its specific frequency range, provide:

5 instruments, which can be used by -
5 engineers, to measure over -
5 different frequency ranges, at -
5 different locations, at -
1 time.

FEATURES:
 Each equipment performs Quasi -Peak, Peak, and Average (Field Intensity)

measurement functions.
 Approved for use by all Departments of the U. S. Department of Defense.
 Commercial and military equipments are identical.
 Precision laboratory equipment with rugged all-weather design for field use.
 Immediate delivery from stock.

- Serving 33 countries in radio interference control -

STODDART
AIRCRAFT RADIO CO., INC.
6644 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California H011ywood 4-9294)
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FROM "GIANT" 10-INCHERS TO "SUPER -COLOSSAL"
27'S ... early black -and -white to the latest
rainbow colors ...

FROM PRIMITIVE "TRF'S" TO THE HIGHEST OF THE
"Fl" ... the earphone era to the most mod-
ern of radios.

KESTER SOLDER
COMPANY  4204 WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE  CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY IBRANTFORD, CANADA

FOR MORE THAN HALF A CENTURY,
one of the "constants" of the ever-expanding

electronics industry has been Kester Solder.

Equipment and components originally sol-

dered with Kester continue to give excellent

service; regardless of their age, the soldered

joints stay in perfect condition for the life of

the unit. That's why Kester Flux -Core Solder

has the greatest acceptance in the industry

. .. why you should always insist on Kester.

WRITE TODAY for the KESTER 78 page text-
book "Solder . . . Its Fundamentals and
Usage." Free!
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For every fuse application
and dependable BUSS fuse . .

You'll save time and trouble by specifying only BUSS fuses!

You can select a fuse that meets
your exact circuit protection require-
ment from the complete BUSS fuse
line. There are fuses in all sizes and
types- for the protection of television,
radio, instruments, controls, avionics
and other electronic and electrical
equipment. A companion line of fuse
dips, blocks and holders is most
complete.

Relying on BUSS as your one source
for fn. s saves you time, trouble and
simplifies record keeping.

Specifying BUSS fuses helps safeguard
good name of your product

Faulty fuses can cause trouble by
failing to protect - or by blowing

needlessly. Users of your product would
then be faced with unnecessary repair
bills or needless shutdowns. Such an
experience could jolt the users con-
fidence in your product.

By specifying BUSS fuses, you are
sure of dependable electrical protection
under all service conditions.. Every
MISS fuse is tested in a sensitive
electronic device that automatically
rejects any fuse not correctly cal-
ibrated, properly constructed and
right in all physical dimensions,

Should you have a special problem in
Electrical protection ... The BUSS fuse
engineers are at your service - and
in many cases can save you engineering

time by helping you choose the right
fuse for the job. Whenever possible,
the fuse selected will be available in
local wholesalers' stocks so that your
device can be serviced easily.

Before your final design is crystal-
ized, be sure to get the latest informa-
tion on BUSS and FUSETRON Small
Dimension fuses and fuseholders . . .
Write for bulletin SFB. Sussman
Mfg. Division McGraw -Edison Co.,
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.

BUSS fuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly

USETRO
MUSTWOMMY NAM" ON
lKlMGI 1.1101.1101.4

MAKERS OF A COMPLETE
LINE OF FUSES FOR
HOME, FARM, COMMER-
CIAL, ELECTRONIC, AUTO-
MOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL
USE.
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THESE 22 SERIES

OF STANDARD SWITCHES

WILL HANDLE ALMOST

ANY LOW -CURRENT
APPLICATION . . .

GENERAL PURPOSE: Up
to 12 positions; 30°, 45',
60° throw.

Series H

LOW COST: Up to 12

positions; staked or strut
screw construction.

Series OH

ROTARY

1.3/32"

MINIATURE: 8, 10, and 12
positions; up to 18 con-
tacts per wafer.

Series A

SMALL: Up to 12 positions
in phenolic, Mycalex, or
steatite insulation.

Series F

ADAPTABLE: 8, 10, 12,
and 14 positions; many
variations; economical.

Series J, K, N

18 -POSITION: Single or
double .eyelet fastening
of clips.

Series L

2-5/16"

24 -POSITION: 15° throw
handles complex circuits.

Series MF

SIMPLE SWITCHING: Up
to 5 positions combined
with AC switch.

Series 52, 54

CUSTOM-MADE

TO YOUR EXACT

SPECIFICATIONS

FROM

STANDING TOOLS

PUSHBUTTON

SINGLE BUTTON -1 to 4
poles; spring return and
push -push.

Series 170, 175

SIMPLE SWITCHING: Up
to 4 positions; numerous
variations.

Series 20

LEVER OPERATED: 2 to 5
positions; numerous ver-
sions using std. wafers.

Series 185

3,1111VIIMME 11,51

CONCENTRIC SHAFTS:
Dual and triple shafts
with many wafer types.

SOLENOID SWITCH: Oak
wafers with G. H. Leland
type of Rotary Solenoid.

SLIDE

5/8

2 -POSITION: Shorting
type with floating slider.

Series 70

COMPLICATED SWITCH-
ING: 2 to 4 positions; up
to 20 poles; very thin.

Series 150

LOW COST: 2 to 5 posi-
tions; fits in limited space.

Series 50, 53

11.113-,11,=,

FOR PRINTED CIRCUITS:
Special lug designs for
direct insertions.

ROTARY SLIDE

1.21/32"

SIMPLER CIRCUITS: 3 to
12 buttons; very adapt-
able unit.

Series 80

1.13/16"

COMPLICATED CIRCUITS:
1 to 18 buttons, up to 32
contacts each.

Series 130

ULTRATHIN: 1 to 12 but-
tons; up to 14 contacts
per button.

Series 131

1:29/32"

COMPACT -2 to 4 posi-
tions; max. switching in

min. space.
Series 160

EACH SWITCH
IS PRETOOLED

IN NUMEROUS
VARIATIONS.

DETAILS
ON ANY SERIES
ARE AVAILABLE

ON REQUEST

For Recommendations on Unusual Applications, send us a sketch and short description.

MFG.
CO.

1260 Clybourn Ave., Dept. G, Chicago 10, Illinois

Phone: MOhawk 4-2222
SWITCHES ROTARY

SOLENOIDS
HOPPERS VIBRATORS SPECIAL

ASSEMBLIES
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Production Inspection is Faster and Easier

with a J&L Optical Comparator
... and its extreme versatility enables you to perform

inspections that used to be "impossible"!

More and more electronics manufacturers throughout the
country are using Jones & Lamson Optical Comparators
in their quality control operations. Small shops, as well
as the giants, have learned that a J&L Comparator pays
for itself in very short order.

The Comparator's ability to measure and inspect,
through shadow magnification, all sorts of parts and objects

For Instance -A customer writes: "One of
our assemblies, containing 32 separate circuits,
measures only 5" dia. by 1" long. The parts which
go into this assembly must have perfect shape and
tension,which are impossible to check by mechanical

with extreme precision and speed makes it ideally suited
for checking electronics components, especially those
which are tiny or intricately contoured.

Investigate how the J& L Comparator can help you make
your production operations more efficient . .. and more
profitable. Write today for a free copy of our new illustrated
catalog No. 5700.

means. Two such parts are these .005" dia. gold
wires, and precisely toothed brush spacers. Since
using the J &L Optical Comparator in our inspec-
tion, assembly failure due to malfunction of either
of these two parts has virtually disappeared."

tfttlitia:21.ttttIrryt.mt.t s

This precisely -threaded rod (used in calculating
machines) is of .047" dia. stock, 120 pitch, with
continuous threading along its entire 12" length.
Threading accuracy and critical dimensions are
measured and checked speedily and efficiently with
a J 8.:.L Comparator.

Model PC -14

JONES 6 LAMSON
JONES & LAMSON MACHINE COMPANY, Dept. 710, 539 Clinton Street, Springfield, Vermont
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GENERAL TRANSISTOR'S
PRODUCTION

 NEW MODERN PLANTS

 EXPANIED FACILITIES

 STREAMLINED ORGANIZATION

 STEPPED -UP PRODUCTION

 INCREASED LABOR FORCE

 APPLIED RESEARCH

PNP
2N 315
2N 316
2N 317

NPN
2N 356
2N 357
2N 358

NPN
2N 444
2N 445
2N 446
2N 447

Modern success stories don't "happen," they're caused - that's why
General Transistor started "Operation Breakthru" 10 months ago.

Management recognized that a surge of increased business could
strain manufacturing and quality control facilities. Before a bind
could develop, "operation breakthru" was inaugurated . . . and can
now be called a complete success.

Another modern manufacturing plant was added to General Tran-
sistor's 3 plants - this additional facility increases storage area,
expands the quality control section and enlarges the manufacturing
space. Additional equipment and machinery have been purchased.
Technical and labor force have been increased to satisfy the demand
of industry.

Operation breakthru is a success - your assurance of continued
reliable production, prompt deliveries and realistic prices.

The management and employees of General Transistor wish to
thank their customers for making

GENERAL TRANSISTOR-"THE FASTEST GROWING NAME IN TRANSISTORS"
Write today for complete all types list wall chart.

GENERAL TRANSISTOR CORP.
91-27 138TH PLACE JAMAICA 36, NEW YORK

In Canada: Desser E -E Ltd., 441 St. Francis Xavier, Montreal 1, Quebec

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK, CONTACT YOUR NEAREST AUTHOR-
IZED GENERAL TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTOR OR GENERAL TRANSISTOR
DISTIBUTING CORP. 95-27 SUTPHIN BLVD. JAMAICA 35, NEW YORK

FOR EXPORT: GENERAL TRANSISTOR INTERNATIONAL CORP.
91-27 138TH PLACE JAMAICA 35, NEW YORK

CN



You're precisely
correct
when you use

When we say "precisely" we mean control within .25% of
range! Here's why - when temperature goes up, the resist-
ance of the thermistor sensing element goes down -a unique
property that makes very small temperature changes into
large resistance changes. That means quick, extremely precise
temperature control!

Small probes respond fast - can be installed nearly any-
where. Unbalanced bridge circuit design assures sensitivity
and reliability. These are among reasons why one Thermistor
Controller customer can report 0.08°F control. Why another
reports over two years service with no drift or set point variation!

You can have remote control - as much as 200 feet -
without ambient or lead length compensation problems. You
can control 1 or 100 points, with or without indication. Ver-
satile Fenwal Thermistor Controllers are adaptable to all
kinds of applications. No matter what your need, you get
dependable precision with amazing stability.

You'll want to have complete details on the new advance
in precision temperature control at your fingertips, and we'll
get it in your hands soon if you'll write us at Fenwal Incorpo-
rated, 202 Pleasant Street, Ashland, Massachusetts.

Fenwal Thermistor Te-mperature Controllers
Here's a Thermistor Controller (Model 530) in a package forming machine.
One Fenwal Thermistor probe in one corner plunger controls temperature at
all four corners. A potentiometer on the control panel permits infinitely vari-
able temperature range from 200 to 600 degrees. It eliminates a thermostat
in each of the corner plungers, simplifies operation and maintenance - and
assures uniformly high quality output. There are four standard temperature
ranges for you to choose from: -100°F to 50°F; 0°F to 150°F; 100°F to
300°F; and 200°F to 600°F. Special ranges can, of course, be supplied in
most cases.

CONTROLS TEMPERATURE ... PRECISELY
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no other transmitting tube
but the

gives you

5.5 watts useful power in load (ICAS)

up to 500 Mc at maximum ratings
in a miniature envelope

unsurpassed for low -power UHF
transmitter applications. .. saves entire stages
in original equipment design

AMPLIFIER, CLASS C, FM Operating Conditions

C.C.S. I.C.A.S.

Frequency 500 Mc/s
Plate Voltage 180 V
Screen Grid Voltage 180 V
Control Grid Bias -20 V
Plate Current 2x27.6 mA
Screen Grid Current 11 mA
Control Grid Current 2x1 mA
Driving Power 1.0 W
Plate Input Power 2x5 W
Plate Dissipation 2x2.1 W
Screen Grid Dissipation 2 W
Output Power 5.8 W
Useful Power in Load 4.5 W

500 Mcfs
200 V
200 V
-20 V
2x30 mA
13 mA
2x1 mA
1.0 W
2x6 W
2x2.25 W
2.6 W
7.5 W
5.6 W

screen grid

control grid

The Amperex 'FRAME -GRID' CON-
STRUCTION insures extreme accuracy
of interelectrode spacing, the secret of
the 6939's brilliant performance. The rel-
atively massive metal frame acts as a
heat -sink, safely limiting control -grid
temperature.

Write for detailed data sheets to Com-
munications Tube Division, Amperex
Electronic Corporation, 230 Duffy
Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., New York.

ask Amperex
...for applications engineering assistance on your commanicatIons tube problems

CIRCLE 25 READERS SERVICE CARD
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3

a

Id

AV

Symbol ofa Reputation

turning point of
modern industry

. . . a reputation for integrity, for quality and
service . . . for advanced creative engineering

achieved by New Departure in over half a cen-
tury of precision ball bearing manufacture.

You'll find this emblem is also symbolic of our
determination to continue, in the fullest meas-

ure, all those factors which have built that
reputation. It is a visual pledge of this reso-

lution to all our customers, present and future.

1908-7)58

FORWARD FROM ftfrY

0

C

NEW DEPARTURE
DIVISION01= GENERAL 0 -r- cp FR s - 1E5 RISTO L, CONN.
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STAYS flexible under heat
Heat won't faze this toy iron - the lead wires have been

permanently heat -proofed with BH Ex -Flex fiber glass Sleeving . . . to provide

the supplementary insulation required by Underwriters' Laboratories.

As supplementary protection and as a primary insulation for
low voltage circuits, BH Ex -Flex offers permanent flexibility,

permanent roundness, permanent heat resistance.

Inadequate insulation can shorten the life of even the finest product.
In the BH line, of tubing and sleeving, you will find the correct answer

to many insulation problems. Send us a few facts on
temperature, working conditions, etc., and we'll send you samples

of the most efficient insulation for your application. Catalog on request.

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO.
200 Barclay Street

CONSHOHOCKEN 4, PA. TELEPHONE: TAYLOR 8-0634

BENTLEY, HARRIS

SLEEVINGS
BH Non -Fraying glass fiber sleevings are made by exclusive Bentley,
Harris process (U.S. Pat. Nos.: 2393530; 2647296 and 2647299).
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Model (simplified) illustrates basic structure of magnetic "Twistor" memory-magnetic and copper wires interwoven as in a window screen.
Twisted condition of the magnetic wire shifts preferred direction of magnetization from a longitudinal to a helical path. One inch of twisted
wire, thinner than a hair, can store as much information as ten ferrite rings. "Twistor" was invented at Bell Laboratories by Andrew Bobeck,
M.S. in E.E. from Purdue University.

New twist in memory devices
An ingenious new kind of magnetic memory has been
developed by Bell Laboratories scientists for the stor-
age of digital information. Known as the "Twistor,"
it consists basically of copper wires interwoven with
magnetic wires to form a grid.

"Twistor" gets its name from a characteristic of
wire made of magnetic material. Torsion applied to
such a wire shifts the preferred direction of magnetiza-
tion from a longitudinal to a helical path. This helical
magnetization has been applied to produce a magnetic
storage device of unprecedented capacity for its size.

In a magnetic memory, information is stored by

magnetizing a storage element. In conventional mem-
ories the storage elements consist of rings of ferrite.
In the "Twistor," they consist of tiny segments of hair -
thin magnetic wire. At each intersection of the grid,
one such segment is capable of storing a binary digit.

The "Twistor" is simple and economical to fab-
ricate, and its minute energy requirements are easily
supplied by transistor circuits. Bell Laboratories engi-
neers see important uses for it in future telephone sys-
tems which demand the compact storage of much
information, as well as in digital computers for civilian
and military applications.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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50 ohm Coax Terminations
dc to 4 KMC!

8 new instruments!
1 to 500 watts coverage!

New Sierra 160 series Coaxial Terminations are ideal for use with directional
couplers, or in other applications requiring wide frequency range and low
VSWR. They provide extremely high stability, and will dissipate full rated power
continuously up to an ambient temperature of 40°C. Derating permits operating
at still greater ambient temperatures. Terminations are completely shielded, and
may be used to adjust transmitters without radiation. They are also useful for con-
verting Sierra Bi-Directional Power Monitors to a termination type wattmeter.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model Power* Connectors VSWR

160-1F 1 watt Type N fem.
160-1M 1 watt Type N male Less than 1.10, dc to 4 KMC.

160-5F 5 watts Type N fem.
160-5M 5 watts Type N male Less than 1.08, dc to 4 KMC.

160-20F 20 watts Type N fern. 3 Less than 1.10, dc to 1 KMC;
160-20M 20 watts Type N male ) Less than 1.15, up to 4 KMC.
160-100F 100 watts Type N fern. Less than 1.2, dc to 4000 MC.
160-500F 500 watts Type N fern. Less than 1.2, dc to 3400 MC.

Up to 40 C ambient.

New LOW PASS FILTERS
Sierra 184 series Low Pass Filters have an insertion loss
not more than 0.4 db in pass band, sharp cut-off, 1.5
VSWR or less, and rejection greater than 60 db from
1.25 to 10 times cut-off frequency. Five models: for cut-
off frequencies of 44, 76, 135, 230, 400 MC. Power range
250 watts in pass band, 25 watts in rejection band.

Write for Bulletin!

Sierra Electronic Corporation
A Subsidiary of Philco Corporation

3663A Bohannon Dr., DAvenport 6-2060, Men lo Park, Cal., U.S.A.

Sales Representatives in major cities
CANADA: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver,

Winnipeg
EXPORT: Frazar 8 Hansen, Ltd., San Francisco, New York, Los Angeles

See this equipment
IRE SHOW

Booths 3905-1907

WIDEBAND
DIRECTIONAL

COUPLERS

DIRECTIC

,00tt1=1
,,:numwstr** SI

AL COUPLER

SERIALM

Versatile, accurate Sierra couplers are
offered in 6 models for frequencies 10
kc to 2000 mc. Couplers provide trans-
mission line measurements including re-
flection coefficient, VSWR, power. Also
permit matching of loads to lines
dynamically by indicating conditions
providing minimization of reflected volt-
ages. Request Bulletins 101, 104.

Coupling Factor: (in db ± 1 dbl

Model 10
kc

3
mc

10
mc

30
mc

100
mc

300
mc

1000
mc

2000
mc

137, 137A 73 63 53 43 37

138, 138A 59 49 39 29

145 52 42 32 22 12

150 53 43 33 23

139 50 50

Directivity: 12 db ± 3 db greater than coupling
factor at each frequency.

Impedance: Models 137 and 138 are 51.5 ohms.
Models 137A, 138A, 145 and 150 are 50.0
ohms. Model 139 may be matched to most im-
pedances.

Power: Usable to 1000 watts throughout frequency
range.

SIERRA 148
CRYSTAL DETECTOR

Insures sensitive readout for Sierra
Directional Couplers. Low VSWR, high
sensitivity to 1200 MC. 50 ohm input
impedance, filtered output. Type N in-
put, BNC output connectors.

36634,

Data subject to change without notice
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A MESSAGE TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY ONE OF A SPECIAL SERIES

How Research Shapes
Our Future Prosperity

If you are looking for an industry that
is going to keep on booming in 1958 and
every year for the next decade, here it is.
It is the industry of technological innova-
tion through research and development.

Last year this great new industry spent over
$7 billion to discover and develop new indus-
trial products, processes and equipment. This
year the preliminary McGraw-Hill survey in-
dicates that total expenditures for industrial re-
search and development will be even greater,
perhaps as much as $8 billion. Of the companies
surveyed, 57% plan to spend as much as in
1957 and 38% plan to spend more.

The sustained expansion in research
and development is the best guarantee we
have that the current decline in business
investment in new plants and equipment
will be relatively short-lived. There can be
no prolonged decline in investment in an econ-
omy where technology is changing rapidly.

This editorial is designed to show how the
continued surge in research and development
can be expected to lead first to new products,
and eventually to renewed expansion of invest-
ment in new industrial plants and equipment.
Such expansion is the essence of national eco-
nomic growth.

A Slow Start
The impact of research on sales and invest-

ment is still very gradual. Research spending
itself has more than doubled in the last four
years. But only 32% of all manufacturing firms
report significant capital outlays to make new
products. We are not reaping the full dividends
of industrial research as yet for several reasons:

 Research expenditures were relatively
small until the Korean War of 1950 brought
substantial government contracts in aviation,
electronic and related fields. Heavy research
outlays for civilian and industrial products
came even later.

 There is an average lag, according to re-
search directors consulted by the McGraw-Hill
Department of Economics, of roughly seven
years from the start of research until the prod-
uct is ready for large scale output - about five
years of research and at least two years to
solve production problems and develop markets.

 Complex products, such as new consumer
durables and industrial machinery, have an
even longer time lag.

However, new developments are certainly un-
derway. Research began to increase in all lines
of business when Korean War restrictions and



the excess profits tax came to an end in 1953.
The tax revision of 1954 added a new incentive
by making research outlays deductible as a cur-
rent business expense. By 1955, the research
boom was on.

When Is The Payoff?
With a lag of about seven years, it will be

the early 1960s before these new developments
become a dominant factor in capital investment.
But once the flow of new products and new proc-
esses starts, it will accelerate sharply - just as
research spending has accelerated in the past
few years.

By 1960, over $50 billion in sales will be
coming from products not on the market as re-
cently as 1956. Sales of new products will in-
crease year by year, but they will gain most in
1960-1962, or five years after the recent spurt
in research expenditures.

Capital expenditures to manufacture new
products will also rise, but with a slightly long-
er lag. Here the sharpest rise should come in
1962-1965, as the new products reach a volume
that calls for a significant amount of new capac-
ity. In most cases, initial output of new products
will come from existing capacity.

This timing of a new wave in capital invest-
ment appears logical on other grounds. Popu-
lation experts forecast an upsurge in marriages
and births around 1965. So by 1962, industry
will be starting to tool up for new mass markets.

The important point is this: As we ap-
proach the 1960s more and more sales

. and investment will be in new products
growing out of research. By 1960 well over
10% of manufacturing sales will be in new
products not on the market in 1956.

Meanwhile - research will help stabilize
capital spending by raising the level of mod-
ernization and replacement expenditures. Of
course, research does not eliminate all the ups
and downs in the demand for capital goods, for
there remain variations in the amount spent to
expand capacity. But a high level of moderni-
zation, to cut costs and improve quality, does
put a floor under any drop in investment.

What To Expect
During 'he next few years we can expect an

increasing flow of new materials, new metallic
alloys, new machinery - primarily those devel-
opments coming out of long-established research
programs in the chemical and electrical indus-
tries. Industry will make wider use of special-
ized computers and automated equipment.

But the dramatic payoff on research comes
even later. In the early 1960s the consumer
goods industries will begin tooling up for their
really new products - things so basically new
they can change the way a family lives. Such
items as plastic houses, paper apparel, turbine
autos are under development right now. But it
will take several years to get costs down and
for population and incomes to grow to the point
where mass markets are created.

When we reach that point in the mid -1960s,
there will begin the greatest surge of capital
investment in all history. And then - around
1965 - the new processes ( full automation,
atomic power, continuous steel casting) which
are the slowest and most expensive part of the
research chain to develop, will come into play.

The combined impact of new products
and new processes, to meet an expanding
market, will thus be felt in the mid -1960s
- eight to ten years after the recent sharp
increase in research spending. The full im-
pact is that far away because of the lags for
applied research, pilot plant studies and market
introduction. But to a large degree the pros-
perity of the 1960s has already been shaped by
the research programs now underway.

This message is one of a series prepared by the
McGraw-Hill Department of Economics to help
increase public knowledge and understanding
of important nation-wide developments. Per-
mission is freely extended to newspapers,
groups or individuals to quote or reprint all
or parts of the text.

PRESIDENT

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
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*Original Idea!

You Can
Count On...
to Pay Off!
It's the *Original Equipment idea . . . which simply
means that, when you're figuring on electrical or
mechanical counters in any new product, it pays to
design them in, when you begin.

For then Veeder-Root quite likely can save you time and
money by adapting or modifying a standard counter to
your needs, instead of a special which you might specify on
your own. This solves the counter problem . . . and saves
you time in engineering, purchasing and assembly.

What's more, you give your product new sales -advantages:
Direct -reading digits, instead of hard -to -read dials and
verniers . . . instant remote indication if needed .
up-to-the-minute performance records that serve
as a basis for production-Countrol, and as proof
of your performance guarantee. So don't let
counters take a back seat in your new -product
plans. Design them in, when you begin . . .

it pays in many ways. Do you have the
newest Veeder-Root Catalog? Write

Series 1380
Box -Type Counter (Ratchet,
Revolution, or Geared)

4 -bank Counter for
Radio Transmission Equipment

,11111.1.11.1.1111.1101,1111,1111.4,1

Series 1205
Reset Magnetic Counter

Eueapite
Nutt-tat.

Veeder-Root
INCORPORATED

Hartford, Conn.  Greenville, S. C.  Chicago  New York
Los Angeles San Francisco Montreal

Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

360 -degree Bearing Counter
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300 watt ceramic tube
vs. 250 watt glass tube

in high temperature furnace.

Second in a series describing the advantages of ceramics in electron tubes.

Surviving Heat Extremes
is an Eimac Ceramic Tube extra
In a high temperature furnace the difference between
a ceramic tube and a glass tube is physically evident.
But, long before the glass tube reached the state of
complete collapse shown above, it had last as useful-
ness as an electron tube.
Before the temperature reached the softening point
of glass, the glass envelope began giving off gase-
ous products that contaminated the tube's vacuum.
The ceramic tube remained internally clean far
above the softening point of glass. The rnaterals
used in Eimac ceramic tubes are stable to more than
600° C. - the temperature at which Eimac processes
these tubes.
Far below 600° C., the envelope of the glass tube

had softened enough to allow the anode to move
slightly to one side, radically disturbing the electrode
spacing. The electrodes of the ceramic tube were
held rigidly in place by highly heat resistant ceramic
spacer rings and brazing alloys.
The 4CX300A used in this test is just one of a
complete line of Eimac developed and produced
ceramic tubes. Their resistance to damage by heat,
physical shock and vibration, plus small size with
added power, make them ideal for airborne and
missile applications, or wherever ruggedness and
compactness are a must.

Write our Application Ergineering Department fer a copy of the new

explanatory booklet "Advantages of Ceramics in Electron Tubes."

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
SAN BRUNO CALIFORNIA
Ecofae 'r.d' with :eramic tubes that can take it

Products Designed and Manufactured by Eimac

Negative Grid Tubes

Reflex and AmpAier Klystrois

Ceramic Receiving Tubes

Vacuum Tube Accessories

Vacuum Switches

Vacuum Pumps

Includes the most extensive line of ceramic electron tubes



Ucinite Magnetron Connectors
Ucinite manufactures a variety of special
connectors for the heater and heater -
cathode terminals of magnetrons. Many
of these have been adapted for special ap-
plications as to size and function to meet
the sealing and mounting requirements of
high temperature and high altitude opera-
tion and other special conditions.

Connectors are coaxial in construction
and can be supplied with built-in capaci-

tors for added protection. Connecting
leads of any length can be furnished to
customer's specifications.

With an experienced staff of design en-
gineers, plus complete facilities for volume
production, Ucinite is capable of supplying
practically any need for metal or metal -
and -plastics assemblies. Call your nearest
Ucinite or United -Carr representative for
full information or write directly to us.

The
e UCINITE CO.

Newtonville 60, Mass.

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.

Specialists in

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES,

RADIO AND AUTOMOTIVE
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Evaluation of Sylvania transistors types 2N312,
2N356, 2N357, 2N358, for 1,000 hours at 85°C
shows the high Beta stability the units maintained

2N358 throughout the test.

1000

Four more Computer Transistors
-from Sylvania

Sylvania widens its product line of
high. stability types designed espe-
cially for computer applications

Design engineers are now provided with an expanded line of
computer transistors from Sylvania, basic source for high Beta
units. The new additions, types 2N312, 2N356, 2N357 and
2N358, are NPN germanium alloy junction transistors. They
exhibit the stable Beta characteristics and fast switching times
that have made Sylvania types 2N377, 2N385 and 2N388 so
popular. The new transistors are "base -off -the -can" types de-
signed specifically for those applications where all transistor
elements must be insulated from the metal case.

As with Sylvania original computer transistors, the types
2N312, 2N356, 2N357 and 2N358 meet EIA size group 30
dimensions. They also meet environmental tests typical of those
required in military applications. Tests include temperature
cycle, moisture resistance, centrifuge, and lead fatigue.

In addition to stable Betas at changing current levels, the
four types have good leakage stability. Total dissipation for
each unit is conservatively rated at 100 mw with ambient tem-
perature at 25° C.

SYLVANIA

Typical Characteristics
(25° C): 2N312 2N356 2N357 2N358

Collector Cutoff Current, lam
VcB - 20, emitter open 20 20 20 so
VCB - 15, emitter open 10 ua

VCB 5, emitter open 3 3 3 so

VCB 1, emitter open 2 ua

Emitter Cutoff Current, 1880

VEB - 20, collector open 20 20 20 ua

VEB

VEB

15, collector open
5, collector open

10 so
3 3 3 ua

VEB 1, collector open 2 ua

Emitter Punch Thru, IE

VEB

Collector Punch Thru, lc

20 20 20 ua

(VCB 20) (VCB 18) (VCB 15)

500
IB - -25 ua (reverse bias)

40-0ua
(VCE 20) (VCE

RBE 10K
(VCE 15)

Current Gain, hFE

500 ua

18)4(VCE 15)

VCE-0.25, IC -100 ma 30

VCE 0'25, IC 200 ma 30

VCE 0'25, 300 ma 30
VCE - 1.0, lc - 10 ma 45

Saturation Voltage, VCE (max.)

IC- 100. ma, IB - 10 ma 0.2
IC - 200 ma, IB - 20 ma 0.2
IC - 300 ma, IB - 30 ma - 0.2
Ic - 10 ma, IB - 1 ma 0.075

Input Voltage, VBE (max.)

VCE - 0.25, lc - 100 ma - 0.8
VCE - 0.25, lc 200 ma - - 0.8
VCE - 0.25, lc - 300 ma - - - 0.8
Rise Time 1.0 1.0 .6 .4
Storage Time 1.5 0.3 .3 .5
Fall Time 0.8 1.0 .6 .6

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
Shell Tower Bldg., Montreal.

LIGHTING TELEVISION RADIO ELECTRONICS PHOTOGRAPHY ATOMIC ENERGY
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NEW SILICON DIODE, rated at 500ma output
current and 330 -volt rms input voltage, is an
example of the growing develoiment in the de-
sign of components for use in TV -power supplies.

Now... more efficient power supplies for radio -TV
made possible with Du Pont Hyperpure Silicon

Actual test results as reported by vari-
ous manufacturers indicate important
advantages of silicon diodes and recti-
fiers. One TV manufacturer, for ex-
ample, operated samples of silicon rec-
tifiers under load continuously for
5,000 hours-with no noticeable drop
in output voltage. Another manufac-
turer reports no voltage change after
500 hours in 95% humidity.

Silicon -equipped sets are relatively
free of a decline in B+ voltage. Silicon
diodes are up to 99% efficient in units
operated at 60 cps-reverse leakage is
as low as a few microamperes. Both
rectifiers and transistors of silicon
have temperature ratings far higher
than those of other semiconducting
materials . . can operate continuously
at -65° to 200°C.

4 NEW BOOKLET ON DU PONT HYPERPURE SILICON
You'll find our new, illustrated booklet about Hyperpure Silicon
helpful and interesting-it describes the manufacture, properties
and uses of Du Pont Hyperpure Silicon. For your copy write to:
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Silicon N -2496-E-2,
Wilmington 98, Dela. (This offer is limited to U. S. and Canada.)

Note to device manufacturers: You
can produce silicon transistors, recti-
fiers and diodes of the highest quality
with Du Pont Hyperpure Silicon. It's
now available in three grades for
maximum efficiency and ease of use
. . . having a purity range of 3 to 11
atoms of boron per billion. Technical
information is available on crystal
growing from Du Pont . . . pioneer pro-
ducer of semiconductor -grade silicon.

PIGMENTS DEPARTMENT

CUPOO
RE.. u. S. rial".

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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T I 1\T ID I
Now . . printed circuit component mounting

SECURELY-RAPIDLY

The A -MP Component Tip provides these new advan-
tages to manufacturers using printed circuit techniques:

eliminates the need for eyelets or thru-plating on two-sided boards
= prevents cold solder problems by eliminating any movement of

the component during dipping cycle
permits bridging or offsetting of components-for air circulation
and elimination of temperature influence

* design promotes solder -wicking and uniform solder deposit
 protects fine semi -conductor leads from heat and assembly damage

AMP -engineered, high-speed, automatic tipping machines provide
an easy and economical method for applying A -MP Component Tips
to leads of single -piece or belted components.

Additional Information is available on request.

AMP INCORPORATED
GENERAL OFFICES:
3340 Eisenhower Boulevard, Harrisburg, Pa.

Wholly Owned Subsidiaries: Aircraft -Marine Products of Canada Ltd., Toronto, Canada
Aircraft -Marine Products (Great Britain) Ltd., London, England  Societe AMP de
France Le Pre St. Gervais, Seine, France  AMP -Holland N. V.'s -Hertogenbosch, Holland
,Distributor in Japan: Oriental Terminal Products Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
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4 FLOORS
4 MINUTES

FROM
TIMES

SQUARE!

It takes the whole Coliseum to show you 800 new
ideas in radio -electronics- here you find more

than 80% of your industry's productive capacity
represented. Attend the Convention. See the Show.

If you are in radio -electronics, your year begins here!

MARCH 24-27

THE IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and The Radio Engineering Show

Coliseum

New York City

REGISTRATION: IRE Members $1.00
Non-members $3.00

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS 1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N.Y.
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RECTILINEAR GALVANOMETRIC RECORDERS

Old-fashioned curvilinear recordings are difficult to interpret-are highly
subject to reading errors. The modern "recti/riters," both SINGLE and
DUAL, are read at a glance with a simple ruler.

Furthermore, only the "recti/riter" systems provide these wide ranges for

recording electrical parameters:

10 millivolts to 1000 volts
500 microamperes to 1000 amperes

Monitor standard frequencies - 50, 60, 400 cps

You will also like the fast rise time, full scale accuracy, and high sensitivity

inherent in this galvanometric system . . . the easy frontal access for all
controls and routine operations . . . the fingertip control of 10 chart speeds

... dependable closed inking system ... AC, DC, spring, or external drives.

TI's efficient "recti/riters" are being used extensively in government proj-
ects, production control, medical instrumentation, weather studies, and
numerous other applications. Very likely, you can greatly facilitate your

specific project with a versatile "recti/ riter."

Write for complete detailed information
or a visit from the TI representative.

illp TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPOR A TED

INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION
3609 BUFFALO SPEEOWAY  HOUSTON. TEXAS  CABLE: HOULAB

Al.
recti/riter'

Model 301
ALL -TRANSISTOR
DC AMPLIFIERS

SIN
'recti/riter'
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atePita tea Uwe rO%
WITH THE

LAVOIE

ROBOTESTER

FOR USE AS PRODUCTION TESTER, SYSTEMS COMPONENT, AND
MAINTENANCE TOOL

The ever increasing demand by the military and industry for greater
reliability of electronic circuits places the responsibility
squarely on the shoulders of the suppliers. Up to now, you must spend
more time testing your unit than assembling it.

The Lavoie Robotester will save you up to 80% of this time in reducing
labor, space and equipment ... and by minimizing the human
factor, you get the optimum in accuracy. This unit is ruggedly constructed

. and incorporates the famous "Lavoie Unitized Subassembly"
which assures fast, easy maintenance when required.

The Robotester has virtually unlimited application . . . depending upon
the bounds of your imagination! For example, the Robotester
can be used as a systems component, providing your equipment with
internal programmed testing and function facilities. And when
combined with Lavoie Robotester Accessories . . . the Roboprinter .
this unit will provide permanent records of errors, allowing
a single operator to handle several Robotesters. Other accessories
lend ample support to the unit's versatility.

To see the Robotester in full action, visit the Lavoie IRE Show Booth
No. 3242-43-44. Meanwhile, write for complete details.

*re& Zakrakricd,9nc.
MORGANVILLE, NEW JERSEY

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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Cambion® coil forms with Perma-Torq* Tensioning Device are designated PLST, PLS-6, PLS-5, PLS-7, PLS-8 and
are factory assembled to mounting studs. The units are completely interchangeable with Cambion's LST, LS -5,
LS -6, LS -7 and LS -8.

Reliability is their family resemblance

Here's a reliable family of coil forms
ready to meet your specifications. These
Perma -Torq Tensioning Devices on
Cambion coil forms allow locking of
tuning cores while still tunable - and
you can depend upon them to do their
job well.

This built-in dependability is a result
of Cambion's unique design plus quality
control - that meets or betters govern-
ment specifications.

Perma -Torq is a compression spring
of heat treated beryllium copper, that
has a very high resistance to fatigue
and keepsfcoils tuned as set - even
under extreme vibration and shock.
The device also allows for immediate
readjustment - without removal or
loosening of any mounting nut or lock-
ing spring.

Quality control and features like the
above are just two of the reasons why
Cambion can offer you guaranteed
standard or custom electronic com-
ponents - whose performance you can
rely upon.

Cambion researchers and practical
experts are always available to help you

solve your component problems. For
all specifications and prices, write
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation,
437 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38,
Mass. West Coast stocks maintained
by E. V. Roberts and Associates, Inc.,
5068 West Washington Blvd., Los
Angeles 16, and 1560 Laurel St., San
Carlos, Calif.
Cambion's new printed circuit coil forms are ideal
for high temperature work and horizontal mounted
panels. Equipped with Perma-Torq locking device
for set tuning, the tuning core is affixed to the form
at one end through a brass housing, thus eliminat-
ing internally threaded forms and cores and result-
ing in a more precise element with finer tuning.
The coils, 2550, 2540, 2530 and 2525, are ceramic
units with silicone fiberglss collars which have
terminals for mounting on printed circuit boards.

*Patent pending.

CAMBRIDGE THERM IONIC CORPORATION

Makers of guaranteed electronic components, custom or standard
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PHILCO
Silicon Transistors

2N495 - 2N496

For outstanding performance

at high junction temperatures

 Excellent performance at Temperatures
from -650 C to +1400 C

Collector Saturation Voltage of 0.1 Volt
or Under

 Maximum Frequency of Oscillation in
the 15 Megacycle Range

Nee

These new Philco PNP Surface Alloy Silicon Transistors permit transistori-
zation of circuits where high ambient temperatures are encountered.

Type 2N495 is a general (purpose silicon transistor, with excellent per-
formance and reliability in amplifier and oscillator applications at frequencies
through 15 mc. Units are rated at 150 mw total dissipation with a collector
voltage rating Of 25v.

Type 2N496 is specifically designed for high speed switching circuits . . .

fab typically over 17 mc. This unit gives the designer the advantages of low
saturation, low voltage operation arid minimum load impedance even at
junction temperatures as high as 140° C.

Make Philco your prime source for information and prices on silicon transistors.
Write Dept. E 358

PHILCO® CORPORATION
LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY DIVISION

LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA
CIRCLE 39 READERS SERVICE CARD

CHARACTERISTICS OF TOES 2N495 and 2N496

CHARACTERISTIC ONDITION
TYPICAL VALUE

RN495 31,1446

Current Amplification
Factor, hfe

VEE = -6 v
IE = 1 ma 18

Current Amplification
Factor, hEE

VEE = -0.5 v
IE = -15 ma 12

Output Capacitance,
Cob

VE,- = -6 v
1r = 1 ma 7 µµf 7µ,.f

Maximum Frequency
of Oscillation,
fo, max.

ver _6 v
I, 1 ma 15 mc

Frequency for Beta
, 1, ft*

VEE = -6
= 1 ma

f = 4 mc
15 sac

Cutoff Current,
L . or I,..; YEE orVEE = -10 v .001 µa .001 pa

Maximum Power Maximum Collector Voltage 2N495- l V
Dissipation -150 mw 2N496-11) V
.ft (the frequency at which betas unity) is typically
85% of the alpha cutoff frequency.

30
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 20
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Magnetic Resonance
Determines Moisture
The absorption of radio -frequency energy by the nucleus of a hydrogen atom

placed in a constant magnetic field is the principle used to measure the mois-

ture content in hygroscopic solids. Nondestructive analysis of raw materials

and end products can be conducted by nontechnical personnel, is accurate
within 0.2 percent and may take as little as 30 seconds to make

By THOMAS F. CONWAY and ROBERT J. SMITH Corn Products Refining Co., Chicago, Ill.

RADIO -FREQUENCY SPECTROSCOPY,

which covers the electromag-
netic spectrum between the audio -
frequency range and the infrared,
is one of the physical methods now
used by the chemist for qualitative
and quantitative analysis of mate-
rials.

There are three well-defined
branches of r -f spectroscopy: elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance,
microwave, and nuclear magnetic
resonance. The last method, based
on the absorption of r -f energy by
the nucleus of an atom placed in a
constant magnetic field, is used to
measure the moisture content of
hygroscopic solids.

Application of this principle
answers long -sought industrial need
for a quick, accurate and nonde-
structive method of obtaining
moisture -content control of raw
materials and finished products.

Since nuclear magnetic resonance
can be adjusted to detect atoms of
some one hundred different isotopes
many of which are used in various
industries, it becomes apparent
that its use as a method of moisture
determination is only scratching

the surface of its potentialities.
The measurement of sorbed

water by nuclear magnetic reson-
ance is based on the absorption of

PRECESSION

/s
SPINNING NUCLEUS

(A)

(B)

FIG. 1-Spinning nuclei of atoms wobble
or precess in one of two positions: aligned
with (A) and opposed to (B) the magnetic
field. Nuclear magnetic resonance is
based on nuclei behavior when exposed
to an r -f field at right angles to the orig-
inal magnetic field

r -f energy by the nucleus of the
hydrogen atom (proton) .

In their natural state, hydrogen
nuclei can be considered to resemble
rapidly spinning tops with per-
manent bar magnets embedded
along their axes of rotation. In the
absence of external magnetic forces,
these axes are orientated at random.
However, when a constant magnetic
force is exerted, the nuclei tend to
align themselves in one of two posi-
tions : with or parallel to the mag-
netic field as in Fig. 1A and
opposed or antiparallel to the mag-
netic field as in Fig. 1B.

Instead of lining up exactly with
or opposed to the field, however,
the axes of the spinning hydrogen
nuclei wobble, or precess tracing
cones in space as shown in Fig. 1.
The frequency of precession de-
pends on the inertial and magnetic
properties of the nuclei and is pro-
portional to the force of the exter-
nal constant magnetic field.

When the precessing nuclei are
exposed to a r -f magnetic field at
right angles to the original mag-
netic field and the radio frequency
is identical with the precession fre-
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quency, a portion of the nuclei
change from the parallel to the
antiparallel position. This change
absorbs energy from the r -f field.
The amount of energy absorbed is
proportional to the number of hy-
drogen nuclei and can be used as a
measure of sorbed water.

The absorption of radio -fre-
quency energy occurs only over a
narrow band of frequencies cen-
tered around that of the resonance
frequency.

Resonance Frequency

Resonance can be determined by
holding the magnetic field fixed and
varying the radio frequency or by

holding the radio frequency steady
and varying the strength of the
magnetic field. The resonance
analyzer uses the latter technique.

Precession frequency can be ex-
pressed as : f = Ho 211/h where f is
the frequency at which the nuclei,
or protons, precess ; H is the ap-
plied magnetic field strength ; µ is
the magnetic moment of the pro-
ton; and h is Planck's constant.

The analyzer, tuned to hydrogen
resonance, detects hydrogen in any
state of molecular combination.
The precession frequency for the
hydrogen nuclei is about 7.4 me and
H,, is 1,750 gauss.

The nuclear magnetic resonance

115 V. AC

START
SWITCH

SWEEP I
AMP

GEN

R -F COIL \SAMPLE
BOTTLE

COIL

DEMOD

RECORDER

4

FIG. 2-Block diagram of the nuclear magnetic resonance analyzer. The bottle, con-
taining a preweighed sample of the material to be analyzed for moisture content, is
placed within the highly homogeneous field of the permanent magnet. The magnetic
field is varied by adjusting a small current through the sweep coils wound on the poles
of the permanent magnets. Instrumentation records the absorption of r -f energy by the
nuclei of the hydrogen atoms in the sample

Top view of the magnet unit with cover
removed shows cavity for sample bottle
between the sweep -coil field

Operator obtains chart recordings of sam-
ples of varying moisture content. Sample
jars are placed in the magnet unit at the
extreme right of console

analyzer consists of two units: the
magnet unit, into which the sample
is inserted, and the console, with
the controls and recorder.

Figure 2 is a simplified block
diagram of the analyzer. The per-
manent magnet assembly is the core
of the equipment. The sample tube,
a Kimble cold -test jar containing a
preweighed sample of the material
to be tested, is inserted into the
highly -homogeneous field of the
permanent magnet. The jar is sur-
rounded by a coil to which a fixed -
frequency current is applied by an
r -f oscillator. The coil is part of a
sharply tuned parallel -resonant cir-
cuit.

When the total magnetic field ap-
plied is varied by adjusting a small
current through the sweep coils
wound on the poles, there will be a
particular field strength which sat-
isfies the precession frequency equa-
tion given above and there will be
absorption of the r -f energy by the
nuclei in the sample, as they change
from the parallel to the antiparallel
position. This energy absorption is
amplified, detected and recorded.

Absorption Line

If the absorption is plotted
against the field H., an absorption
line, the nuclear magnetic reson-
ance spectrum, will appear as shown
in Fig. 3A. The total area under
the absorption line is proportional
to the quantity of hydrogen present
in the form of sorbed water (water
line) and in the solid (solid line).
The derivative of the absorption
line, Fig. 3B, is recorded for a bet-
ter interpretation of the spectra.
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ABSORPTION
CURVE

(A)

PEAK TO PEAK -1-
AMPLITUDE D

,

WATER LINE

,SOLID LINE

Ho

Ho

DERIVATIVE

(8)

FIG. 3-Typical absorption line (A), and
its derivative 03) for hydrogen -containing
solids showing the total nuclear magnetic
absorption as a result of the hydrogen
nuclei in the solids (solid line) and in the
form of absorbed water (water line). The
analyzer records the derivative of the
absorption curve

Disparity between the line widths
of the hydrogen in a sorbed state
and hydrogen in combination with
the solid make it possible to obtain
an accurate measure of the mois-
ture content of hydrogen -contain-
ing solids.

The derivative curve is obtained
by application of a square -wave cur-
rent to the pair of modulating coils
in the r -f unit. The magnetic field
at the sample is modulated at a
frequency of 33.1 cps.

Output of the r -f amplifier and
detector consists of a d -c component
which is the average value of the
rectified r -f voltage across the r -f
coil, plus an a -c component at the
modulation frequency.

The a -c component is amplified

then demodulated in phase with the
modulating voltage. The demodula-
tion output is filtered and recorded
as the nmr derivative curve.

Feedback circuits make the out-
put totally independent of the
amount of r -f energy applied to the
r -f coil, over a certain range, and
increase stability of the reading.

Adjustment of the r -f level,
sweep span, sweep time, modulation
amplitude, signal range and filter -
time constant are provided by selec-
tor switches. The wide range of
precisely repeatable parameters
gives the operator complete control
over data presentation.

Hydrogen Mobility

Despite the fact that the mag-
netic field strength at the center of
the hydrogen -resonance line always
has the same value for a given fre-
quency, the shape of the line is in-
fluenced considerably by the chemi-
cal and physical state of the
hydrogen in the sample.

Absorption line width is related
to the hydrogen mobility in the
sample and the homogeneity of the
magnetic field over the volume of
the sample.

An especially designed permanent
magnet with 10 -in. pole faces allows
optimum sample volumes to be
analyzed and diminishes inhomoge-
neity of the magnetic field.

Nuclear magnetic resonance de-
pends on the total effective mag-
netic field strength at the individual
nucleus and the total field is the
sum of the applied magnetic field
at that point plus fields contributed
by proximate magnetic particles

such as spinning magnetic nuclei.
In a liquid, the molecules are in

a violent state of thermal agitation
and the fields contributed by hy-
drogen nuclei at any given point
are averaged out rapidly compared
with the period of precession. As a
result, the nuclear magnetic reso-
nance absorption line is narrow. In
pure mobile liquids, such as water,
the line width will be determined
basically by the inhomogeneity of
the applied magnetic field. In the
analyzer, departure from the field
homogeneity over the volume of the
sample is only a few milligauss.

In a solid, the hydrogen, nuclei
are fixed rigidly in place with re-
spect to the adjacent and proximate
nuclei and are capable of only re-
stricted motion. Because of the
fixed spatial orientation of the
neighboring nuclei, a given nucleus
will find itself in a total magnetic
field significantly lower or higher
than the applied field. Since the
nuclei will pass through magnetic
resonance at widely varied values
of the applied magnetic field, the
line width will be comparatively
broad, of the order of several gauss.

The analyzer records the deriva-
tion of the absorptive line in the
region of the narrow water absorp-
tion and the contribution due to the
solid is negligible, see Fig. 3B.

By comparison of the peak -to -
peak height D of the derivative
curve on a number of materials of
varying moisture content, with
moisture as determined by stand-
ard laboratory methods, highly sat-
isfactory correlations can be estab-
lished for any material, see Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4-Nuclear magnetic resonance signal amplitude is plotted against moisture content for unmodified corn starch (A). corn
syrup (B) and chicle (C). When testing the same type of material no machine adjustments are required
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Pulse -Cross Modification
Phantastron circuits delay horizontal and vertical sync pulses when added to
monitor or tv receiver to provide pulse-cross display. System gives simple
means of checking operation of station sync generator

By HAROLD E. O'KELLEY*
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama

M ELEVISION sync generators usu-
ally provide an output during

the vertical blanking interval con-
sisting of six equalizing, six verti-
cal, then six more equalizing pulses.
Since this group of pulses occurs
only once every field and has a
repetition rate of 31,000 pps, it is
difficult to obtain an oscilloscope
display which is readily seen. A
convenient way of displaying these
pulses is the pulse -cross method.

If the vertical synchronizing
pulses are delayed for 1/120 sec-
ond, the vertical blanking signal
will appear as a dark horizontal
line vertically in the center of the
picture. Delaying the horizontal
synchronizing pulses 1/31,000 sec-
ond will cause a dark vertical bar,
centered horizontally, to appear.
With brightness and contrast con-
trols adjusted properly, the blank-
ing pulses appear as gray and

 Now with Radiation, Inc.

the synchronizing pulses as black.
A pulse -cross display is detailed

in Fig. 1. Since the pulse repeti-
tion rate of the equalizing and ver-
tical synchronizing pulses is twice
that of the horizontal synchroniz-
ing pulses, two equalizing and ver-
tical pulses appear in one horizontal
scan. The simplest method for ob-
taining the necessary pulse time
delay is to form a new pulse from
a triggered or synchronized oscilla-
tor. For example, Fig. 2A shows a
synchronizing voltage waveform
obtained from a television receiver.
This waveform can be used to trig-
ger a monostable multivibrator so
that, at one tube plate, the wave-
form shown at Figure 2B is ob-
tained. The positive -going voltage
is then used to synchronize the
scanning oscillator in the television
receiver and the resulting time de-
lay is as indicated. Since different
values of time delay are required
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/PULSES
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FIG. 1-Enlarged pulse -cross section on tv screen with dashed and solid lines indicating
alternate fields. Two equalizing and vertical pulses appear in one horizontal scan

for vertical and horizontal scans,
two separate delay circuits are used.

Cathode -coupled phantastrons are
used as monostable relaxation os-
cillators in the pulse -cross device
of Fig. 3. Pentodes V, and V, are
cathode -coupled phantastrons. Tube
V, delays the horizontal sync pulse
while V, delays the vertical sync
pulse.

Circuit Operation

In the stable state divider net-
work, R. and R establishes the
suppressor grid at a potential
which prevents plate -current flow.
Hence all cathode current is flow-
ing to the screen and control grids.
The control -grid potential is prac-
tically that of the cathode.

If a positive pulse is applied to
the suppressor grid, plate current
will flow. This results in a decrease
in plate voltage which is coupled
to the control grid through C re-
ducing the cathode and screen -grid
currents. After the initial voltage
step down at the plate, the plate
voltage runs down almost linearly
because of the Miller integration
action of C,. At the end of run-
down, provided the trigger voltage
at the suppressor is removed, the
tube returns to the stable state.

During the quasi -stable state the
cathode and screen -grid currents
are decreased. Consequently, a
negative -going pulse is produced
across the cathode resistor R and
a positive -going pulse is produced
at the screen grid. The positive -
going trailing edge of the pulse at
the cathode of V, is used as the ver-
tical sync pulse.

Diode Di and potentiometer R.
establish the plate voltage during
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of Tv Receivers

Ebb

(A)

.--TIME DELAY -4
(13)

FIG. 2-Trigger voltage from sync clipper
in tv receiver (A) and output waveform
at plate of monostable multivibrator (B)

the stable state. The lower the in-
itial plate voltage, the less the run-
down time or time delay provided.

Some care must be used in se-
lecting resistances R R2 and R
R because these networks estab-
lish the bias voltages for the sup-
pressors which should be slightly
beyond cutoff so noise and spurious
pulses do not initiate plate rundown.

Triode VIA is used for pulse am-
plification and the input sync
signal must be negative going. Net-
work C2 R, R2 differentiates the
pulses for application to the phan-
tastron suppressor grid. An output
pulse is taken from the screen grid
and differentiated by R, C, and
R. Diode D2 clips the positive -
going pulse so that only a nega-
tive -going pulse is applied to the
grid of V,,,, a paraphase amplifier.

Delayed sync pulses appear at
the plate and cathode of V,.. At the
plate, the pulses are positive going
and at the cathode the pulses are
negative going.

If a horizontal -frequency dis-
criminator is used in the receiver,

Pulse -cross display obtained by phantastron

the required balanced and delayed
pulses are available at the plate
and cathode of V,B. If a single -
ended positive pulse is required, it
is available at the plate of V,,,.

Network R1, R,7, Co and C. inte-
grates the pulse train so that verti-
cal trigger pulses for V. are
formed. The vertical delayed sync
pulse is available at the cathode of
V3. Potentiometer R, is the ver-
tical time delay control.

With receivers which have keyed
agc, this circuit must be dis-
abled. This is necessary because

delay circuits in tv monitor

the keying signal is obtained from
the horizontal output stage. When
a pulse -cross display is given, in-
stead of developing an agc voltage
dependent upon the magnitude of
the sync signal, the agc voltage
is dependent upon the illumination
of some point in the picture. To
overcome this difficulty, the keyed
age tube is removed and a negative
voltage connected to the agc bus.
This can be obtained by rectifying
the output from two series 6.3 volt
transformer windings providing an
output voltage of 0 to -15 volts.
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FIG. 3-Phantastron circuits delay sync pulses for horizontal and vertical sweeps
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Requirements for the satellite electronics systems are much the same as for

any equivalent aircraft or rocket system, but are greatly magnified in impor-
tance. Weight reduction is mandatory. Operating power must be held to an ir-

reducible minimum. And, since many unknowns exist, equipment must be
operable over a wide range of ambient conditions. This discussion of satellite
electronics is not intended to be a complete discourse on the topic. It serves,
rather, as an introduction to the so-called Lyman -alpha environmental satel-
lite of Vanguard with emphasis on the telemeter encoder, memory and
meteor counter.

Cyclops Cores Simplify
Part I
By WHITNEY MATTHEWS,

Part II
By R. W. ROCHELLE, Head,

Head, Applications Branch, Solid State Division, Naval Research Labo-
ratory, Wash., D. C.

Magnetic Amplifier Section, Solid State Division, N.R.L., Wash., D. C.

Part III
By C. B. HOUSE, and R. L. VAN ALLEN*, Research Engineers, Applications Branch, Solid State

Division, N.R.L., Wash., D. C.
Part IV
By D. H. SCHAEFER, and J. C. SCHAFFERT, Research Engineers, Applications Branch, Solid Statc

Division, N.R.L., Wash., D. C.

Part I-An Introduction to
Scientific Satellites

STELLITE STRUCTURES will, in
general, consist of hollow

magnesium -alloy spheres 20 in. in
diam with total weight limited to
21.5 lb. About 10 lb is devoted to
the shell, internal structures and
mechanism for separation of the
satellite from the burned out third -
stage rocket.

All electronic equipment and as-
sociated batteries are installed in
the centrally located, pressurized
instrumentation compartment, ex-
cept for instruments and antennas
which must be attached to the outer
shell. The front cover of this issue
shows encapsulated circuitry being
inserted in the 5.5 -in. diam, 7 -5 -in.
high instrumentation compartment.

Other instrumented Satellites
Instrumented satellites will be of

several types, each containing a

different combination of scientific
experiments. In addition to the
Lyman -alpha satellite discussed in
the remaining sections of this arti-
cle, additional types are being pre-
pared.

A second satellite design will
incorporate two experiments. In
one, an airborne proton resonance
magnetometer will study the earth's
magnetic field at high altitudes. Sig-
nals will be transmitted only on
interrogation.

In the other experiment, air -
density measurements will be made
by determining the drag on an in-
flatable sphere. These measure-
ments will be similar to those made
by the satellite themselves but will
be made faster because of the
greatly enhanced drag -to -mass ra-
tio.

A third satellite type will be
directed toward a study of radia-
tion balance in space. Four small

spheres will be located at the an-
tenna tips. Spheres of differing ab-
sorptivities and emissivity will be
used, with and without radiation
shields. A study of their individual
temperatures can reveal much val-
uable information. Signals will be
recorded on tape and transmitted
only on interrogation.

A fourth scientific satellite is de-
voted to a study of the earth's al-
bedo for meteorological purposes.
As the satellite spins, photosensi-
tive devices will scan the earth's
surface. Detail will not be great,
but general distinction will be made
between land masses, water and
cloud cover for correlation with
weather phenomena. Again, infor-
mation will be recorded for play-
back only upon interrogation.

All telemetered scientific data
will be transmitted by amplitude

 Now with Magnetics, Inc., Butler, Pa.
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Encoder portion of Lyman -alpha satellite.
Memory and counter are similar in appear-
ance. Each unit is encapsulated and is
about 3/4 -in. high. Unit modules are as-
sembled on two rods to form a single pack-
age

Earth -Satellite Circuits
modulation of the Minitrack radio
tracking transmitter operating at
108 mc. Tracking data is obtained
by phase measurements at 500 cps.
Tracking accuracy demands that
any modulation signal during the
tracking interval contain no signal
components in the range from 500
to 2,500 cps. Signals transmitted
only on interrogation can use this
band by waiting until tracking data
has been obtained.

Spectrum Utilization
To reduce noise by narrowing

the passband of the receiver, the
signal should contain maximum in-
formation in the narrowest possi-
ble bandwidth. Maximum signal
frequency components have been
set at 15 kc for this reason.

Part II-Satellite Telemetry Coding
System

SEVENTEEN TRANSDUCERS located
on the shell and in the inter-
nal package of the Lyman -alpha
earth satellite measure such param-
eters as temperature, collision with
micrometeorites and solar Lyman -
alpha radiation. Signal inputs from
each of these transducers must be
encoded for modulation of the Mini-
track transmitter. Figure 1 is a
block diagram of the complete
satellite.

By using transistors and mag-
netic cores in a system combining
both f -m and time-sharing modula-
tion, weight of the encoder was re-
duced to 3.8 oz and the batteries to
2.8 oz. Expected life was over a
month of continuous operation. The

ABOUT LYMAN-ALPHA RADIATION

Solar radiation always contains energy in the Lyman -alpha region. Since the earth's
atmosphere is quite opaque in this radiation, high -altitude rocket or satellite techniques are
mandatory to obtain data. Marked increases in radiation are anticipated during solar flares.
Random and infrequent occurrence of the flares, short life of research rockets, and time
required for rockets to be placed in position for these measurements, present formidable
obstacles to the gathering of data pertaining to this radiation.

A satellite under continuous observation would be an almost ideal vehicle for study of
this phenomenon. Since continuous observation is impractical, compromises may be made
which permit collection of valuable information. Background radiation from a quiescent sun
may be studied by measurement of instantaneous values of this radiation as the satellite
passes over the data collection stations. Correlation between visually observed solar flares
and Lyman -alpha radiation may be obtained by storing and transmitting information
regarding the maximum value attained during each orbit

resulting system has a capacity of
48 channels of telemetered infor-
mation.

Outputs from the satellite trans-
ducers are in the form of variable
resistances or, as in the case of the
Lyman -alpha test, in the form of
currents or voltages. The encoder
takes these currents or voltages and
makes the frequencies of tone
bursts proportional to them. The
on time of the burst and the time
between bursts is proportional to
the resistive values of the trans-
ducers. Three channels are repre-
sented by each tone burst.

The modulator output is a series
of tone bursts in the frequency
range from 5 to 15 kc.

Timing Multivibrator
Gates, which determine the

lengths of the tone bursts, are gen-
erated by a timing multivibrator
and a transistor matrix. In its sim-
plest form, the timing multivi-
brator is as shown in Fig. 2. Two
transistors, a square -hysteresis -
loop magnetic core, and two trans-
ducers (R, and R,) are used to
produce a square -wave output.

Transistor Q, drives the mag-
netic core towards positive satura-
tion. Transistor Q2 takes it to nega-
tive saturation by regenerative
action of the base winding.

Transducers R, and R which
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might be thermistors or pressure
gages, drop the battery -voltage
across the core. This action is ac-
complished by the magnetizing cur-
rent flowing through R, and R. dur-
ing each half cycle. Flux in the core
at any time is the time integral of
the voltage across the core. Reduced
core voltage increases the time
needed before saturation of the core
is reached.

Variations in transducer R, will
cause the length of the positive
half -cycles in the output to vary
independently of the negative half-
cycles. Similarly, variations in R,
will change the length of the nega-
tive half -cycles, independently. As
actually applied, the half -cycle
lengths can be varied over a dy-
namic range of 5 to 30 millisec for
transducer resistance changes from
0 to 5,000 ohms. Only the positive
half -cycle is used to gate on a higher
frequency square -wave magnetic -
core multivibrator. This multi -
vibrator is termed a tone -burst
oscillator.

A system containing only a tim-
ing multivibrator which gates on
one tone -burst oscillator would be
capable of telemetering three chan-
nels. These channels would be for
frequency of tone bursts, length of
the tone burst and time duration
between tone bursts.

Extension of the system to more
than three channels is accomplished
as shown in Fig. 2. As many as six
or eight base windings may be
added to the magnetic core of the
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FIG.FIG. 1 --Block diagram of the complete
Lyman -alpha earth satellite

timing multivibrator. Each center -
tap to the base winding is brought
out externally and biased so that
none of the transistors are turned
on. If a negative voltage or gate
is applied to centertap A, transis-
tors Q, and Q, will conduct alter-
nately. Transducers R, and R, will
determine length of the positive
and negative half -cycles in the out-
put, respectively. If centertap B is
energized with a gate after remov-
ing the gate from A, R3 and R, will
control the lengths of the positive
and negative half -cycles. Any of
the pairs of transducers may be
switched in alternately by apply-
ing a gate at the proper centertap.

Transistor Matrix

The transistor matrix in the en-
coder supplies the sequential gates.
The matrix switch gates at the end
of every full cycle of the timing
multivibrator so that each trans-
ducer controls the length of a half -
cycle in sequence.

A flip-flop follower, Fig. 3,
and four tandem binary -counters
count down the cycles of the tim-
ing multivibrator. The transistor
matrix samples the states of the
binary stages and produces a
unique gate for each combination
of binary states. There are 2'
states so that with four binary
stages there are 16 unique states.
Each gate turns on its own pair of
transistors through the center -
tapped base winding.

The flip-flop follower removes
any loading from the timing multi -
vibrator. Output of the follower is
used in an AND circuit with the mat-
rix gates to turn on the tone -burst
oscillators or multivibrators during
the positive half -cycles only. A
wider bandwidth is needed for the
instantaneous Lyman -alpha chan-
nel and the solar cell in the satel-
lite because readings will be modu-
lated by the satellite roll rate. By
paralleling matrix output gates, a
group of channels is repeated six
times each frame to provide more
telemetry time. This arrangement
increases the channel bandwidth
effectively. Normally, four binary
stages with 16 base windings on the
timing multivibrator core will pro-
duce 48 separate channels of in-
formation. By paralleling matrix

FIG. 2-Timing multivibrator for 49 -chan-
nel telemetry system
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RIG. 3-Circuit diagram of the flip-flop
follower used to count down

output and using only six base
windings, Fig. 4, some channels
are repeated several times during
the 48 -channel frame.

Binary stages, Fig. 5, are unique
in that a steering -circuit transistor
replaces the two back-to-back di-
odes used normally. Current gain
of this transistor is utilized in
triggering. It drives the bases of
the binary transistors through ca-
pacitive coupling and is decoupled
from the low saturation impedance
of the on transistor by the 3,900 -
ohm resistor.

Half the time, the steering tran-
sistor is used in the inverted -alpha
condition, since the binary carries
the emitter more negative than the
collector. Many surface -barrier
transistors have betas in the in-
verted -alpha connection almost as
large as in the regular connection.
The four -transistor flip-flop or
binary connection reduces total
quiescent drain on the batteries.

The tone -burst oscillators, gated
on by the matrix, may be of sev-
eral different types. The instan-
taneous Lyman -alpha and solar as-
pect cell drive one type, which is a
variable -frequency magnetically
coupled multivibrator. Two mag-
netic cores, Fig. 6, are battery -
driven by the two transistors. Base
windings are regenerative. When
one core is driven towards satura-
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FIG. 4-Binary stages and transistor ma
trix. All transistor types are 2N146

FIG. 5-Schematic diagram of a binary
stage. Four are used in system

FIG. 6-Variable-frequency magnetically
coupled tone -burst oscillator

tion by its transistor, the second
core is reset through a coupling
winding. At saturation, the circuit
switches and the second core begins
resetting the first. Injection of a
current or voltage in the coupling
circuit causes a change in the reset.
This change varies the multivi-
brator or tone -burst -oscillator fre-
quency. Variation from 30 to 700
iza can change the frequency from
5 to 15 kc. With a slight change in
the coupling winding circuitry, 0.5
v from a solar cell will cause the
same frequency shift.

Another type of tone -burst oscil-
lator, termed a Cyclops will be de-
scribed in Part III of this article,
dealing with the analog magnetic
memory of the satellite. There are
three Cyclops oscillators in the

meteoritic collision module and two
in the peak reader. One operates
every other orbit while the other
stores information. The Cyclops
oscillators plus the variable -fre-
quency magnetically coupled multi -
vibrator make a total of six tone -
burst oscillators in the satellite.
Each is turned on by the sum of the
gates from the matrix and the
follower.

Outputs of the tone -burst multi -
vibrators are parallel -added to
drive the modulation stage, Fig. 7.
Multivibrator outputs are decou-
pled through diodes. Since only one
multivibrator is gated on at a time,
there is no interaction between
multivibrators. Modulation transis-
tors serve the dual purpose of am-
plifying and clipping. Clipping
insures 100 -percent modulation of
the transmitter.

Synchronization
Because tone -burst lengths and

spaces are functions of transducer
values, the frame rate is variable.
If the average resistance of the
transducers is low, the frame rate
will be fast. More information can
be sent per unit time by this system
than in conventional ones which al-
lot a fixed time duration for each
channel. Since the frame rate is not
constant, the signal must be unique
so that individual channels may be
identified. By using a few fixed
values of resistance in place of
some transducers, a key is formed
and calibration is provided.

Part Ill-Analog Magnetic Memory
STORAGE and readout requirements
encountered in certain Lyman -
alpha experiments demand special
equipment. In this experiment, the
Lyman -alpha line of hydrogen in
the solar spectrum must be meas-
ured and correlated with optical
observations of solar flares. One
reason for the measurements-sus-
picion that variations in Lyman -
alpha, due to solar flares, may be a
contributory cause of radio fade-
outs.

In the Lyman -alpha satellite, in-
formation transmission will be con-
tinuous. This operating method
requires two storage elements. One
stores peak intensity information
during one orbit. The other trans-

mits information gathered during
the previous orbit. Since the stor-
age element must transmit continu-
ously the information it received
previously, nondestructive readout
must be used. In addition, func-
tions of the storage elements must
be switched automatically once each
orbit as the satellite passes from
darkness into sunlight.

The developed system accepts in-
formation in the form of d -c values
from a few 'La to one ma. It remem-
bers the maximum current value
that has been applied to it and re-
tains this information until it is
erased deliberately. This informa-
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FIG. 7-Clipper and modulator stage

tion is presented directly in the
form of alternating current with
frequency a function of the stored
information level.

Measurement is accomplished
with a technique originated at the
Naval Research Laboratory. Radia-
tion impinges upon an ion chamber
designed to respond only to the de-
sired spectral line. The resulting
minute current is amplified by an
electrometer and fed to the mem-
ory unit. Information stored in the
form of flux level in a square -
hysteresis -loop magnetic material
will remain until removed by exter-
nal means. This method for storing
the peak Lyman -alpha information
is used.

The magnetic core must assume
a certain flux level for a given value
of current flow. The core must re-
main unaffected by any subsequent
currents unless they are larger than
any previous currents. In such a
case, the core must assume a new
flux level. In other words, the core
must not integrate in the steady
state.

Once the method of storing the
information was established, the
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next problem was to translate the
information into a usable form. To
make the system compatible with
the requirements of the encoding
system, generation of an alternat-
ing voltage waveform with fre-
quency proportional to information
was necessary. It was felt desirable
to obtain the readout with a single
magnetic core and appropriate cir-
cuits.

During this experimentation, a
two -aperture memory core named
the Cyclops, Fig. 8, was suggested.
It could be fabricated by drilling
a hole through one wall of a tape -
wound core. Outer convolutions of
a tape -wound core shield the inner
convolutions. As a result, the de-
vice is insensitive to stray fields.

When a signal is applied to the
input windings, Fig. 8, a stored
flux 0 is established in the main
core as a function of the applied
signal. Flux 0 divides at the hole
along paths 0,, and 0 linking the
readout windings A and B. A cur-
rent -limited magnetic multivbra-
tor is connected to windings A and
B. When the windings are excited
alternately, there are flux changes
in opposite directions around the
small hole but in the same direction
as 4. in the main core.

Nondestructive Readout
Assume that flux 0 has been set

by a signal from the input winding.
Assume, further, that flux 4. satu-
rates the iron on each side of the
hole at OA and 0 in the direction
indicated in Fig. 8. The input sig-
nal is removed and the multivibra-
tor is turned on. Because of the
difference in B, and B,33, a small
clockwise flux change about the
hole will be caused by current in
winding A when the upper tran-
sistor gates. A similar small flux
change in a counterclockwise direc-
tion will be produced in winding B
when the lower transistor gates.
Since, in this case, the amount of
flux changed can only be small and
the time each transistor is switched
on is short, the multivibrator oper-
ates at a high frequency.

Next, assume that a reverse cur-
rent is passed through the input
windings on the main core so that
flux level 0. is reduced to zero and
the main core is demagnetized.
When the multivibrator is ener-

gized, there will be a large amount
of flux reversed each half -cycle.
This results in a low operating fre-
quency for the multivibrator. For
intermediate levels of 0, there will
be corresponding intermediate fre-
quences.

Memory -Core Circuitry
Use of two Cyclops memory cores

to record peak current from the
Lyman -alpha detector leads to other
requirements. A means is needed
for wiping out the memory and re-
setting one core. A commutative
switch is necessary to connect the
other core containing stored infor-
mation to the telemetry encoder.

In Fig. 9, the left side of the
curve is used to store current in-
formation from the electrometer
tube. It is best suited to store cur-
rents in the required range of 20
to 700 /la. Reset must be provided
to restore the core saturation each
time the memory is erased. For
precise measurement, it is unsatis-
factory to simply reverse current
in the winding. It is also poor prac-
tice to apply a single reverse volt-
age pulse and attempt to return to
the exact frequency each time.

To maintain high accuracy, a re-
setting circuit was devised consist-
ing of one negative and one positive
pulse. First, the negative pulse
drives the core to negative satura-
tion in the same direction that neg-
ative control current would nor-
mally set the core. Next, the
positive pulse restores the core to
positive saturation or to the point
of origin at a high frequency. By
this technique, repeated resets with
or without previous input currents
restores the frequency to within
one percent of its original value.

Figure 10 includes the transis-

FIG. 8-Basic Cyclops core and winding
configurations

torized resetting circuit used with
the peak memory cores. The cir-
cuit as shown is for two cores. One
half is essentially a duplication of
the other except for connections to
the orbital switch and frequency
range. One multivibrator has a fre-
quency range from 4 to 8.5 kc; the
other, 8.5 to 14 kc. The two differ-
ent ranges permit core identifica-
tion.

A magnetic multivibrator is
formed by windings L, and L. in
the collector circuits of pnp tran-
sistors Q, and Q, and windings L7
and Lein the base circuits of these
same transistors, This multivi-
brator would be free -running if
transistor Q. were short-circuited.

Basically, the multivibrator is a
normally closed switch biased to con-
duction from the +1.3-v bus. When
a pulse is delivered from the orbital
switch via terminal C' and transis-
tor Q transistor Q, is momentarily
switched on and L. is energized. A
voltage induced in L, clamps Q, on
until the core reaches negative
saturation. Then, the inductive
kick in L,, switches Q. on. It is held
on until the core reaches positive
saturation. During this interval,
the capacitor to the base of Q, is
charged negatively and cuts off
disabling the circuit from sustained
oscillations.

The single negative and positive
pulses obtained with the circuit are
satisfactory to obtain accurate re-
set of the core in about one millisec.
Switches at A and A' are caused to
lag C, C' to prevent current flow in
the memory winding during the
one-millisec reset interval.

Temperature characteristics of
the resetting circuit were improved
by use of thermistors in the bias
circuits of the main switching tran-
sistors Q., Q., Q8, and Q.. At ele-
vated temperatures, where Ico
normally increases, thermistor re-
sistance is lowered. This action
increases the bias current from the
+1.3-v bus which passes through
the diodes in series with the base
windings. The bases of the switch-
ing transistors are thus kept at a
constant positive bias voltage.

Core Input and Readout
Windings L, and L3 are the input

or set windings on the main section
of the cyclops cores.
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FIG. 9-Multivibrator frequency of a
wound toroidal core as a function of cur
rent. Slope of the curve Is influenced by
the inner diam-outer diam ratio of the
cores as well as the material

These windings carry the cathode
current from the electrometer tube
and are controlled by switches at
A and A'.

Windings L and L1, are the mul-
tivibrator windings in the holes of
the cores. Switch terminals labeled
B and B', Fig. 10, connect only one
multivibrator for readout to the
negative bus depending upon the
state of the orbital switch. Con-
nection to ground or the positive
bus is made through a 2N128 tran-
sistor which is switched on and off
at the command of the encoder.

When both positive and negative
bus connections are made, the ap-
propriate multivibrator is turned

on. Next, either output winding
L,3 or Li, delivers a tone burst to
the modulator of the Minitrack
transmitter. A full -wave diode
bridge couples the output windings
of each Cyclops multivibrator to
the modulator. This bridge pro-
vides the maximum available driv-
ing voltage to the bases of the push-
pull class -B modulator transistors.
Even with a temperature -stable re-
setting pulse on the core, there is
an output frequency decrease with
an increase in temperature caused
by thermal effects on the core alone.
These thermal effects are compen-
sated by an inverse thermal char-
acteristic of the multivibrator
transistors. With use of the ther-
mistors mentioned previously, plus
the self -compensating circuit com-
ponents, the complete circuit
maintains ±5 -percent accuracy over
a temperature range from -50 to
+70 C.

Orbital Commutation
Design of the commutator which

interchanges the two memory cores
once each orbit called for minimum
power dissipation since the switch
circuit would be in continuous op-
eration. A rough approximation,
taking into account the contem-
plated battery type, indicated 10
mv-amp drain would cost one oz of
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weight for two to four weeks of
operation.

One channel of information pre-
sented to the encoder is the in-
stantaneous aspect or angle of the
satellite axis with respect to the
sun. This information is gathered
by a silicon -junction photocell
mounted on the equator of the
sphere. A regular 11 -in. diam
round solar cell was secured and
a i-in. diam hole cut in the center.
Back of this, three by h -in. strips
of the silicon junction material
were mounted and connected elec-
trically in series to give a higher
voltage for the orbital switch.

The orbital switch is designed to
trip on the first increase in incident
light level occurring after any five-
minute absence of solar radiation.
It then locks out against any re-
current variations which may oc-
cur at a rate of more than once per
five-minute period. When the
switch trips, it initiates a pulse.
This pulse wipes out the memory
of the element that has been trans-
mitting information and connects
it into the electrometer circuit pre-
pared to read and store peak -in-
tensity information. Simultane-
ously, the pulse connects the
element which has been storing in-
formation into the readout circuit.

A circuit for obtaining these ac -
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FIG. 10-Resetting circuitry used with the low- and high -frequency FIG. 11-Orbital switch circuit. Shaper is essentially a mono -
Cyclops memory cores stable multivibrator
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tions is shown in Fig. 11. The
multivibrator stages employ so-
called complimentary multivibrator
circuitry. Ordinary multivibrator
flip-flop connections are used but
npn and pnp transistors are con-
nected in series and substituted for
the load resistors. The common
base voltage which turns one tran-
sistor off will turn the other on.
Any load tied to the common col-
lectors will be supplied through a
low -impedance source when on but
a high impedance is presented to
the battery when off.

Shaper Circuit
Operation can be clarified by con-

sidering operation of the input
shaper circuit. For the present,
transistors Q1 and Q. will be as-
sumed open. Transistors Q,, Q Q5,

and Q. constitute the basic mono -
stable multivibrator. In the normal
state (no signal), input transistor
Q5 is off and Q3, in series with Q
is saturated on. Corresponding
transistors on the other side are
in the opposite condition.

As the signal rises, increased
current begins to flow through the
series npn transistor Q. When this
current becomes large enough so
that Q. is no longer operating in
the saturated region, a voltage ap-
pears across the emitter -collector
terminals of Q. This voltage is
transmitted to the d -c coupled tran-
sistors on the opposite side. Even-
tually, the voltage changes produce
a regenerative state and the multi -
vibrator rapidly flips. The multi -
vibrator will stay in this position
until a decrease in input causes it
to resume its normal position.

Increased leakage currents in
switching transistors at high tem-
peratures can tend to upset circuit
operation. One of the usual com-
pensations is a series emitter re-
sistor. In these circuits, a diode in
series with the emitters is used in-
stead of the resistor. The diode
gives higher biasing voltages at
small leakage currents and less
voltage drop at high load currents.

The circuits can be kept operat-
ing at high temperatures by using
low resistance values from base to
bias voltage source to keep the off
transistor off. But high resistance
values are required at low tempera-
tures to turn the on transistor on.

Connection of transistors Q1 and Q2

across the base and emitter ter-
minals of the multivibrator tran-
sistors Q8 and Q, offsets these con-
flicting requirements.

Transistors Q1 and Q2 act as
switches driven from the collectors
of their respective multivibrator
transistors. A low impedance con-
nects the base and emitter of the
multivibrator transistor when it is
in the off position. When a multi -
vibrator transistor is on, base -to -
emitter resistance is high (open
switch) to prevent bypassing of the
base current. This compensation is
required on the npn transistors
only since the type of pnp tran-
sistor chosen is relatively insensi-
tive to high temperatures.

Hold -off Capacitor
When the monostable multi -

vibrator first trips on, it generates
a fast -rising, flat-topped pulse.
This pulse charges the hold -off
tantalum capacitor, C1, in Fig. 11.
Any subsequent pulses due to high -
frequency spin rate which appear
before the end of the designed hold -
off period, will not be able to pass
enough current through C1 to affect
Q7. They will merely recharge C1.

The discharge resistor in parallel
with C1 may be chosen for the de-
sired time constant. Hold -off times
of several hours were available
from the rectifier -capacitor com-
bination used but five minutes was
chosen as the most desirable com-
promise between spin rate and
orbital requirements. Capacitor C1
remains charged throughout the
sunlight period. During the dark
period, no output appears from the
shaper and C1 discharges gradually.
The circuit is then armed for trig-
gering on the first pulse generated
at "dawn".

When the first charging pulse
hits C1, the steep wavefront passes
through it and is amplified by Q,.
This amplified pulse is then fed
through capacitors to the binary
which trips to the opposite state.
The binary is similar to the shaper
except for the method of feed and
d -c coupling to all bases to make it
bistable.

Buffer transistors are connected
in a stacked series configuration to
minimize current drain from the
binary. With this connection, the

binary need supply only the base
currents to the first transistor of
each stack. Base current for the
last transistor in each stack is sup-
plied by the load -circuit supply.
This supply is on only a fraction of
the time since it is commutated by
the telemetry encoder.

Part IV-Micrometeorite Collision
Counter

SMALL MICROPHONES mounted OR
the satellite skin will be activated
by collision of the satellite with
meteoritic particles of about 10'
grams traveling at speeds of about
60 km/sec with respect to the satel-
lite. Counting rates will probably
vary from one particle every ten
minutes up to ten particles per
second.

Signals transmitted by the satel-
lite will consist of a number of tone
bursts separated by blank spaces.
Frequencies of three of these tone
bursts will be indicative of the
cumulated number of impacts de-
tected by the microphones. Fre-
quency of one burst will indicate
the unit digit, another the tens
digit and a third the hundreds digit
of the cumulated count.

A block diagram of the equip-
ment is shown in Fig. 12. The pulse
former takes the transistor -ampli-
fier output, a pulse of a few i.tsec
duration, and forms it into a low -
impedance signal of constant v -sec
value for the counter input. The
counter accepts these pulses in-
creasing the output oscillator fre-
quency on receipt of each. The
tenth count resets the frequency
to a low value.

Amplifier Sections
The first four transistors of the

amplifier perform linear amplifica-
tion upon the microphone outputs.
Voltage gain is about 60 db with
3-db response points at approxi-
mately 40 and 200 kc. The second
section of the amplifier uses a
fifth transistor biased to operate
as a detector. This section per-
forms pulse -envelope detection,
pulse stretching, and differentia-
tion of the leading edge of the
stretched pulse.

The third section of the amplifier
has a transistor biased almost to
cutoff. It amplifies the differenti-
ated stretched pulse to an ampli-
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FIG. 12-Block diagram of micrometeo-
rite experiment

tude suitable for driving the pulse
former of the counter. This output
pulse corresponds in time to the
leading edge of the ringing -pulse
output from the microphones.

The pulse -former circuit is simi-
lar to the resetting circuit de-
scribed previously in the section on
the magnetic -memory readout. The
pulse former converts the pulse
from the amplifier into a square
pulse of 200 -µsec length with an
output impedance of a few ohms.

Counter Circuitry
Each decimal counter has as its

most basic elements, two square -
loop -type magnetic cores. These
cores remember the last flux level
to which. they were set. One is a
Cyclops core, as described in the
previous section on the satellite
memory.

One complete stage of counter
circuitry is shown in Fig. 13. Core
I is a standard square -loop core
while core II is a Cyclops. All tran-
sistors are used only as switches.
The transistors are either fully
conducting or fully cut off at all
times. The input circuitry forms
nine small pulses followed by a
tenth large one. At the end of ten
counts, the reset circuitry resets
the Cyclops, partially completely
resets core I, and provides input
valtages for the next stage.

Input Circuitry
A schematic diagram of the input

circuitry is shown in Fig. 13. Volt-
ages A and D are the square -wave
inputs from the pulse former. In
actuality, A and D are windings on
the pulse -former core or the Cy-
clops of the preceding stage. Volt-
age C' is a voltage from the pre-
ceding stage that is transformed
through a saturable square -loop
core (core I of Fig. 13). For counts
one through nine, voltages A, D
and C' are all present and in the
polarities shown. Voltage C' has a

magnitude somewhat greater than
A. Under these conditions, tran-
sistor Qz conducts fully while Q2

is cut off. The 1.3-v battery voltage
is applied across the Cyclops after
undergoing a drop across silicon
rectifier D, and resistor R2.

Upon receipt of the tenth voltage
input pulse, the core that has been
transforming the voltage C' is
saturated. No transformer action
takes place making C' zero, while
A and D are still present. Both
transistors become fully conducting
and the 1.3-v battery appears
across the winding with only neg-
ligible drop. This is the mechanism
that allows nine small pulses fol-
lowed by a large tenth one to ap-
pear across the Cyclops winding.

Reset Circuitry
Reset circuitry is shown in the

center section of Fig. 13. A large
negative voltage spike is developed
across the core windings following
the tenth input pulse. This nega-
tive spike is so large that the 1.3-
v battery in the base circuit of Q,
is over -ridden. A negative voltage
appears upon the base of Q, and
the collector -circuit 4-v battery ap-
pears across the windings in the
collector circuit. This voltage, in
turn, is transformed to the base
windings which puts Qz even more
fully into the conducting state and
holds it there even after the ini-
tiating kickback voltage has dis-
appeared.

The 4-v battery voltage takes
both cores back towards positive
saturation-core II directly, core I
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FIG. 13-Complete counter stage

by coupling through D2. Core I is
designed to have much less volt -sec
capacity than core II. Core I goes
into saturation when core II has
only moved a small way up its
hysteresis loop.

When core I goes into staturation,
a short-circuit is thrown across
both cores due to the coupling.
Voltage on the base windings of
Q4 falls below 1.3 v and Q, cuts off.
The circuit is now ready to receive
more counts. During reset, a large
negative voltage pulse is developed
across the windings. This reset
voltage pulse becomes the voltages
A, B, C and D for the following
stage from the output windings as
shown in Fig. 13.

During the interval that a par-
ticular oscillator frequency is to
appear in the transmitted signal,
a gating signal is used to apply
oscillator power. This signal turns
the appropriate oscillator on for
the proper interval. The output ter-
minals go to a modulator that re-
shapes the somewhat triangular
waves of the oscillator into square
waves. The square waves then

the transmitter. The
oscillators of the three stages are
tied together in parallel at the
points Ml and M2 in Fig. 13.

Units have been built that will
consistently count to ten and reset
over the range from 0 to +80 C.
Changes in calibration with tem-
perature do occur, but can be ac-
counted for since the instrument -
compartment temperature will be
a telemetered quantity. Gain of the
amplifier is constant to within 20
percent from -20 to +70 C.
Weight of a module which includes
amplifier, pulse former, and three
counter stages is 3.1 oz before pot-
ting; 5 oz after.

Power Requirements
The amplifier requires 1 ma cur-

rent drain at 4 v. The counter it-
self has zero current drain when
no counts are being received. Ap-
proximately 15 or 20 ma flow for
each count. This flow lasts for only
200iLsec per pulse. A 1,000 ma -hr
battery is able to keep the counter
counting to over 10° counts.

Readout oscillators require about
3 ma of current at 2.6 v but are on
only about one -sixth of the total
time.
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D -C Transistor Amplifier
Amplifier circuit uses double emitter follower and grounded emitter voltage

amplifier to obtain input impedance of 0.4 megohm. Adjustable tempera-

ture compensation in first stage gives good short term drift stability. Overall

current gain is 1,000 and voltage gain is 40. Application is in photocell
circuits where signal voltages are not large and output impedance is high

By DONALD SCHUSTER Psychological Services, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

USE OF DOUBLE EMITTER follow-
ers or two cascaded grounded -

collector stages to achieve an input
impedance between one-half and
one megohm in a -c transistor ampli-
fiers is fairly well-known.' For d -c
amplifiers, however, high input
impedance is a problem since there
is the added requirement of tem-
perature drift compensation. The
circuit discussed here maintains
good short term temperature sta-
bility while maintaining high cur-
rent gain.

Drift Compensation

Collector current variation with
temperature is the major source of
drift in a transistorized d -c ampli-
fier. Another source of drift results
from changes in current gain.

The effects of drift can be mini-
mized, but not completely eliminated
by appropriate bias stabilization or
by negative voltage or current
feedback. In practice, bias stabiliza-
tion is difficult to maintain for d -c
signals and Negative voltage feed-
back is conducive to decreasing
the input impedance. Since negative
current feedback is practically
feasible and increases the input
impedance, it is used to compensate
for drift in the circuit described
here.

When using a double emitter
follower, minimization of the effects
of drift with negative current feed-
back is insufficient. It is also neces-
sary to compensate for or balance
out drift resulting from the large

overall current gain in the stage.
A practical solution to the prob-

lem is to make the compensation ad-
justable. This is accomplished with
a circuit in which one transistor is
used as a drift current generator
to compensate another transistor of
the same type and a potentiometer
is used for fine adjustment of the
compensation current in a two -
stage grounded -emitter amplifier.'
A variation of this compensation
method is the one employed in this
amplifier.

The amplifier shown in Fig. 1A
consists of a double emitter follower
plus a grounded -emitter voltage
amplifier. Drift compensation is
used only in the first stage. An
identical transistor, or almost iden-
tical, is used to generate an ad-
justable out of phase drift current.

Collector cutoff currents /2, and
/222 flow from transistors Qs and Q2,

respectively. Compensation control
R, has no effect on the signal when
its wiper arm is near the end con-
nected to the emitter of Q,. As the
arm is moved towards the end con-
nected to the base of Qs, compensa-
tion current L., is multiplied by the
current gain of Q, which is ex-
pressed as 13 + 1. In practice, Q,
is selected to give a compensation
current L., which is somewhat less
than LC?.

Readjustment of R, is necessary
each time the voltage developed
across bias control R2 changes.

Any variation in the driving
source impedance varies the bias
current in Qs thereby affecting the
output d -c level. Zeroing control R3
is added to provide means for zero-
ing the output since continuous cor-
rection using R, is impractical.

Battery E, consists of a string
of five series connected RM-400R

FIG. 1-Complete high -impedance d -c transistor amplifier circuit (A) has battery coupled
output stage. Alternate output circuit (B) eliminates battery through use of Zener diode

-,a
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for High -Impedance Input

Applying signal from cadmium sulphide photocell to high -impedance d -c transistor
amplifier. Output is used to operate timing circuit relay

mercury cells. When power switch
S. is open, the current flow through
E, is approximately three micro-
amperes; when S, is closed, the cur-
rent reverses and battery E, re-
charges while the amplifier is in
use. If the amplifier is continuously
inoperative, it takes several thou-
sand hours to discharge E, com-
pletely since an RM-400R has a
rated capacity of 80 milliampere
hours.

An alternate output arrange-
ment that operates without battery
E, is shown in Fig. 1B. Additional
signal losses occur in this circuit
which result from the possible vari-
able voltage drop across Zener
diode D, the voltage divider action
of zero control R, and resistance of
emitter resistor R5. To increase
gain, replace R5 with an appropriate
Zener diode.

Adjustment

Since all controls interact to
some extent, they should be ad-
justed after the preliminary zero-
ing procedure to establish correct
current gain. Gain, zero, bias, and
compensator controls are set in that
order.

Zeroing of the amplifier is ac-
complished in two steps. First, the

input terminals are shorted with a
10,000 -ohm resistor and the output
voltage adjusted to zero with the
zero control. Second, the input
short is removed and the output
voltage readjusted to zero with
the bias control. This zeroing pro-
cedure assures a zero output for a
zero input at the desired operating
characteristics.

Amplifier Characteristics

Amplifier sensitivity is sufficient
to use a current change of 0.01
microampere as an input signal.
Maximum usable output of ap-
proximately 1 milliampere is ob-
tained at 0.1 microampere change.

Overall maximum current gain
is 10,000 and the voltage gain is
40. Frequency response is nearly
flat from d -c to 15 kc where it is
down 3 db.

Direct measurement of input re-
sistance is impractical since an
ohmmeter overloads the voltage am-
pliying capabilities of the ampli-
fier. Therefore, measurement is
made by applying a known refer-
ence voltage across a variable re-
sistor connected to the input ter-
minals.

Initially the variable resistor is
set at zero, and the reference volt-

age gain at the output terminals
measured. Then the variable re-
sistor is advanced until the refer-
ence voltage gain becomes half its
former value. The amount of
ohmic increase represented by the
change in the variable resistor set-
ting is equal to the amplifier input
resistance.

Using this method, the a -c input
impedance for the amplifier was
found to be 0.4 megohm. A dy-
namic check using an R -C method
gave essentially the same result.

Short term temperature stability
of the amplifier was measured over
a fifteen minute interval and found
to be five percent. Better drift
characteristics are obtainable if
both the second and third stage are
temperature compensated in a
manner similar to that used in the
first stage.

Applications

This amplifier is particularly
useful whenever it is used with a

driving source that develops mod-
erate voltages at high output im-
pedances. Two typical drivers are
bioelectric phenomena and solid-
state photocells.

Measurements of camera shutter
speeds were made using the ampli-
fier to increase the output signal
from a cadmium sulphide photocell
sufficiently to operate a timing re-
lay circuit. Since the dark resist-
ance of the photocell is approxi-
mately 1,000 megohms and the
light resistance was between 0.1
and 1 megohm. The amplifier de-
veloped an output only when the
shutter opened.

For some applications, higher
input impedance can be obtained
by adding a resistor in series with
the input. If this is done, appreci-
able reduction of current and volt-
age gains result.
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Resistance is quickly checked with a Wheatstone Bridge circuit In usual order are d -c/a -c chopper, amplifier and power supply
adapted for go, no-go operation for resistance checker

Go No -Go Meter Speeds
Amplified error voltage from a Wheatstone bridge feeds 75-0-75 microam-
meter to indicate whether resistance under test is higher or lower than de-
sired value and also if it is within a preset tolerance. Instrument range is 9,999
ohms in one ohm steps

By DONN S. RANDALL, Technical Writer, Stevens -Arnold, Inc.

AGO, NO-GO RESISTANCE measur-
ing instrument, which does

not require dial adjustments, per-
mits rapid testing by nontechnical
personnel is described. Conven-
tional Wheatstone bridge test
circuits which require adjusting
calibrated resistors until a detector
indicates a null and then reading
the dial settings to obtain the un-
known resistance value are satis-
factory for small quantity testing.
However, when checking the re-
sistance of a large number of com-
ponents, a meter with a go no-go
indication is desirable.

The instrument described re-
quires no dial turning to determine
whether the resistance under test
is within or outside preset limits.
A Wheatstone bridge is employed

but without the necessity of
achieving a precise balance to take
a reading. Instead, the developed
d -c error voltage is modulated,
amplified, and demodulated; the
resulting amplified d -c deflects a
75-0-75 microammeter to indicate
whether the resistance under test
is higher or lower than the nominal
value and whether it is within or
outside the established limits.

Instrument Operation

Figure 1 is a simplified sche-
matic showing how the instrument
operates. A double -pole a-c/d-c
chopper with make -before -break
contacts uses one pole to compare
the voltage drop across arm AC of
the bridge with that across arm
BC, and the other pole as a half -

wave rectifier for the meter. Any
difference between the voltages is
fed to the grid of the first ampli-
fier tube, Fig. 2, as a square wave.
Phase of the square wave depends
on whether voltage across AC is
greater or less than voltage BC.
Voltage amplitude is determined by
the magnitude of their difference.
Since pole 2 of the chopper is
always in step with pole 1, the
polarity of alternate half waves
reaching the meter is controlled by
the phase of the amplifier input
signal. The meter will therefore in-
dicate whether the resistance under
test is higher or lower than the
standard.

Since the amplitude of the half
waves governs how far the meter
deflects, the instrument can be set
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FIG. 1-Error voltage developed across
AB is amplified and fed to a 75-0-75
microammeter

FIG. 2-Direct-current error voltage is
modulated, amplified and demodulated.
The resulting d -c deflects microammeter to
indicate whether resistance under test is
within tolerance limits
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Resistance Check
for different tolerance limits by
simply adjusting the amplifier gain
control. If desired, amplifier gain
can be left constant and meter cali-
brated in percentage.

Calibration

The meter scale is divided into
thirds with the middle third painted
green for GO and the extreme thirds
red for NO-GO. The left red section
is marked LO and the right red sec-
tion, HI.

Voltage control and gain control
are set at minimum, and the line
voltage turned on to allow the equip-
ment to warm up for several min-
utes. Plate supply voltage is set
at 210 v with the voltage control.
A decade resistor is connected to
the x terminals and both it and
the built-in decade set to the same
value, say 1,000 ohms. The meter
shorting switch S, is opened and the
gain control advanced until the me-
ter pointer moves a good distance
off zero. The pointer is then re-
turned to zero by careful position-
ing of the balance control.

When adjusting the meter it must
be taken into account that a value
of x a given percentage higher than
the decade resistor will not produce

as great an error voltage as a value
of x which is the same percentage
lower (Fig 1). This percentage
variation is a fundamental char-
acteristic of the bridge. It is easily
dodged by the proper technique.

With the built-in decade set at
1,000 ohms and the external cali-
brating decade set at 1,100 ohms,
amplifier gain is adjusted until the
meter pointer reads at the go, no-go
division on the HI side. Switching
the external decade to 900 ohms,
causes the pointer to read in the
red LO region. The distance be-
tween the pointer and the LO go,
no-go division is noted and ampli-
fier gain reduced until this distance
is halved; then, with the meter
zero adjustment, the pointer is
moved until it rests exactly on the
LO go, no-go division. The exter-
nal decade is then switched to 1,100
ohms to check the HI reading.

If necessary, the procedure is re-
peated until the meter indicates
both limits correctly. With the ex-
ternal decade set at 1,000 ohms the
pointer will rest slightly to the HI
side of center. This slightly high
zero reading will not affect the ac-
curacy of the instrument since the
purpose is to determine if the re-

sistance is between high and low
limits. The instrument will check
resistance within the range of its
decade to a tolerance of ±10 per-
cent.

Accuracy is checked at several
points in the operating range. When
set for ±5 percent limits, accuracy
is maintained within pointer width
over the entire range. With suita-
ble external calibrating resistances
any symmetrical tolerance limits
can be obtained by adjusting am-
plifier gain to give the required
meter deflection.

Test Fixture

The test fixture clamps the leads
of the component to be tested and
opens normally closed microswitch
S, to activate the meter all in one
operation. In this way meter slam-
ming is held to a minimum. Three
brass blocks slide on Bakelite tracks
and are held apart by small coil
springs. Bakelite separators pre-
vent the springs from shorting the
blocks. The x leads are connected
underneath to the two blocks near-
est the switch. One side of the
switch is connected to the grounded
x lead and the other to the hot side
of the meter.
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FIG. 1-Transfer function of saturating
transformer

Hinged -leaf packaging conserves space.
affords access. Vibration mounting also
used

Magnetic Amplifiers
Regulate D -C Supply
Magnetic amplifiers combined with saturating transformer maintain output
regulation well within three percent when supply voltage varies in steps of
as much as 20 v. Silicon rectifiers in bridge configuration convert a -c sup-
ply to d -c output at five levels from -50 to +500 v. A single magnetic
amplifier can meet smaller requirements by regulating in the primary
winding of the saturating transformer

By M. B. MEUNIER Design Engineer, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Electronics Division, Baltimore, Md.

MAGNETIC REGULATION of a d -c
power supply will permit

meeting stringent transient re-
quirements in addition to giving
good steady-state regulation. One
of the prime considerations in the
design to be described is minimiza-
tion of weight and volume.

Included among the specific re-
quirements for this system are a
supply voltage of 115 v ± 10 percent
at 60 cps ± 5 percent. Ambient
temperature must be in the range
from 0 to 50 C.

The most difficult requirement to
meet is the transient requirement
for step changes in line voltage. A
conventional magnetic amplifier
regulates the normal variations in
supply voltage and frequency
within the limits imposed by the
specifications, while a saturating
transformer preceding the mag-
netic amplifier handles rapid tran-
sients.

The transfer function of the
saturating transformer appears in
Fig. 1. This curve may be approxi-

mated by two straight lines as
shown. By operating on the portion
of the curve between points B and
C, and by driving the transformer
into saturation on both the positive
and negative half -cycles, the trans-
former will support a given num-
ber of volt -seconds during each
cycle and maintain a constant aver-
age output voltage at a fixed fre-
quency. As long as the input volt-
age doesn't exceed the range B -C
in Fig. 1, little transient effect ap-
pears in the output.
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The overall circuit is shown in
Fig. 2. Inductor L, is the current -
limiting choke and T, is the satu-
rating transformer. The voltage
waveform across the primary of
the saturating transformer is
shown in Fig. 3A. Area A in Fig.
3B is cut from the input wave by
the transformer when it saturates
at points 1 and 4 in the cycle. At
these points current in the trans-
former builds up rapidly as shown
in Fig. 3C and is limited only by
the input choke.

At point 2 in the cycle the line
voltage reverses polarity and the
saturating transformer attempts to
absorb voltage. This is opposed by
the input choke's attempt to main-
tain current flow. As a result the
saturating transformer cannot be-
gin absorbing voltage until the cur-
rent reduces to zero at point 3.
At this point the transformer as-
sumes the value of the line voltage
and shaded area B is also cut from
the input waveform.

The remaining voltage is now
transformed to obtain the neces-
sary voltage for each supply. This
is done in the three low -voltage
supplies by adding three secondary
windings directly to the saturating
transformer, thereby utilizing all
the available space.

The two high -voltage supplies
are fed from a separate trans-
former T2. This transformed volt-
age is then rectified by bridges CR,
through CR and the magnetic
amplifiers absorb part of this volt-
age to maintain the regulated out-
puts. In regulating the average
value of the rectified voltage the
magnetic amplifiers in the three
low -voltage supplies absorb a por-
tion of the wave as shown by the
shaded area in Fig. 4A.

High Voltage
The two high -voltage supplies

are each fed from two windings on
transformer T2. Those which feed
rectifiers CR, and CR, supply about
75 percent of the voltage while the
remaining 25 percent is supplied
by the windings feeding CR, and
CR,. By dividing the voltage in this
manner and connecting the mag-
netic amplifier in series with the
lower -voltage winding, only a small
portion of the total voltage is regu-
lated and the peak voltage appear -
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FIG. 2-Overall schematic of high -voltage magnetically -regulated power supply con-
necting bridges as shown allows voltages of the two windings to be added
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SATURATING
,TRANSFORMER
VOLTAGE

F\d,--LINE VOLTAGE

FIG. 3-Waveform (A) across primary of
saturating transformer. Shaded area (B)
is cut from input wave when saturation
occurs at points 1 and 4. Under these
conditions current in the transformer (C)
builds up rapidly

ing across the magnetic amplifier
is the peak of the smaller winding
only. Thus the magnetic amplifier
need not be insulated for the full
voltage, which is 1,500 v for the
500-v supply due to the narrow
pulse which must be used, and the
size of the magnetic amplifiers for
these two supplies is kept to a
minimum. The voltages of the two
windings are added by connecting
the two bridges shown in Fig. 2.

In regulating the average value
of the rectified voltage, the mag-

netic amplifiers in the two high -
voltage supplies absorb a portion
of the wave as shown by the shaded
area in Fig. 4B. Since better regu-
lation and lower peak ripple values
are required on the - 25-v and
+ 500-v supplies, a higher gain is
required of the magnetic amplifiers
on these than on the other three
and two -stage filtering is necessary
for stability.

The reference voltage for all the
magnetic amplifiers is supplied by
a v -r tube in the 500-v supply,
reference windings NR being con-
nected in series as shown in Fig.
2.

Bleeders R. through R. protect
the filter capacitors in the event
that loading is removed from the
supplies. This is not necessary on
the 500-v supply since the v -r tube
draws enough current for protec-
tion.

Output Compensation

The voltage level of each supply
is set by the variable resistors in
the control -winding (N0) circuits.
Since two -stage filtering is used on
the - 25-v and + 500-v supplies
and the control current taken from
the output of the first filtering
stage, load -compensating windings
N, are added to the magnetic am-
plifiers on these supplies. The load
current flowing through these
windings tends to compensate for
the changes in IR drops in the

Table I- Coil -Winding Data for Power Supply Transformers and Inductors

l 'nit
Wind-

ing Volts Amperes Turns
Wire
Size

Resistance
in Ohms

Size in
Inches

Weight
in

Pounds

Pri 72 0.443 416 20 2.35
T1 Si 238 0.102 1,375 36 262 3% X 3% 2

S2 143 0.109 830 36 44 X 3 high
S3 138 0.064 800 36 176

Pri 72 1.15 360 21 3.84
S1 273 0.089 1,340 32 102 4 X 4%

T2 S2 334 0.089 1,640 32 159 X 43 high 4.9
S3 251 0.036 1,230 36 303
S4 725 0.036 3,549 36 966

NL 0.05 2,430 34 137
1,1 N01 0.01 850 36 81.6 3 diam
L2 N42 56 0.01 850 36 84 X 3? -6 high 2
L2 Na 0.01 1,700 36 175

Np 0.1 18 36 1.31

NL 0.05 7,300 36 684
L4 N01 0.01 3,500 36 377 3 diam
L3 No2 167 0.01 3,500 36 475 X 3* high 2.5

Na 0.01 7,000 36 997
NI, 0.1 180 36 5.94

second -stage filter chokes with
changes in load.

Temperature compensation is
also added to the magnetic ampli-
fiers because of the series -con-
nected reference windings, which
make a large portion of the refer-
ence -circuit resistance copper re-
sistance. The reference and control
circuits use low -temperature -co-
efficient resistors. Since the refer-
ence voltage is fixed, any change in
the copper resistance of the refer-
ence windings due to temperature
will affect the reference current
and consequently the regulated out-
put. To obtain perfect compensa-
tion the resistance of the control
and reference circuits must vary
together, so the ratio of copper -
to -stable resistance in the control
circuit is equal to the ratio of cop-
per -to -stable resistance in the ref-
erence circuit.

(A)

(B)

FIG. 4-In regulating average of the
rectified voltage, magnetic amplifiers in
low -voltage supplies absorb shaded parts
of waves (A). In high -voltage supplies
absorption occurs as in shaded portions
of waves (B)

One simple method of establish-
ing this ratio equality is to add
stable resistors R5 through R. in
parallel with the control windings.
This has the effect of increasing
the copper resistance of the wind-
ing across which the resistor is
connected.

Saturating transformer T, is de-
signed to support 76 v rms and is
wound on a 2 -mil strip Hipernik
V core 2 in. inner diam x 3 in.
outer diam x 1 in. Winding data
appears in Table I.

Saturable reactors L1 through L,
are wound on 2 -mil strip Hipernik
V cores 11, in. inner diam x 2 in.
outer diam x I in.
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Word Generator for
Digital Testing
Beam -switching tube supplies arbitrary nine -bit words at pulse rates from a

few cps to one mc for testing and evaluating digital systems. Pulse shape can
be varied from spike to square wave by changing plug-in capacitors

By RALPH R. HARTEL
Senior Research Engineer, Electronics Division, National Cash Register Co., Hawthorne, California

SIGNAL GENERATORS capable of
supplying an arbitrary ar-

rangement of square pulses are
useful in testing and evaluating
digital systems.

A versatile, binary word genera-
tor can be constructed by utilizing
a beam -switching tube. Such a
word generator provides binary

words containing any combination
of ONES and ZEROS up to a total of
nine. Pulse repetition rate is vari-
able from a few cycles to one mc.

Circuit
The circuit was designed to op-

erate from a low -impedance square -
wave source capable of supplying
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Output from each element of 6700 beam -switching tube is passed through
capacitor. Removing a capacitor provides a zero output

Input to word generator is 400-kc square
wave (upper trace). Output with two plug-
in capacitors removed is 110111011 (lower
trace)

negative pulses of at least -30 v
amplitude.

The first stage of the word gen-
erator as shown in the circuit dia-
gram consists of a 5965 dual triode
which is cathode driven to provide
a low -impedance trigger input. The
output of one section of this triode
is coupled through a d -c blocking
capacitor to one grid of the beam -
switching tube. The other section
is fed to a phase -inverter which
inverts the pulse and applies it to
the other grid of the beam -switch-
ing tube. The resulting push-pull
signal on the grids of the beam -
switching tube may then be bal-
anced with the gain control in the
phase inverter stage.

The output of each switch -tube
target, except number zero, is fed
through plug-in capacitors to a non -
additive diode mixing circuit. Out-
put pulses may he shaped by
changing the value of the plug-in
capacitor. A smaller value will give
a short differentiated pulse, while

0.05-4 plug -In larger values give full-length square
pulses.
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Miniature Ferrite Tuner
Rotary -axial tuner consists of two pairs of ferrite cups with ground D -shaped

center cores ganged to produce linear frequency variation from 500 to 1,600
kc with mechanical motion. Operating frequencies can be extended to 15 mc.
Tuning sensitivity is reduced as each band is covered in 270 -degree rotation

rather than in the 180 degree of normal capacitor tuning

By E. A. ABBOT, Chief, Communications Department
Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation, Jersey City, New Jersey

M. LAFER, Chief, Mechanical Design Department

GROWTH IN TRANSISTOR use has
spurred the search for minia-

ture electronic devices.
Miniaturization of an r -f tuner

operating between 0.5 and 50 mc
can be achieved with permeability
rather than capacitance tuning.
Further, permeability tuning is
free from vibration and shock trou-
bles. A linear, permeability type
tuner is described for which a 3 to 1
frequency range, maximum Q and
minimum variation of Q with fre-
quency are assumed to be desirable.

Gap Tuner

Present tuners may be classified
as slug tuners, gap tuners, variom-
eters and those that vary the num-
ber of turns on a core.

A permeability gap tuner is the
best compromise between electrical
and mechanical considerations. It
uses the relative motion of two
ferrite cups or a ferrite cup and
cover plate or two C -shaped cores.
Although the core material is al-
ways within the coil, the induct-
ance is varied by changing the size
of a gap in the magnetic -field path.

A gap tuner is shown in Fig. 1A.
The tuning technique permits min-
iaturization since the cover move-
ment does not exceed it in. for a
3 to 1 frequency range.

Frequency variation with cover
movement is nonlinear. A 250-kc
change occurs in the first 10 mils
of travel, and at the upper end of
the band, a 10 -mil change may
cause a 25-kc shift. A precise me-
chanical drive system is required
to control the complete frequency

range in a it -in. travel.
Another gap tuner is shown in

Fig. 1B. The center section of the
cups has the shape of a D. Rotation
of one cup with respect to the other
changes the effective gap length.
Frequency changes of 2 to 1 are
feasible with this device. Further-
more, since the complete frequency
range covers a long rotary path the
mechanical drive system is not
critical.

The rotary -axial gap tuner takes
advantage of the slow frequency
variation of the D -type tuner and
the wide frequency variation of the
cup and cover -type tuner. It con-
sists of two pairs of ferrite cups
with ground D -shaped center cores.

Tuner operation is described in
the curves of Fig. 2. Curve 1 is the
frequency response obtained upon
rotating two ferrite -cup cores with
D -shaped center cores without gap
separation. Frequency initially
varies slowly as the cups are ro-
tated, increases to a maximum
when the D figures are mirror
images at 180 deg and then de -

FIG. 1-In gap tuner (A) inductance is
varied by changing gap size in magnetic -
field path. Rotation of one cup of D -type
tuner (B) with respect to the other changes
length of the gap
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FIG. 2-Curve 4 is the linear frequency
response of the rotary -axial tune- ob-
tained by combining responses of curve
1 for D -shaped center cores without gap
separation and curve 3 for a tapered coil
within the core

creases slowly. The curve is bell
shaped.

When separating two ferrite -cup
cores without rotation, curve 2 is
the frequency response obtained.
The frequency varies rapidly and
then reaches a point where in-
creased gap separation has no ef-
fect.

When a tapered coil is used in-
side the core, the frequency re-
sponse of curve 3 is obtained.
Saturation frequency is 100 kc
higher than in curve 2.

Composite curve 4 is obtained
when both rotation curve 1 and
axial -movement curve 3 are com-
bined by a cam. Since the gap
separation is small, rotation of the
cup initially exerts the greater con-
trol over frequency. Therefore, the
frequency varies comparatively
slowly.

During the first 250-kc change
there is a long mechanical path of
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Covers Broadcast Band

ROTATING
CUP

AXIALLY -
MOVING
CUP COIL CAM

FOLLOWER
HOUSING

CAM
FOLLOWER

Rotary -axial tuner size is indicated by comparison with transistor FIG. 3 -Cutaway view of rotary axial tuner shows parts

rotation rather than a short me-
chanical path of axial movement.
As the cups are rotated 180 deg
with respect to each other, the gap
separation increases until the D -
shaped center -core separation no
longer affects the frequency
change. Thus, the right half of the
bell -shaped curve has no effect on
the frequency. Beyond 180 deg the
frequency change results from gap
separation, although the cups con-
tinue to rotate with respect to each
other. The resulting curve 4 has a
linear frequency variation from 500
kc to 1,600 kc.

By further tapering the coil the
frequency range may be extended
linearly to 1,700 kc. Maximum pos-
sible Q is 151.

Mechanical Description
Axial motion of the cups is

caused by the cam shown in the
tuner drawing of Fig. 3.

A cam follower is in contact with
the cam. After adjusting the cam
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FIG. 4 -Straight-line tracking is achieved
with rotary -axial tuner

follower to provide initial position-
ing, it becomes a fixed element of
the follower housing and provides
linear movement of the axial cups
in accordance with the cam form.

Linear motion of the axial cups
without backlash is provided by a
spring.

The portion of the shaft which
is in the immediate area of both
rotating and axial cups is made of
a dielectric material.

Three-point tracking of the r -f
coil is obtained by placing shunt
and series coils, together with a
new tuning capacitance, in parallel
with the r -f coil. A 2 to 1 oscil-
lator -frequency range results. The
oscillator tuning follows the r -f
tuning curve as shown in Fig. 4.

To show the application of the
tuner to transistorized circuits, the
tuner r -f coil is connected by a ca-
pacitance divider to the input of
the transistorized mixer circuit
shown in Fig. 5. Mixer output is
fixed tuned with a coil resonant at
455 kc. The oscillator coil of the
tuner is connected through two
trimmer coils to the collector of
transistor Q2 which acts as a Clapp
oscillator. The oscillator signal is
capacitance -coupled to the emitter
of the mixer stage. After making
adjustments for stray capacitance,
the tuner operates with the linear-
ity and tracking characteristics of
Fig. 4.

Tuners covering the ranges 1.5
to 5 me and 5 to 15 mc have the
same frequency slope as the broad-
cast -band tuner, and therefore can
be used with the same cam. When
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FIG. 5 -Transistorized circuit checks r -f
tuner whose linearity and tracking char-
acteristics are shown in Fig. 4

the coils are successively tapped
down after each rotation of the
cam, a semicontinuous tuner can
be constructed. A coil wound with
several taps is placed in ferrite
cups and tested in an r -f tuning jig.
The bands from 0.5 mc to 1.5 mc
and from 1.5 mc to 5 mc are easily
covered by tapping down the coil.
The highest band shows an upper -
frequency limit of 7.3 mc. The
total frequency ratio obtained is
14.6 to 1 with the same tuner.

The aid of Capt. C. Green and
G. Tarrants in this work, done un-
der contract No. AF 33(600)-31464
is acknowledged.
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Continuous counting chain, recycling every 24 hours and driven by stand-
ard frequency input that establishes absolute time, uses eight beam -switch-
ing tubes. Absolute time readings are given upon arrival of readout volt-
age pulse. Actual time of occurrence of a particular event or series of events
is displayed in hours, minutes, seconds and tenths of a second. Technique
can be adapted for frequency measurements, preset counting and internal
timing with input rates approaching 1 me

By R. WINFIELD, D. H. ANDREWS and M. TURNTINE, Jr.
U. S. Naval Material Laboratory, N. Y. Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Electronic Clock Reads
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FIG. 1-Complete functional diagram for
time -of -event indicator. Standard fre-
quency input signals are used and man-
ually selected depending on frequency
division required. First divider converts
standard input of 60 or 100 cps to 10 cps
to correspond to the minimum unit of time
displayed. Additional dividers are cas-
caded to provide the remaining units of
seconds, minutes and hours

IME-OF-EVENT INDICATORS are
electronic counters that visu-

ally indicate progression of the
count (time).

Counting is independent of the
visual display system. Once the
counter is on -time, any number of
time readouts may be taken with-
out disturbing the counter. Visual
indication is effected by first dupli-
cating and storing the particular
count position corresponding to
that in each of the counter stages
at the time of readout, and then
firing the corresponding numerals
in the glow -discharge visual in-
dicator tubes. This numerical read-
ing as well as the stored count posi-
tions are retained until another
time reading occurs. Then the new
count positions are duplicated and
stored and the new numerals fired,
the previous ones being turned off
in the process.

The equipment to be described
was developed for use as a link in
an overall computing system for
the accurate measurement of geo-
graphic position. Celestial naviga-
tion methods employed required
coordinated time readings of star
sightings as well as other related
events. Time readings presented
are manually inserted into the com-
puter system for further automatic
processing.

Primary specifications call for an
accurate visual time display, a fre-

quency standard, continuous count-
ing without recalibration between
successive time readings, and a
time calibration source. Two in-
struments are needed, one to in-
dicate solar time and one for
celestial time.

Units of time are displayed in
0.1 sec, 1 sec, 10 sec, 1 min, 10 min,
1 hr and 10 hr with provision for
automatic recycling of the counter
every 24 hr.

To establish a standard time in-
terval a GR type 1100 frequency
standard is used. Crystal fre-
quency adjustment is made by com-
parison with transmissions from
WWV. Frequency dividers convert
this basic crystal frequency to 100
cps and 60 cps, which are the
standard is used. Crystal fre-
drive the solar time -of -event in-
dicator.

Requirements

Any possible resetting or recali-
bration between successive time
readings has to be eliminated. That
is, upon the occurrence of a par-
ticular event, a time reading would
appear on the numerical indicators.
This reading would remain until a
subsequent event produces a new
time reading. No adjustment or re-
setting of the time -of -event in-
dicator should be required before
the next event occurs. This feature
makes the indicator available for
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Operator is shown adjusting controls of equipment that is part of
overall computing system where time -of -event indicator is used.
Indicator (clock) is shown mounted at the right and provides time
readings of star sightings and other related events

Time -of -event indicator is an electronic clock. Instrument displays
actual time of occurrence of a particular event or series of events
while internally counting progression of time. Absolute time of
an event is displayed until next event occurs

Related Time -of -Events
any number of time readings
within the long-time recalibration
period specified in the program.

Recalibration is required only
when the elapsed operating time of
the frequency standard is great
enough to allow the probable fre-
quency standard's deviation to ex-
ceed the allowable time error. The
frequency standard will allow sev-
eral days operation without pro-
ducing significant error in the 0.1
sec reading.

The standard time interval of
one sec provided by WWV time sig-
nals is used to phase a 1 -cps cam -
driven contactor opening. The con-
tactor is driven by a synchronous
motor whose power frequency is de-
rived from the frequency standard
through frequency dividers. Perio-
dic opening of the contactor can be
phased manually to coincide with
the commencement of the 1 -sec time
interval signals from WWV. This
can be done within about 5 milli -
sec.

Block Diagram
Figure 1 shows the complete

functional block diagram. Standard
frequency input signals are fed to
the first divider through a squarer
amplifier. The first divider converts
various input signals to a basic
standard frequency of 10 cps to
correspond to the minimum unit of
time visually displayed. For the

celestial time -of -event indicator, an
input of 15 cps is used, requiring a
division by 3/2 to yield 10 cps. The
indicator uses 60 cps or 100 cps,
manually selected, requiring divi-
sion by 6 or 10, respectively.

After the first divider, additional
dividers are cascaded to provide
the remaining units of sec, min and
hr. Since the indicator is to be used
continuously, a 24 -hr recycle net-
work is provided. Only the 1 -hr
and 10 -hr dividers are affected
since the previous stages are at
zero in the normal count progres-
sion when recycling occurs.

Frequency Dividers
Figure 2 shows the switching

tube in the circuit used for the first
divider. When dividing by 6, tar-
gets 2, 3, 6 and 7 are left with no
return. Under this condition, the
beam switching to these target
positions is unstable since the
target voltage drops below the knee
of the target current characteristic
as the stray capacitance is charged
by target current. The net result
is that the beam skips these posi-
tions and locks in on the first target
with a normal return.

Positions 2 and 3 are skipped
with the beam locking in on posi-
tion 4 and positions 6 and 7 are
skipped with the beam locking in
on position 8. Since 4 active posi-
tions have been eliminated, it now

requires only 6 input pulses to re-
turn the beam to the initial posi-
tion. Since the flip-flop changes
state once for each input trigger
to the flip-flop, the advance of one
position in the beam switching tube
corresponds to the elapse of one
period of the pulse train at the flip-
flop input.

As a frequency divider, there-
fore, the circuit of Fig. 2 divides
by 6 when the manual selector
switch is thrown to the divide -by -
6 position. For division by 10, all
targets are returned to +200 v and
the beam advances one position for
each switching pulse.

On arrival of the first switching
pulse, the beam position will be ad-
vanced only if the condition is
satisfied that a negative pulse is de-
livered to an odd grid when the
beam is in an odd position, or a
negative pulse is delivered to an
even grid when the beam is in an
even position. If this condition is
not satisfied, an extra pulse to the
flip-flop is required before the
polarity is correct and the beam
will switch. Thus, a loss or mis-
count of one pulse can represent as
much as a 10 -hr error if it occurs in
the 10 -hr counter. The calibration
procedure given here eliminates
this possibility.

The celestial time -of -event indi-
cator uses a 3/2 division in the first
divider as shown in Fig. 3. Two
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FIG. 2-First divider circuit, divide by 6
or 10, used in solar clock. When dividing
by 6, for example, targets 2. 3, 6 and 7
of the tube are open and the net result
is that the cathode beam skips these
targets and locks in on the first target
with a normal return

major differences exist between
this circuit and that of Fig. 2; the
output pulse is taken from the
target instead of the spade and the
switching grids move the beam
along at twice the rate with respect
to the input frequency. The switch-
ing rate is doubled because the
shaper's output reverses each half
cycle of the input and therefore
twice per period. This action pro-
duces frequency multiplication by
2 and the beam switching target
circuit arrangement produces divi-
sion by 3 for a net frequency divi-
sion by 3/2.

With targets 2, 3, 6 and 7 open
as in Fig. 2 the beam skips four
positions with a resultant division
by 6, with respect to switching
grid pulse frequency, if the output
is taken from one of the active
spades. By taking the output from
2 targets tied together, an output
pulse is delivered twice per com-
plete beam rotation, instead of
once, reducing net division from 6
to 3.

Two spades cannot be tied to-
gether in a similar manner since
the beam tends to lock -in on a lead-
ing spade and therefore the two
tied positions do not behave inde-
pendently as is the case when the
targets are tied. Certain interspade
connections may be used for divi-
sion purposes using this leading -
spade lock -in feature.

Automatic Recycling
Figure 4 illustrates the circuitry

used to return the hr and 10 -hr
stages to zero after 24 hours opera-
tion. The circuit is a simple cath-
ode follower coincidence circuit
driving a relay whose contacts are

+115 V

CLEAR -ZERO

M

11111111 EACH
100K

I5 -CPS

EG

itimnsiarSHAPEsaR

15

CPS

MBS 6700

8K

+ 200V

10 -CPS OUTPUT
TO 0.1 SEC FLIP-
FLOP DRIVER

K.' X1000

FIG. 3-First divider circuit, divide by
3/2, used in celestial clock. This circuit
differs from solar first divider circuit. Out-
put pulse is taken from target instead of
spade and switching grids move the beam
along at twice the rate with respect to
the input frequency

arranged to clear each divider tube
and reform the beam on zero of
each tube. When the hr stage
reaches four after the 10 -hr beam -
switching tube has reached its two
position, 24:00:000, both grids of
the coincidence circuit are near
ground potential and the cathode
current decreases to a value too low
to keep relay K, energized. Spade
voltage is slightly negative when
the beam forms on a spade -target
combination.

The relay's contact closes and
shorts both zero spade returns to
ground. This rapidly clears the
beams of both beam switching
tubes as no spade -target combina-
tion receives cathode current and,

Component layout of indicator. Panel is
shown open at left

FIG. 4-Circuit used to return hours and
10 -hours stages to 0 after 24 hours

therefore, number two and four
spades of the 10 -hr and hr stages
quickly jump to about 5/11 of the
spade supply voltage. The coinci-
dence circuit now sees both its grids
at high positive potential and the
relay reenergizes as coincidence
cathode current increases.

Untying the zero spade return
circuit from ground, allows the
common spade bus for the one to
nine spades to rise to the spade
supply voltage. Because of the
6,800- 4,700 -ohm divider across the
spade supply for the one to nine
spades, formed when the return is
grounded by the relay contact, the
zero spade is less positive than all
other spades at the moment the
ground connections are broken.

In addition, a fractional part of
the spade supply voltage set up
across the 4,700 -ohm resistor is in
series only with the zero spade cir-
cuit and further serves to keep the
zero spade less positive than all
other spades. The capacitance
across the resistor retards rise of
the zero spade to spade supply volt-
age.

These conditions satisfy the re-
quirements for beam forming from
an already formed position, two
and four, with the net result that
the beams in both the 10 -hr and hr
beam -switching tubes are formed
on the zero spade in stable equilib-
rium until the next switching grid
pulses are received. This completes
the automatic recycling.

Addition of the 1N55A to the
spade return circuit is necessary to
prevent the recycling transient
from triggering the flip-flop and
causing a one -count error.

Time Readout

Duplicating beam count positions
in the various divider stages for
visual indication, without inter-
rupting their continuous counting
is accomplished with the aid of ad-
ditional beam -switching tubes. As
shown in Fig. 1 these are called
count -storage stages. The com-
bined readout and count storage
circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

Advantage is taken of pentode -
like target characteristic for a
free electrode output. At the time
of arrival of a readout trigger, a
20 -microsecond readout gate cuts
off the normal divider target cur-
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FIG. 5-Combined circuit showing count
storage, transfer and readout. Network
duplicates and stores beam count posi-
tions in various divider stages without in-
terrupting the continuous counting opera-
tion and fires numerals
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FIG. 6-Calibration input circuit. Calibra-
tion consists of setting clock to an arbi-
trary advanced time setting, shorting
standard frequency input pulses to the
counting channel and then opening the
input at exact time previously set to start
continuous counting

rent return through transfer diode
V1 and forces the target current to
flow through V. to the count stor-
age spade return. This produces a
negative pulse on this spade as well
as along the entire spade bus be-
cause of the 12,000 -ohm common
spade resistor.

For similar reasons, as outlined
in the discussion on automatic re-
cycling, the beam is cleared and
reformed on the spade position to
which the divider target current is
delivered. Since the target current
of the count storage stage is con-
nected to the Nixie numerical indi-
cator, the number corresponding to
the divider count position at the
time of the readout is turned on for
a numerical indication of the time
count. Note that the count -
storage beam -switching tube is not
switched, the switching grids being
returned to positive potential for
stable locked -in operation after
beam clearing and forming.

Subsequent readouts clear the
beam in the count -storage tube
and turn on the new beam position
corresponding to the new time
count in each of the dividers.
Nixie indicators extinguish and re-
fire at the new readings. Readout
pulse width may be as short as 1
µsec but was made about 20 ttsec
for additional reliability resulting
from the less stringent amplitude
and shape requirements on the
diode gate switching pulse.

Calibration
Calibration of the time -of -event

indicator consists of setting it to
an arbitrary advanced time set-
ting, with the standard frequency
input pulses to the counting chan-
nel shorted and then unshorting
the input at exactly the time pre-
viously set on the indicator to start
the continuous time counting. The
calibration input circuit is shown in
Fig. 6. Both the celestial and solar
indicators are started by the con-
tactor opening in the Synchronom-
eter. Less than 10 millisec is
required for the relay release time.

If the indicator is set for 09 :45 :
000, the contactor must be manually
unshorted between 09:44:590 and
09 :45 :000 or within one second.
This will allow only a single con-
tactor opening, normally shorted,
corresponding exactly to the com-
mencement of the first second be-
ginning at 09 :45 :000, to unshort
the standard frequency input. Fur-
ther contactor openings have no
effect on the circuit. By watching
the second hand, the operator can
easily unshort the contactor at the
right moment.

Manual Setting
Figure 7 shows the circuits used

for manually setting the beam posi-
tions in the dividers. After manu-
ally forming all the beams in the
divider beam -switching tubes by

READOUT

IMPLITS_=..200

INTERNAL -9
TO SOUAREc55 200

 100 -6t
005,1 T .5 0.05

MANUAL ADVANCE READOUT AMPLIFIER

READOUT PULSE TO
+200V ALL TRANSFER DIODES

5 TO

FLIP-
1.7= FLOP
--INPUTS

FIG. 7-Manual time advance circuit for
manually setting the beam positions in
the frequency dividers

shorting the "0" spade returns, the
beam positions are manually ad-
vanced around in each divider by
triggering the flip-flop drivers of a
given stage until the arbitrary time
setting selected for calibration is
reached.

By advancing the beam at least
one position before setting it on its
calibration reading, the flip-flop is
automatically in the proper state
to advance the beam in the divider
beam switching tube when the first
pulse arrives after operation be-
gins. As each position is manually
advanced, a readout trigger is de-
livered to the readout circuits so
that the Nixie numerical indicators
show the changing beam positions.

The diode between the preceding
input spade and the following flip-
flop prevents the manually gener-
ated pulse from the previous stage
from upsetting the beam position
which might otherwise advance or
clear the switching tube.

Performance
The time -of -event indicator was

operated during sea trials success-
fully for several days of continuous
operation without a time error oc-
curring.

The techniques described for the
time -of -event indicator may be ex-
tended for high-speed operation.
Electronic zero -setting within µsec
is possible in place of relay zero -
setting. Readout transfer time may
also be reduced to several µsec.
Phasing of the standard frequency
input as well as an increase in fre-
quency can be used to further re-
duce time errors to microseconds.

The opinions or assertions con-
tained in this article are the private
ones of the authors and are not to
be construed as official or reflecting
the views of the Naval Service at
large.

Material used in this article was
derived from a paper, Electronic
Time -of -Event Indicator, presented
before the 13th Annual NEC.
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Designing Transformers
By R. D. McCARTNEY* Specialty Transformer Engineering, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Greenville, Pa.

CONTINUED MINIATURIZATION of
electronic equipment has ne-

cessitated the redesign of many
standard electronic components in-
cluding transformers, essential ele-
ments in blocking oscillators.

Sufficient data on blocking -oscil-
lator circuits, tubes and specifica-
tions have been accumulated to
design new transformers with con-
siderable reduction in size along
with improved performance. Accu-
rate prediction of output pulse
shapes is also possible.

Test Procedure

Four test circuits shown in Fig. 1
provide data from which the pulse-

 Now with Motorola

initiation and pulse -width curves
needed to design the new trans-
formers are constructed. Since most
tubes in use in blocking oscillator
circuits are receiving double -triode
types, curves for common types
5687, 5965 and 5814 WA are pre-
sented. Trigger voltage is set at
minimum width and amplitude for
all circuits to avoid distortion of
the output pulse.

Data is obtained in two steps.
First, a set of single -coil, single -
core test transformers is con-
structed. The coil contains plate
and grid windings with the turns
ratio between the windings varying
in steps from 3 to 1 to 1 to 3. The
load is connected directly across the
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FIG. 2-Pulse-initiation curves A are for tube -type 5687, B for
5965 and C for 5814 WA. All indicated ratios are grid turns/
plate turns on a single coil

grid windings. Type L-1 cores are
used with a constant number of
plate winding turns for all units.

After inserting the transformers
in the test circuit, the amplitude of
the pulse appearing across the load

is recorded as the load is
varied. The resulting pulse -initia-
tion curves of Fig. 2 indicate a
turns ratio for maximum power
output of each load conductance.
From Fig. 2 the designer can pre-
dict the output amplitude and select
the optimum turns ratio for any
value of load impedance.

Secondly, a set of transformers
is constructed with various turn
levels for each turns ratio at which
pulse -width curves are desired.
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FIG. 3-Pulse width versus grid turns (left ordinate) and L-1 core
inductance (right ordinate) are for type 5687 with 500 -ohm load.
Grid turns to plate turns ratios are 1.5/1
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Design data for blocking -oscillator transformers is obtained by using four
common circuits with three tube types. Pulse -initiation curves indicate turns
ratio for maximum power output of each load conductance. Pulse -width
curves show turns level that gives desired pulse width. For other circuits,
turns level can be selected where control capacitance value is designated.
Transformers designed by this method, entirely upon L-1 core, achieve 1/6
size reduction

For Blocking Oscillators
From the pulse -initiation curves,
turns ratios of 1.5 to 1, 1 to 1 and
1 to 1.5 give maximum power out-
put for most load conditions. All
transformers have L-1 cores and
three windings with the outer wind-
ing having the same number of
turns as the one closest to the core.
Rise time is improved with the
middle winding in the plate circuit,
the inner in the grid, and load
across the outer.

The pulse -width data is obtained
using a load of 500 ohms, the op-
timum turns ratio for the tube in
use and the four circuits. When
using the circuit of Fig. 1A the
control capacitor C. is adjusted for
flat pulse response.

Pulse Width Curves
Width versus turns on an L-1

core is plotted for each tube and

Mechanical construction in shown in Reduced size is indicated by comparison
closeup of transformer with one -cent piece

circuit and are shown in Fig. 3, 4
and 5. With these curves, it is pos-
sible to select a level of turns that
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FIG. 4-Pulse width versus grid turns (left ordinate) and L-1 core
inductance (right ordinate) for tube -type 5814 WA with 500 -ohm
load. Grid turns to plate turns ratios are 1/1.5

gives a desired pulse width for each
of the three tubes in any of the
four test circuits. For any other
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inductance (right ordinate) for tube -type 5965 with 500 -ohm load.
Grid turns to plate turns ratios are 1/1
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circuit, the turns level can be se-
lected where the control capacitance
value is designated.

The L-1 core of 0.002 -in. Hipersil
suffices over a pulse -width range
from 0.5 to 5 µsec under average
conditions. Different widths are ob-
tained for different turns levels of
the coil. Beyond 5 tt.sec a large core
area is advisable. From 0.1 to 0.5
µsec, the M-3, a 0.001 -in. Hipersil
core with the same physical dimen-
sions as the L-1 core, should be
used.

Materials
Class A materials are satisfac-

tory for use up to 125 C. Coil tubes
should be made of Kraft paper with
a fish -paper liner. Kraft paper
should also be used as layer insula-
tion and wrap.

Enameled -wire of sizes 30 to 40
is satisfactory to 125 C. The usual
basis for size selection is 25 w/lb
although for small -size units 50
w/lb may prove usable. A low
cost, simply designed and built
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Blocking oscillator pulses for 200-pps (left)
and 1,000-pps (right) repetition rates

winding scheme is sufficient except
in extreme cases, for coil design.
Margins and layer insulation should
be based on a maximum of 25 v/mil
creep and 250 v/mil puncture when
using Kraft paper. In a similar
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Pulse shapes are shown: for control capacitance values of 0.005of (A) and 0.320 (B).
Load resistance is 250 ohms and scale is 0.2 sec division and 50 v/division amplitude
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FIG. 6-Effective permeability is plotted as a function of pulse width

manner the impedance required de-
termines the layer insulation thick-
ness.

Impedance

The impedance VL./C, of a
transformer where L. is leakage
inductance and C. is the distributed
capacitance should be made equal
to the load impedance for the best
pulse shape. This is usually done by
adjustment of the thickness of layer
insulation.

The pulse permeability curve of
Fig. 6, used in conjunction with the
formula

Lo - 3.19 N2 A N,Lf/100
LFE

where N,,, is effective pulse perme-
ability, LFE is the mean length of
magnetic path and A is core gross
area, establishes the open circuit
inductance for use in calculating
the control capacitance value in cir-
cuits other than Fig. 1 B, C and D.
The average value of effective pulse
permeability should be used in all
cases.

Pulse Shape
Width of the pulse is determined

mainly by the transformer open -
circuit inductance and size of the
control capacitance. An increase in
either one causes a proportional
increase in width.

A flat pulse may be obtained
from any unit by adjusting the
control capacitance until (L./C.)"
= 230 ohms. Since the ReC. time
constant must be much less than the
spacing between pulses to allow the
grid voltage to reach the bias point
before arrival of the next trigger
pulse, this is not always possible.
Therefore, for the higher repetition
rates some droop can be expected
on the pulse top as seen in the
wave shape photographs.

Pulse output voltage is directly
proportional to the applied voltage
or Ebb. Operation is usually at the
tube manufacturer's recommended
value.

The curves presented permit the
design of transformers entirely on
the L-1 core, thereby achieving a
size reduction to approximately 1/6
of previous units. Reasonably flat
pulses can now be obtained in any
circuit, and an accurate prediction
of pulse width made.
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Transistor Formulas
Use h -Matrix Parameters

COMMON -BASE ARRANGEMENTS

'IN- 4- 'OUT

R

N 4- 'OUT 'IN-_, 4-OUT

IR,

VIN

kmni,

VOuT

komi,

Re VOuT
RLLked

RB Vein'

VOLTAGE
GAIN -hl AL 12,(ho RB-hl) RL(hoRB- hi)

hi + DRL hi +ORL-hRa(M+h,RL) h, + DRL+RB(M+hoRL+ h, RE)+RE 0+ h0RL)(VOuT)
VIN

CURRENT
GAIN -h. ho Re- hf

ho RB - h,

h0 RL+ I
I+ho(RB+RL) 1+ ho (RB+RL)

(Our)IIN

INPUT
RESISTANCE

(RiN)

hi +DRL h, +DRL + RB(M+ hoRL)
RE +

hi +DRL + RB(M +h,RL)

I +hoRL I+ ho(RB+ RI) i +h0(RIII+RLI

OUTPUT
RESISTANCE

(ROuT)

hi +1i, hi+ FII,+ RB(M + hoR,) hi +Ro+RE+RB[M+ho(13,+RE)]

D+hoRo O+hO(RB+RG) 0 +no (RB +RE+R,)

EQUIVALENT

h MATRIX

s

hi. = h.

h2I = ht

N,2 z

h22 '

h

h0

h11

h 21

hi +M RB hr +MR,
h11

h, +MRB h.. +h0 RB

hI2 -1+1)0 RB hI2 ' 1 + hoRB

1105, -h 0R8

I + ho RB' RE + I + hoRB

h22 -h
22 I+ ho RBI+hOREl

I + hho°R,,,

Charts list formulas for small -signal performance of transistor with external
resistances in series with one or more of its leads in grounded -base, grounded -
emitter and grounded -collector configurations. Formulas have been derived
without approximations; simplifications may be made to fit specific situations

By ALBERT E. HAYES, JR. Project Manager, Mechanical Division, General Mills, Inc. Minneapolis, Minnesota

THE FORMULAS given here
define the performance of a

transistor, with external resist-
ances in series with one or more
of its leads, in terms of h -matrix
parameters.

The equations are intended for
use in the low -frequency region
where the parameters are sub-
stantially independent of fre-

quency 1 per cent of f,-).
Equations may be used at any
frequency provided that the pa-
rameters are measured at the
frequency of operation, the com-
plex value of each parameter is
measured and impedances and
admittances are used in place of
resistances and conductances.

Common -base small -signal,

short-circuit input resistance is
designated by hi, open -circuit re-
verse -transfer voltage ratio by
h short-circuit forward -trans-
fer current ratio by ht and open -
circuit output conductance by h...
Quantity D is the determinant of
the h matrix (D = h - h,h,),
and M = D h, - h, 1.

(Continued on page 82)
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Transistor Formulas Use h -Matrix Parameters (continued from p 81)

COMMON -EMITTER ARRANGEMENTS

II -> ir_ RERLRR

'OUT

V
OUT

i __, irA.1- !IN-> - If --

R
G

Vi,

IILIF 'OUT

VOUT

RE

16, 'OUT

0
Ii

VOUT
R

VOLTAGE
GAIN

)
(D+hf )RL (D+hf +h0 RE) RE (D+hf + hc, RE) RI_

hi +DIRE hi +DRL +RE (I + hi, RL) hi + DRE+ RE [1+ h0(RB + RE)] + RR (M + h0 RL)(VOUT
Vi,,,

CURRENT
GAIN

(TOUT)
D +hf D +hf +h0 RE D+hf +h0 RE

110 RE + M h0 (RE + RE) + M h0 (RE + RE) + M

'IN

INPUT
RESISTANCE

( RIR )

DRL + hi DRL + hi + RE(I +FIORE) ORE+ hi+ RE (I+ h0RE)

h0 RE + M h0 (RE + RL)+ M
R +

110 (RE + Rd+ M

OUTPUT
RESISTANCE

( ROUT)

hi + MRG hi +MRG+ RE (1 +h0RG) hi +M(RE, + RG) + RE [I + h0(1%-+RG))

D + h0 RG D + h0 (RE + RG) D+h0(11R+ RE+ RG )

EQUIVALENT

h MATRIX

h11

hEi

hi

= M

-(D+hf)

hI2 -

hEE

D -hr
h

11

FIE,

hi + RE D -h, +110 RE hi + RE D- hr + h0 RE

P.4

110

M+hORE
h

M + h0 RE

-(D+hf +ho RE) 110

-

h I1 ' RR+ M + hORE 11,2 -
M + h0 RE

-(D+h, +h0 RE) Flo

M
h

M+ hORE '-'- M+110 RE h21 M+h0 RE ' 1122 - M+h0 RE

COMMON -COLLECTOR ARRANGEMENTS

--). 04 rg- Rc
i IN ---). di i(-- R,SINi-). 4. r.,-

OUT -ir 'OUT -
RE,

ILL OUT

RG

VIN VOUT RL

RG
V1N VOUT RL

RG

VIN VOUT RL

VOLTAGE
GAIN

(VOUT)
VIN

(I - hr )RE (1- hr + h0 RC )RL (I - h, +h0Rc)RE

hi + Mc+ RED + h0(Re+ Rd + Re(M+h0Rc)hi +RE hi + RE(' + h0R,) + 0 R,

CURRENT
GAIN

'OUT

(' IN )
I - hr I - hr + hoR, I- h, + h0 Rc

h0(Rc + RE) + Mh0(Rc +RE) + Mh0RE+ M

INPUT
RESISTANCE

(R IN)

hi RE+ 11, + RE+ R, (D+ h0 RE) hi +R L+ Rc (0 + h0RE)
+Re ho(Rc+Rd +mho(R,+ RE) + Mh0RE+ M

OUTPUT
RESISTANCE

(ROUT)

hi + MR, hi + MRG + R, (D +hORG) hi + (M + hoRc) (R, + RG) + DR,

I "O(RB+RC+ RG)I + h0(Rc+RG)I +hORG

EQUIVALENT

h MATRIX

I +h,
hiE

1 + h, + h0 R,h, + DR,
11 -

-
hi + DR, 1+h, + h0 RC

- R + 11

hIl B M + h0 R, IA +h0 RI,

hr -I- h0 R, h0
-

h - =

I, M+ hoRc M +110 Rc

hr - I- h0R, h0

-

-

hi -I h0h2
h21 - M +h0Rc 1122 M+110 R,1121 = M + ho Rc h 2 2 M +110 Rc112,

=
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NEW CINCH -JAN
HEAT DISSIPATING

SHIELD INSERT
FOR INCREASED COOLING EFFICIENCY

. . . . aids in maintaining lower operating tube temperatures

... equipments have fewer failures, greater reliability, less
maintenance and tube replacement costs.

Port No. Dim. "A" Dint. "B" Number of Rows
of Fingers

20K 22512 .860 22?,2 3

20K 22513 1.312 21?,i, 5

20K 22514 1.750 2% 6

T

Naval Tube Shield and
Insert Assembly

(Type 2, See Chart)

DIM "B"

ECOE11 111 DE LA_ I 11 DE
Di II I 11 II I ILI 11 11 1 3EI
1=E OE CE CE EC CC 1 11 1 11

321 DO 11 1 .=1 11 I II I

OE I II I II CECECEDEIIl
J DO =I 1 I _ICJ DO

These inserts may be adapted to operating equip-
ment presently in use with no chassis modification
or additional space requirements.

Centrally located plants at
Chicago, Illinois, Shelbyville,
Indiana, LaPuente, California
and St. Louis, Missouri.

Miniature Tube
Shield and

Insert Assembly
(Type 1, See Chart)

Port No. Din, "A" Dim. "B" Number of Rows
of Fingers

20K 22509 .750 2'i 3

20K 22510 1.125 21 4

20K 22511 1.625 214 6

The flexible fingers insure max-
imum contact of the cooling insert

between the tube and outer shield
over the wide tolerances encountered

is tube and shield assemblies.

CINCH corrugated inserts are made from 0.003 inch
cadmium -plated Byrillium Copperstock with black
matte heat resistant finish; bent into a circular shape,
the ends fitted together, and then inserted into the
proper shield. The insert makes contact with the
circumference of the glass bulb and the shield on
the other side, conducting the heat to the shield
with a greater radiating surface.

Meet requirements of MIL Standard 242A
and MIL -S -19786A (Navy)

Shield &
Insert No. Type Tube

Shield No.
Shield

Insert No.
Shield
Length JAN No.

13A 22699 1 13A 963 20K 22509 .1,' TS 102U01

13A 22700 1 13A 964 20K 22510 1% TS 102UO2

13A 22701 1 13A 965 20K 22511 21A TS 102UO3

13B 22702 2 13B 17873-1 20K 22512 11/2 TS 103U01

13B 22703 2 13B 17874-1 20K 22513 11316 TS 103UO2

13B 22704 2 13B 17875-1 20K 22514 23/a TS 103UO3

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois

Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

AT THE I.R.E. SHOW

VISIT BOOTH No. 2535

CIRCLE 40 READERS SERVICE CARD



ELECTRONS AT WORK

X -Rays Control Strip Mill
Beta bombardment of a target produces x-rays
to control metal thickness from a strip mill con-
trolled by a three -zone servo system

X-RAYS emitted from a target bom-
barded by beta rays are used to
control the thickness of metal strips
produced by a rolling mill. The
system, developed by the Baldwin
Instrument Co. Ltd., England, also
uses a special antihunting servo
system.

The thicknesses involved in this
application exceed the measuring
capacity of present nucleonic thick-
ness gages. And x-ray tubes were
eliminated because they require
high voltages, are costly, fragile
and bulky.

An assembly containing a stron-
tium 90 radio active source, the
metal target and shutter and a
detector assembly are mounted on
opposite sides of the strip. X-ray
emission from the target is directed
at the detector by the solenoid -
operated shutter.

Radiation penetrating the strip
strikes a sodium -iodide crystal that

scintillates causing visible light pro-
portional to radiation intensity. A
multiplier photo tube is used to
generate an output proportional to
light intensity and hence to plate
thickness.

The system is self monitoring
against a standard. A microswitch
is mounted on the ingoing side of
the mill and is tripped when the
tail of a strip passes it. This causes
the measuring hand to withdraw
and the shutter to rotate a standard
sample between the source and the
detector.

A highly stable d -c amplifier cir-
cuit is used with a very large
amount of negative feedback. If
the amplifier gets a deviation sig-
nal, amplifier output voltage is fed
to a servo motor through a relay-
discriminator circuit. This motor
drives the potentiometer directly
connected to the multiplier photo
tube until a balance is achieved and

Direction Finding Gets Push
RADIO DIRECTION finding will be
studied at the University of Illinois
by what is claimed to be the free
world's largest direction finder.
Primary object of the experiments
is to determine more accurately the
deflection of radio signals caused
by the ionosphere.

The finder was designed jointly
by the University of Illinois and
Federal Telecommunications Lab-
oratories under Navy Bureau of
Ships sponsorship.

A circle of 120 poles each 65 feet
high have been erected on a 40 -acre
site. The poles support a screen of
1,200 vertical wires two feet apart
and 65 feet high.

Outside the screen will be 120
vertical antennas, each 15 feet high
and set on concrete pedestals in a
955 -foot circle. A coaxial cable

the amplifier output zeroes on the
standard.

When producing strip of the cor-
rect thickness, the system is
balanced and there is no output to
the amplifier. When the strip is not
the correct thickness, the amplifier
receives a signal that is propor-
tional to deviation. The amplifier
output operates the screw down
motors through relays.

The system recognizes three
zones of deviation and responds
with either an intermittent or con-
tinuous correcting action.

In a dead zone accepting a thick-
ness deviation of plus or minus
0.0003 inch, it takes no action.
When the deviation lies between
plus or minus 0.0005 inch, the sys-
tem sends 0.25 -second pulses at two
second intervals to the screwdown
motor via the relays. For devia-
tions in excess of this thickness
the motors are operated con-
tinuously.

This control action is claimed to
have better antihunting character-
istics than the normal systems in
which correction is continuously
proportional to deviation from the
dead zone.

One -hundred twenty 65 -foot poles will support a screen of 1,200 vertical wires as part
of direction -finding antenna system

will connect each to a laboratory Under and outside the screen, a
building. ground mat of interlaced wires has
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A

KEEP UP-tO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

Here's how magnetic amplifier design will be
affected by tape wound core standardization

If you design and manufacture magnetic amplifiers,
you'll welcome news that standard sizes for tape wound
cores have been proposed by the A.I.E.E.* You are
going to benefit from a high in consistency of core per-
formance, brought about by our being able to concen-
trate on your most important sizes. Here's how . . .

Magnetics, Inc. is now stocking all of the proposed
standard core sizes in both aluminum and phenolic
core boxes for immediate delivery. Consistency of core
performance is increased because each size is made
in large lots taken from the same alloy batch and
dry hydrogen anneal. They all bear our exclusive
Performance -Guarantee.

We shall be happy to send size, construction and
magnetic material data upon request. Please write to
Magnetics, Inc., Dept. E-44, Butler, Pa.

intrar-
inneflETICS Inc.
_111,MJE

Paper S7-206, Proposed Size Standards for Toroidal Magnetic
Tape Wound Cores. Report of the Magnetic Amplifiers Material
Sub -Committee, at the 1957 Winter General Meeting, AJ.E.E.
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7  7.

been buried to a diameter of 1,300
feet.

The array is an enlargement of
the Wullenweber radio direction
finder developed by the Germans
during World War II. Construction

is expected to be completed by
spring.

The project is aimed at improv-
ing direction finding techniques, in-
cluding equipment design and op-
eration.

Fast Cable Impedance Tests
By JOHN H. MENNIE

Vice President
Boonton Electronics Corp.
Boonton, N. J.

CHARACTERISTIC impedance of
either coaxial or balanced trans-
mission line is important from the
manufacturers point of view for
quality control. It is also important
to the user to know the variation
from nominal for individual lengths
of cable.

Reworking standard equations
for the relationship between char-
acteristic impedance, total capac-
itance and resonant frequency
permits simplified measurement
techniques for any low -loss trans-
mission line. Conventional labora-
tory equipment can be used.

The ensuing description will be
limted to low -loss polyethylene,
teflon or air dielectric cable.

From standard relationships, it
can be demonstrated that

Z. = 1/FC
where Zo is characteristic imped-
ance, F is frequency in cycles per
second at which sample cable is one
wavelength and C is total capaci-
tance in farads.

For practical purposes, the equa-
tion can be rewritten in the form

Z. = 10Wc
where f is frequency in megacycles
at which sample cable is one wave-
length and c is total capacitance
in micromicrofarads.

This equation, offers two prime
advantages over the conventional
method, as required in MIL -C -17C:
It does not involve measuring cable
length or percent velocity of propa-
gation.

Measurement of Frequency
The frequency at which the test

sample is one wavelength may be
determined by either a signal -gen-
erator or grid -dip meter technique.
The signal generator method' re -

Center conductor is held about 1/4 inch
from coil terminal in grid -dip meter
method of measuring characteristics im-
pedance of cable

CONDUCTORS

I \
I C1 \

I, -4

c -,"c - c- :/
, \ , 3,

I /
I /
\ /

FIG. 1-Equivalent oapacitance network
for balanced transmission line

quires a variable frequency genera-
tor having a 50 -ohm internal source
impedance and a 50 -ohm terminat-
ing impedance at the end of its
output cable. An open -circuited ca-
ble sample in parallel with a sensi-
tive broadband r -f millivoltmeter
is connected across the 50 -ohm out-
put termination. Minimum voltage
points occur at frequencies repre-
senting odd multiples of the fre-
quency at which the test sample is
one quarter wavelength.

The exact number (N) of quarter
wavelengths may be readily deter-
mined by dividing half the differ-
ence in megacycles between two

successive resonant points into the
resonant frequency (fo) at which
the characteristic impedance is to
be measured. The effective full
wave frequency (f) can then be
computed as (4 fr)/N.

This technique is generally use-
ful for testing lengths of cable
from 5 to 100 ft at frequencies
from one to 150 megacycles.

For testing 5 in. to 5 ft, lengths
of cable the grid -dip meter techni-
que has been found to be the most
satisfactory for determining half -
wave resonance points without in-
troducing connection errors. In this '
case N becomes an even number
(2, 4, 6, 8). Resonance points must
be detected by loose capacitive cou-
pling between one side of the grid -
dip meter coil and the center con-
ductor of the cable under test, which
is open at both ends. The center 
cable conductor is held about I -inch
from coil terminal. Inductive cou-
pling is not recommended for test-
ing short lengths of coaxial cable
as the coupling loop will introduce
an error of a few percent in reso-
nant frequency. For precision work
it is advisable to calibrate the sig-
nal generator or grid -dip meter
with a suitable frequency standard.

Slightly different techniques are
necessary for measuring the full
wavelength frequency (f) on bal-
anced transmission lines of either
the shielded or unshielded variety.
Here again the grid -dip meter has
been found ideal for detecting res-
onance modes without introducing
connection errors.

Because it is not possible to cou-
ple to a balanced line by the capac-
itance technique, the inductive cou-
pling method is used. A straight
shorting wire between center con-
ductors will serve as a pick-up loop.
Because inductance of a balanced
line is much higher than that of a
coaxial line of the same length, the
resonance frequency error intro-
duced by this short pick-up loop
has been found to be negligible for
balanced lines over 20 inches.

Measurement of Cable Capacitance
The capacitance of a coaxial ca-

ble sample should be measured on
a precision capacitance bridge at
some low frequency, usually from
one to 100 kc. The frequency is
unimportant as long as the length

A
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCT

FROM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS!

raill)caP*
SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS

provide ratings up to
I 200 gf at 6V

25 if at 35V
You simplify your printed circuit assembly with

compact tan -TI -cap capacitors ... and reduce costs. Leads
are anchored within the case to permit sharp bends required
in miniature circuitry.

You increase your product reliability with tan -TI -cap
capacitors. Solid tantalum pellets are firmly imbedded to
resist high and low frequency vibration and extreme shock.
Solid tan -TI -cap capacitors contain no liquid - cannot
leak. The electrolyte is semiconductor manganese dioxide.
You get added dependability from the extremely long shelf
and service life of tan -TI -cap capacitors.

HIGH -TEMPERATURE SOLDER TANTALUM WIRE r TINNED BRASS CASE

MnO, ELECTROLYTE

GLASS SOLDER

KOVAR I COPPER, TIN -DIPPED

- NICKEL PHENOLIC WASHER TANTALUM PELLET

Select from 18 ratings -
Specify tan -TI -cap capacitors ... newest additions 6 -Volt 15 -Volt 25 -Volt 35 -Volt

to the widest semiconductor line in the industry ... for - 22µf 10 of 5µt 4 pf
High reliability in a small package 33 15 10 8

Temperature stability from - 80 to -4-85°C 47 22 15 25

Low dielectric losses 60 33 35

Standard tolerances: ± 20% at 25°C 200 100 55

*TRADEMARK OF TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED

DALLAS NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES

'.0. Box 312 99 Park Avenue 4104 N. Harlem 1141 Ivar Avenue

11.2-2691 MU 2-1951 NA 5-8330 HO 2-6911

AVAILABLE

NOW!

Ask Your

nearest I/1 office

for Bulletin Ell -C 859

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

SEMICONDUCTOR -COMPONENTS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 312 DALLAS. TEXAS
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P MARCONI

TEST SETS FOR

MOBILE RADIO TESTING

Designed for precision performance in

* Receiver alignment
* Signal-to-noise measurement
-X- Discriminator testing
* Checking rf and audio outputs
* Deviation measurement

. . . All you need for fast field testing of fm transmitters and receivers is
here in these two complementary Instruments, tailored for mobile radio
measurements.

The 1064/2 provides high-
grade fm outputs in the
ranges 30 to 50, 118 to 185,
and 450 to 470 me ; crystal -
controlled i-f outputs at five
spot frequencies ; and a 1 kc
af output.

The 1065 has an rf power
meter and 0-15 kc deviation
indicator for use up to 500
me ; a dual -impedance af
power meter ; and a multi -
range volt/ammeter.

Each is lightweight, portable, and quality -engineered
throughout. Tubes and crystals are all American types. Send for leaflet B117/A.

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

III CEDAR LANE
CANADA CANADI \N MARCONI CO 6035 COTE DE LIESSE MONTREAL 9

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ST. ALBANS HERTS ENGLAND

ENGLEWOOD NEW JERSEY Tel: LOwell 7-0607

A
Visit us at Booths 3315-17 IRE SHOW

CIRCLE 51 READERS SERVICE CARD

of cable under test is less than 1/40
wavelength.

Extra precautions must be taken
to avoid errors resulting from im-
proper technique when measuring
small capacitance values. For ex-
ample, if a Tee connector is used
as a means for connecting the cable
sample to the signal generator test
set-up, the capacitance of one leg
of the Tee should be added to the
measured capacitance of the cable
sample. This capacitance may be
assumed to be one third of the to-
tal capacitance of the Tee connector.

The effective capacitance (c) of
a sample length of balanced cable
is slightly more difficult to measure
than that of coaxial cable. Figure
1 shows the equivalent capacitance
network for balanced cable where
C is the direct capacitance between
conductors, and C, and C, represent
capacitance to ground or shield, as
the case may be. Assuming that
C, and C, are approximately equal,
the effective cable capacitance be-
comes c C, + (C. + C,)/4.

The sum of C, and C, can be
measured by connecting two cen-
ter conductors together and meas-
uring total capacitance to ground
with a precision capacitance bridge.

The direct interconductor capac-
itance C, can be measured in one
operation by means of a three -
terminal capacitance bridge.

Another method for measuring
effective capacitance of balanced
cable is outlined in MIL -C -17B,
paragraph 4, 6, 10. This method
involves three separate grounded
capacitance measurements, each re-
quiring a high degree of accuracy.
Final capacitance determination
may be of questionable accuracy
however, as it is computed from
the difference between measured
values.

When measuring capacitance of
unshielded twin -line or twisted -pair
cable by any of these methods, it
is essential to provide a good
ground connection to the instru-
ment used for making the test.

Test Results and Conclusions

Test data was compiled using var-
ious lengths of RG-58/U coaxial
cable from the same reel. Measure-
ments were made at a number of
frequencies from 2 to 1,000 mega-
cycles. Close agreement was found
between measurements made on a
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Di -Clad 2350. An economy paper -base phenolic grade having good tensile,
flexural, compressive, and impact strength. Adequate for most non -critical
printed -circuit applications. Can be cold punched and sheared up to 5/64
of an inch in thickness.

How CDF Di -Clad
can solve your
printed -circuit

problems
The CDF line of copper -clad laminates in all grades
is now known by a new name-Di-Clad. Di -Clad
grades meet the varying needs of design, production,
and operation of electronic equipment. Grades other
than those described are also available.

Di -Clad 28E. For high mechanical strength, low
moisture -absorption, and good insulation resistance,
CDF Di -Clad laminates of epoxy resin laminated
with glass fabric offer the designer a strong, reliable
combination.

Di -Clad 112T. A Teflon* glass -fabric laminate offer-
ing the best dielectric properties over a wide tem-
perature and frequency range.

Send us your requirements and let our engineers
help you select the right grade for your application.

fTrademark of Continental -Diamond Fibre Corporation
*Du Pont trademark for its tetrafluoroethylene resin.

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND FIBRE
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE iA

/ COMPANY  NEWARK 16, DEL.

TYPICAL Di -Clad PROPERTY VALUES

0.-0.4 2350 DI -Clad 26
(NEMA XXXP)

Di -Clad 28
(NEMA XXXP)

Di -Clad 28E
(NEMA G-10)

Di -Clad 112T
Teflon*

BOND STRENGTH -0.0014" foil (lbs. read.
to separate 1" width of foil from laminate)

6 to 10 6 to 10 6 to 10 8 to 12 4 to 8

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS OPERATING
TEMPERATURE (Deg. C.)

120 120 120 150 200

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH (Maximum voltage
per mil for 1/16" thickness)

800 900 850 650 700

INSULATION RESISTANCE (Mesohms)96
hrs. at 35°C. & 90% RH (ASTM D257, Fig. 3)

500 150,000 600,000 100,000 75,000

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 10 Cycles 4.5 4.0 3.6 4.9 2.6

DISSIPATION FACTOR 10' Cycles 0.040 0.026 0.027 0.019 0.0015

ARC -RESISTANCE (Seconds) 5 10 10 130 180

TENSILE STRENGTH (psi.) 18,000 16,000 12,000 48,000 23,000

FLEXURAL STRENGTH (psi.) 27,000 21,000 18,000 70,000 13,000

IZOD IMPACT STRENGTH edgewise
(ft. lbs. per inch of notch)

0.80 0.45 0.42 12.0 6.0

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH flarwise (psi.) 32,000 28,000 25,000 62,000 20,000

BASE MATERIAL OF LAMINATE Paper Paper Paper Medium -weave,
medium -weight

glass cloth

Fine -weave,
medium -weight

glass cloth

COLOR OF UNCLAD LAMINATE Natural Natural
greenish

Natural Natural Natural

All these standard grades are available with 0.0014" and 0.0028" or thicker electrolytic or rolled copper foil on one or both
surfaces. Other metal foils and other resin -and -base combinations can be supplied on special order.

.Du Pont Trademark
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EAGLE
Microfigx Roof Timor

Accurate to 1 part in 1200
Time settings of pinpoint accuracy are a reality, thanks to the Microflex
double dial. It takes one complete turn of the inner dial to advance the
outer dial just one division. That's a 20 -to -1 ratio, made possible by the
patented Microflex threaded axle and pinion (see sketch). Examples
of resultant accuracies are ± 1/60 of a second on a 20 -second dial, and
± 1/10 of a second on a 120 -second dial. ar
'The Microflex Reset Timer is driven by
a heavy-duty industrial synchronous
motor. Contacts are tripped closed or
open after a preset time interval. Start-
ing and resetting are electrically con-
trolled. Microflex offers over 150 timer operating combinations, plus
a wide range of long or short time periods. It's ideal for applications
like molding presses, dielectric heating, automatic mixing, die casting
machines, machine tools and rubber curing.

write for free Bulletin. 110.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

 EAGLE SIGNAL CORPORATION
Industrial Timers Division, Dept. E-258

 MOLINE, ILLINOIS

Please send Bulletin 110 containing com,
 plete data on Microffex Reset Timers.

 NAME AND TITLE

COMPANY

 ADDRESS

CITY TONE STATE

short length of cable at uhf fre-
quencies by the grid -dip meter tech-
nique and measurements made us-
ing the signal -generator method on
long lengths at frequencies from
50 to 150 megacycles.

These results suggest that except
when it is necessary to know Z.
at low frequencies, measurements
of characteristic impedance on low -
loss coaxial cable be made at fre-
quencies above 300 megacycles us-
ing sample lengths from 2 to 5
feet. If it is required to measure
longer lengths of cable, the signal
generator-millivoltmeter technique
is recommended using test frequen-
cies below 100 megacycles.

To measure short lengths (less
than 2 feet) of coaxial cable, the
accuracy and technique of capaci-
tance measurement become limiting
factors. Characteristic impedance
measurements on 300 -ohm twin line
should be made on lines sufficiently
long to permit good capacitance ac-
curacy and short enough to facili-
tate suspension of the cable in mid-
air during the test. Resonances
may be detected at any convenient
frequency (depending on length)
from 2 to 1,000 megacycles by the
grid -dip meter technique.

REFERENCES
(1) General Radio Experimenter. August,
1957.

Tube Makes Tv of PPI

A special tube is making it pos-
sible to broadcast a television pic-
ture of a radar PPI presentation
covering an area 100 km radius
around Brussels National Airport.
The radial trace is converted by the
image -transforming tube into a
625 -line tv picture to be broadcast
to control centers and even to air-
craft.
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QANTAS) AUSTRALIA'S .

OVERSEAS AIR LINE

4

selects EDO LORAN
For Jet Fleet

Qantas is the latest international airline to order Edo Loran. The new Edo long-range navigation
equipment, already thoroughly tested by Qantas in a Super -G Constellation, will be installed as
original equipment when the airline takes delivery of the Boeing 707 jet transports it has on order.

As a result of extensive operational appraisal across both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,
Edo's pilot -operated Loran was recently selected by Pan American World Airways for its jet
transports. Other international carriers are at present evaluating the equipment.

Airline pilots and technicians alike endorse Edo Loran for speed
and ease of operation, accuracy, and reliability in service. Precise fixes
are obtained by the pilot in a matter of seconds from the direct -read-
ing cockpit display. Weight of entire unit is only 29 pounds. Design
and performance of this new Edo Loran, plus the acknowledged
reliability of the Loran System, make this the logical choice as basic
long-range navigation equipment for modern airliners.

Installation of Edo Loran in Pan American Boeing Strato-
cruiser shows compact design and convenient mounting for
pilot operation. 3/4 ATR receiver unit is remotely installed.

Technical brochure # 104 available on request.

EDO Corporation
College Point, Long Island, New York

Manufacturers of a Trusted Line of Marine and Airborne Electronic Equipments
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COMPONENT DESIGN

AIEE Sets Magnetic
Component Standards
STANDARD TEST methods of mag-
netic core characteristics proposed
by the AIEE at it's Winter General
Meeting have at last provided the
industry with building blocks for a
handbook or catalog. Practical ap-
plication of magnetic components
has been hampered because the de-
sign engineer has not had specifica-
tions available to apply to his
particular 'problem. Now that
standard core sizes and test meth-
ods are established the design en-
gineer will be able to choose a tape
wound core as he would a vacuum
tube, resistor or any catalog com-
ponent with published character-
istics.

Design engineers working on a
control system in the past used up
precious time, designing a reactor
that would do the job. In many
cases the designer was forced into
being concerned with what the re-
actor was to be, rather than with
the reactor's function in the over-
all system. The situation is similar
to an engineer determining dielec-
tric specifications of a capacitor he
wishes to use in a circuit.

When at last the design param-
eters were set, the core manufac-
turer was requested to "make it".
And here's where two serious prob-
lems cropped up; high nickel steel
alloys vary from batch to batch and
test methods vary almost to a point
of frustration. Standardization
established by the AIEE should re-
lease the systems engineers from
these laborous problems.

Merit of standardization was proved in
just one year at Magnetics. Inc. where
it was anticipated that only 30 percent
of tape wound core business would in-
volve standard sizes . . year-end figures
show that 67 percent were standard sizes

High resolution of thin -screen transparent phosphor tube is shown on right. At left is
5 in. cathode ray tube

Transparent Phosphors Improve CRT
A TRANSPARENT PHOSPHOR devel-
oped by the General Electric Re-
search Laboratory, Schenectady,
N. Y. greatly improves practically
all aspects of cathode ray tube dis-
play. Background illumination,
from either ambient light or the
electron spot itself, does not effect
the display on a transparent screen.
On a conventional CRT phosphor
screen the desired display must be
produced on top of the background
light limiting contrast and resolu-
tion.

Resolution and Ambient Light
Because of the thin, non -scatter-

ing nature of the transparent phos-
phor screen, there is a theoretical
resolution of about 10,000 lines per
inch. Whereas a standard phosphor
screen, with optimum design and
operating conditions, permits reso-
lution in the order of 500 lines per
in. Since transparent phosphors
are transparent by definition, dis-
plays can be made under conditions
of extremely high ambient lighting.
The normally diffuse reflecting sur-

face of a standard phosphor has
been eliminated so incident light is
not reflected. Instead, the incident
light is trapped inside the trans-
parent phosphor tube, resulting in
excellent contrast.

Burn -Resistance

Conventional phosphors dissipate
heat from the high voltage electron
beam in each individual crystal.
Excessive heat dissipation produces
burning of the phosphor, the screen
blackens and tube usefulness is
destroyed. With transparent phos-
phors there is intimate contact with
the glass face plate of the tube.
This permits heat dissipation into
the glass itself, giving more light
output without screen degradation.
Fifty to five -hundred times more
beam current can be used safely
without deteriorating the phos-
phors.

Multi -Color Display
By applying separate layers of

transparent phosphors to a tube
face blue and yellow color changes

ci
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1,;11A ALUMINA
CERAMICS

A Subsidiary of
Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company

EXCEL IN
MECAN I CAL

APPLICATIONS!

Great Wear Resistance  Dimensional
Accuracy - High Strength  Outstanding
Performance 31 High Temperatures

AiSiMag Alumina 3arts have exceptioial tensile com-
pressive and flexu-al strengths ... su3erior resistance
to imFact and thermal shock. A rare and important

. these rsoper ceramics" maintain their ex-
cellen- physical and electrical properties in anbient
tempe-atures in the 1000° F. range Nnith eelat vely
little "tapering off!' Severcl AlSiMag Alum na com-
positions are safe 'or operation at continu3u: tem-
peratLres well above 2500° F.

Smooth, uniform :u -faces. Precision -olerances. 9at-
nesses within light Lands are possible of many parts;
so are faces parallel within .0005" Comp ete pro-
duct -on facilities for speedy shipmen- in any qu3atity.
Prototypes for tes- F you wish.

The irdustry's wide>t choice of spe:ial-purpo3e ce-
ramic materials. Se.rd blueprint or sketci with details
of operation for complete data the AlSiMag
Alumi is best suited for your purpose..

RATE HIGH AS: Bear ngs C.ommunicction Parts  :am -
pass aid Gyroscope Farts  Cylinders  High Te-nperature
Metalized Seals Faliarc Welding Tips High Speed
Motcr Parts Instrirrent Parts  Jet firgire Pats  Mo-
chine 3arts Meas.irement Devices Missile Parts
Pistons Pump liners, Seals and Plovers Radomes
 Rollers  Rotary Seals  Welding Jig;, 'Or AMERICAN LAVA

oroCORPORATION

JI .qt

CHATTANOOGA 5, TENN.
56TH YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

For service, contact Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. Offices in these cities (see roc, local telephone directory): Atlanta, Ga. Boston: Newton
Center, Mass Buffalo, N1 Y.  Chicago, Ill.  Cincinnati, 0.  Cleveland, 0. Dallas. Texas Detroit, Mich. High Point, N. C. Los Angeles,
Calif.  New York: Ridgefield, N. J.  Philadelphia, Pa. Pittsburgh, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. St. Paul, M nn.  So. San Francisco, Ca if. Seattle, Wash.
Canada: Minnesota Minirc, & Manufacturing of Canada, Ltd., P. 0. Box 757, London, Ont. All other export: Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.,'

International lYyision, 99 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Visit our Booths No. 3901, 3902, 3903 at IRE



How stable? How small?
What temperature range?

How shock resistant?

FANSIEEI.
MEIALLURGICAl.

CORPORA"(

0-cm.c.ro

t#0211. cvicac,0

HIGH TEMPERATURE
ants pacitor

... Just off the press. Latest technical bulletin with deta
specifications, ratings, application information, performance

curves, and ordering references on Fansteel High Temperature

Tantalum Capacitors. Write for your copy today.

CAPACITORS

RECTIFIERS

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION
North Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

C581A

RELIABLE TANTALUM CAPACITORS SINCE 1930

are produced. Changing the operat-
ing voltage of the cathode ray beam
controls the penetration of electrons
in the phosphor layers. Color is
determined by the depth of penetra-
tion. A possible application for
Penetron multi -color tubes might be
in the control of flight patterns
around an airport. A radar system
could assign the color blue to land-
ing planes and yellow to planes tak-
ing off. Military applications are

Transparent phosphor crystals are grown
on the cathode -ray -tube face plate

classified, but the possibilities are
obvious and highly significant.

The Industrial and Military Sec-
tion of General Electric is prepared
to quote on high resolution cathode
ray tubes and is actively engaged
in marketing such tubes. Cost and
delivery date will depend on glass
envelope requirements, complexity
of cathode ray gun, and phosphor
characteristics (color, persistence,
brightness).

Component Testing
With Punched Cards
INCOMING inspection of transform-
ers, relays, resistors, transistors,
diodes, capacitors, and similar
items is performed automatically
by a Component Tester. The tester,
which makes a complete series of
tests according to values indicated
by a punched card, can be instantly
changed -over to the next type of
component.

Programming the instrument,
developed by California Technical
Industries, 1445 Old County Road,
Belmont, Calif. requires only a
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Punch -card tester automatically inspects
components and identifies the type of
fault

business -machine type of card and
an ordinary hand punch. A single
hole punched in the "Transformer"
section, for example, schedules tests
for primary impedance, winding
ratio, and winding polarity. Several
more holes specify the values and
tolerances for the particular trans-
former to be tested. Typical test
series includes chokes-inductance
at rated d -c current, and resistance;
transistors-cut-off current, and
gain with specified bias and input
currents; relays-pull-in voltage,
coil resistance, and contact opera-
tion and resistance.

Tests are made on a go/no-go
basis with precision bridges used to
make the measurements. For each
component, the tester either indi-
cates the type of fault that has been
found or signifies "Complete" at
the end of the test series. The Com-
ponent Tester is supplied in a
cabinet suitable for both rack
mounting and bench use. Physical
dimensions are 10i x 19 in. front
panel, 21 inches deep.

High -Heat Resistant
Laminates For Missiles
PLASTIC LAMINATES, specially de-
signed for missile applications re-
tain their mechanical strength after
exposure to operating temperatures
as high as 3,500 F. The basic raw
material used in the laminate devel-
oped by Continental -Diamond Fibre
Corp., Newark, Delaware is felted
asbestos made from extra -long -
staple nonferrous asbestos fiber
that has been impregnated with a
heat -resistant phenolic resin or
varnish. Molded tubes, rods, and
parts use the same kind of heat -
resistant phenolic resin combined

To meet any of your specific requirements, there are over
400,000 different rectifier stack combinations available from
standa-d Fansteel selenium cells. No matter what your speci-
fications for size or output, Fansteel Selenium Rectifiers are
obtainable in a wide range of sizes and ratings, from a few
milliamperes to power loads of many kilowatts.

Write for.8 io 4

OVER 100,000 TYPES OF
HIGH TEMPERATURE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

Operating at 100°C (212°F) Fansteel High
Temperature Rectifiers deliver full rated
power output, continuously, with no derat-
ing. At temperatures up to 150°C (302°F)
only moderate derating is necessary.

Available in all standard cell sizes and
circuit arrangements and with all
standard protective finishes.

Writ ulletin 6.401

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION
North Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

E581A

DEPENDABLE RECTIFIERS SINCE 1924
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Economy and Quality with

NEW
22 Circuit Cen, ab.

MINIATURE SWITCHES

ACTUAL SIZE

For detailed specifications,
write for Bulletin EP -90 or
contact your Centralab
representative.

These new switches are designed for application
where costs must be kept to a minimum without
compromising rigid electrical specifications. New
laminated construction allows up to 22 separate
switch points on a 1746. diameter.

 Voltage breakdown, 1000 volts R.M.S.
Back to back insulated clips, 500 volts
R.M.S. Laminated phenolic sections
type PBE per specifications MIL -P-3115.

 Current rating 2 amp. at 15 volts DC;
150 milliamps at 110 volts AC (resistive
load).

 Minimum life, 10,000 cycles.
 Supplied as single section, double sec-

tion, or single section with line switch.
2-12 positions per switch.

 AC line switches for single section units
in SPST, DPST and SPDT switching
arrangements.

A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION, INC.
914B East Keefe Avenue  Milwaukee 1, Wis.

In Canada: 004 Mt. Pleasant Rd.  Toronto, Ontario

VARIABLE RESISTORS PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ELECTRONIC SWITCHES

CERAMIC CAPACITORS ENGINEERED CERAMICS SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS

with suitable types of asbestos
adaptable to a molding operation.

Fabrication
The high -heat resistant materials

can be fabricated by conventional
methods, including drilling, milling,
tapping, sawing, countersinking
and counterboring, threading on
automatic screw machines, and
many other machine -tool opera-
tions. The laminates have been
cold -punched up to 26 in. Using con-
ventional punching techniques.
Electrical insulation properties
compare with electrical grades of
conventional high pressure lami-
nates.

Their dry properties are retained
after two hours immersion in boil-
ing water, or 30 days immersion in
water at room conditions.

For missile parts, these CDF
asbestos -phenolic products show
promise because they retain their
high modulus of elasticity, and di-
mensional stability, after exposure
to elevated temperatures for short
periods.

Cooling Unit is Part
Of Electronic Package
A COOLING UNIT with a net cooling
capacity of 1.5 kw at 50,000 feet
is packaged as an integral part of
the airborne electronic equipment
it cools. It is mounted on a light-
weight, 20 x 24 in. honeycomb base
which is part of the container that
holds electronic equipment sealed
in a gaseous environment at a con-
stant pressure of 20 psia. Two fans

Cooling unit circulates pressurized sulfur
hexafluoride over electronic circuit

and a heat exchanger complete the
cooling unit developed by The Gar-
rett Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

One fan circulates non-toxic sul-
fur hexafluoride (SK,) through the
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heat exchanger and over the elec-
tronic equipment within the pres-
surized container. The other fan
draws cooling ambient air through
the heat exchanger crosswise to the
flow direction of the gas, lowering
the gas temperature to desired
limits.

The SF which pressurizes and
cools the electronic equipment has
dielectric strength of 390 v per mil
for uniform fields of 60 cycles to
16 mc. Fans are five inches and
two inches in diameter and powered
by 400 cycle, 3 phase, AC motors
running at 22,500 rpm.

Wool Wax Better
Capacitor Impregnant
AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH work
seems to indicate that wool wax is
a better impregnant than petro-
leum jelly for paper capacitors.
Refined wool wax has a dielectric
constant of 3.2 compared with a
value of only 2.1 for petroleum
jelly. Wool wax impregnant gives
10 to 20 percent more capacitance
than petroleum jelly, has good in-
sulation resistance and dielectric
breakdown strength and a fairly
low dielectric loss.

The Australian research is con-
ducted by the Division of Electro-
technology, Commonwealth Scien-
tific and Industrial Research.

P -N Junction
As Capacitor
PRACTICAL application of a long -
known principle is making another
new component available to the
electronics industry. Called the
Varicap, the device, developed by
Pacific Semiconductor, is a voltage -
sensitive variable capacitor.

It has been known that the ca-
pacitance of a pn junction changes
when the voltage across it is varied.
The new component uses this prin-
ciple to get changes in capacitance
with changes in bias voltage.

Capacitances range from 20 to 56
ttp,f for different types. Capacitance
can be varied from less than 2/3 to
more than twice these values by
varying bias.

FREEZE-UP of solenoid -controlled valve in airborne system at -65°F can
choke off vital air supply. Manufacturer faces tight contract delivery schedule.

SPECIA,.. HEATING unit custom -designed and delivered by G.E. in 5 days
enables stock valve to function properly, saves customer time, money.

AIR VALVE OPERATING AT -65°F SHOWS HOW . . .

General Electric Specialty Heating
Maintains Component Temperature
When components must be kept at
operating temperature, G -E specialty
heating equipment does the job! Ther-
mal conditioning applications ranging
from hydraulic and electronic compo-
nents to tiny test instruments have all
been solved by experienced G -E heating
engineers.

LET US ANALYZE YOUR HEATING
PROBLEM. Whether it's fast delivery
on a prototype or quantity production,
General Elect is can provide specialty
heating products engineered to your
specific component needs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION contact
your local General Electric Apparatus
Sales Office or send coupon.

General Electric Company
Section R 220-12, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Please send bulletin GEA-6285A, G -E
Specialty Heating Equipment

for immediate project
for reference only

Name..

Positio
Company

City State

i+ogress /s Our Most important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Jet Spray Automates Transistor Etching Cycle
By MANFRED DOSER Semiconductor Products Dept. General Electric Co. Syracuse, N. Y.

AUTOMATING TRANSISTOR etching
cycles has increased the number of
transistors etched and rinsed by one
operator from 2,000 per day to 720
per hour, helping meet demands for
increased production and reduced
costs.

A jet etch was chosen in prefer-
ence to a dip etch. A jet continu-
ously introduces new etching solu-
tion, removes the hydrogen bubbles
formed during etching, reducing
overvoltage and removes the etch
solution from around the base
region more readily.

The first scheme tried (Fig. 1)
proved unsatisfactory. It wet the
shorting bar. The bar carried the
current, causing little etching of
the pellet (npn triode transistor).

An air jet incorporated in the
nozzle (Fig. 2) restricted the etch
flow to the germanium bar. No wet
back was encountered. The air flow
is about 1 cubic foot per hour.

Preliminary runs were made with
10 per cent NaOH, but voltages of
20 to 25 v were too high. A 15 per
cent solution at 5 v proved satis-
factory.

Transistors move through etching station, three
lifted from holding fixtures by arm at right

The final design was incorporated
on a turntable consisting of 1 etch-
ing station, 2 hot deionized water
rinses, 1 alcohol rinse and 1 air jet.
The water removes etching solu-
tion, the alcohol removes water to
insure rapid drying and the air jet

rinses and final air-dry before being

helps remove water and alcohol
from the etched region around the
base contact. This technique re-
duced I,. rejects by 10 percent.

This scheme was also tried with
germanium cut bars, which have a
rough surface after sawing. Sawed

DESIGN TRENDS: Transistorized Logical Circuits

Uniform size of miniature computer logical building blocks is
achieved by transistor mounting method used by Avco Research
and Advance Development Division, Lawrence, Mass. Transistors,
mounted on leads bent parallel to printed circuit board, extend
through pre -punched holes in front of anodized aluminum U -frame.
Each of eight basic logical circuits measures 2.5 by 2 by 12 inch,
enabling 25 blocks to be placed in any order in a 19 -inch mount-

ing rack. Boards are fabricated in normal manner and dip
soldered after base connectors are attached. Insulating washer -
collars are placed on transistors and assembly is guided into
frame bosses. Fingers at the open ends of the U-1 rame are bent
into grooved ends of the connector, locking circuit in place. The
blocks are in prototype production for use in desk -sized and gen-
eral purpose combat computers.
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New trends and developments
in designing electrical products...

"Work backward"-a new design approach that's bringing
the advantages of General Electric permanent magnets
to fields traditionally reserved for electromagnets

A new approach to the design of
motors, generators, relays, and simi-
lar products is making it possible
to produce smaller, more efficient
and economical units by using per-
manent magnets, instead of electro-
magnets.

The new approach is simply to
"work backward." That is, design
the most efficient magnet assembly
first, and then the rest of the
component.

In the past, where designers tried
to replace electromagnets in these
products, permanent magnets often
proved uneconomical. Here's why:

The traditional approach was to
work the permanent magnet into an
existing design for a wire -wound
field, to save the cost of new dies and
other major manufacturing changes.

Under these conditions, permanent
magnets will seldom show to best
advantage. But, by using the "work
backward" approach, many outstand-
ing results, can be obtained.

FIGURE 1 -G -E Alnico 5 magnet helps
2 -pole motor develop 1/150 hp at
10,000 to 15,000 rpm.

For example, permanent magnets
had been limited to fractional -hp
applications, such as the 1/150 -hp
toy -locomotive motor in Figure 1.

But today, through imaginative
design and more efficient alloys,
permanent magnets are now used
for rotors and stators in much larger
equipment.

The DC tachometer generator in
Figure 2, for example, uses a 2 -lb.
G -E Alnico 6 stator.

The permanent magnet provides
greater reliability and accuracy than
copper windings, over wide ambient
temperatures. It eliminates an ex-
ternal power source and field regu-
lating equipment. And, there is no
replacement problem since the mag-
net - unlike wire - never burns out.

These are some of the advantages
that can be realized from early con-

FIGURE 2 - 46 -frame DC tachometer
generator with Alnico 6 stator.

sideration of the permanent magnet
in design.

Alone, these can more than justify
the cost of redesigning equipment
to eliminate wound fields. Yet, there
are other advantages that result
from the magnet's ability to supply
a constant field without external
excitatiorf, including:
 Elimination of field interruptions

due to power failure.
 Elimination of heat and need for

costly cooling equipment and in-
sulation - thus conserving valu-
able weight and space.

 Elimination of danger from faulty
wiring or damaged insulation.

These are important advantages
where equipment must be reliable
despite severe environmental condi-
tions. But equally important to the
designer is the permanent magnet's
superior volumetric efficiency. A G -E
Alnico magnet can usually supply
a given magnetic field in a fraction
of the space needed by even the best
designed electromagnet.

MAGNET
ELECTRO-MAGNET

FIGURE 3 - TV -tube focusing magnets.

The TV -tube focusing magnets in
Figure 3 gives some idea of the
savings in space and weight a de-
signer can effect.

The electromagnet weighs 2 lbs.,
and takes up 16.35 cubic inches. The
G -E Alnico 5 permanent magnet
weighs just 15 ounces, and requires
only 1.30 cubic inches -a space -
saving of 87%.

In addition to the problem of eco-
nomics, two other traditional objec-
tions to permanent magnets have
also been largely eliminated:

First, early permanent magnets
were relatively unstable. But modern
permanent magnet materials from
improved manufacturing techniques
are really "permanent" . . . even
under temperature and humidity
conditions ruinous to electromagnets.

Second, applications requiring "on -
off" field action seemed outside the
capabilities of permanent magnets.
But modern design techniques have
developed practical ways to handle
this by shunting flux around the
air gap.

With the new high-energy alloys
and the development of more scien-
tific design methods, the future for
permanent magnets-and the oppor-
tunity for designers - is virtually
unlimited.

For example, a recent use of the
"work backward" approach has, for
the first time, made it possible to
use powerful Alnico magnets to
supply uniform fields in equipment
like traveling wave tubes.

General Electric Magnet Engi-
neers have accumulated a wealth of
information on the problems of re-
designing for permanent magnets.
They will share their knowledge
with you at any stage of the magnet
design project.

For more information, or the serv-
ices of a G -E Magnet Engineer,
write: Magnetic Materials Section
of General Electric Company, 7806
N. Neff Ave., Edmore, Michigan.

73 -ogress Is Our Most Important Product
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Whether it's a complex 10 winding magnetic
amplifier or a simple choke ... at Celco each toroid
is precision -made. New core materials are used in
Toroidal magnetic amplifiers, reactors and trans-
formers to achieve maximum performance.

At Celco, the proper matching of cores, winding,
handling, impregnation, encapsulation and electrical
history of the final assembly is carefully controlled
to maintain the original design characteristics.

Our years of design, development, and produc-
tion know-how are available for application to your
specific TOROIDAL problems.

* For immediate attention,
call DAvis 7-1123
-or write today.

eaNdtaatewe 5.1.91wevelog ZeseoC4ttnee4
MAHWAH, NEW JERSEY

pellets were mounted on headers
and etched with the same machine.
However, sodium or potassium hy-
droxide would not produce a mirror
surface finish.

Shorting bar was wetted in preliminary
design (Fig. 1)

Air jet in nozzle restricts flow (Fig. 2)

Reversed polarity, redesigned nozzle for
sawed bars (Fig. 3)

A 1:1 part HF to HNO3acid
produced best results. Nozzle ma-
terial was changed from stainless
steel to polyvinylchloride with a
platinum electrode, to avoid corro-
sion. Redesign ( Fig. 3) also over-
came another difficulty, dependence
of the etching upon the velocity of
the etching stream.

Reversing the polarity used in
the previous scheme caused the
pellet to act as the cathode. The
former polarity resulted in etch pits
and pockets while the reversed
polarity gave a mirror finish.

Salvaging Color Masks
COSTLY 300,000 -hole shadow masks
for color picture tubes, previously
scrapped even for slight dents, are
now salvaged in RCA's Lancaster,
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Tapping shadow mask with rubber ham-
mer to remove dents, while shaped man-
drel underneath provides support

Pa.. plant by using techniques of
auto body -and -fender mechanics.
The dented mask is placed over a
mask -shaped supporting form, then
tapped with a rubber -faced ham-
mer until correct curvature is re-
stored. The idea brought a sugges-
tion award of $1,792 to assembly
inspector Eva Weidman.

Strong, Light Radome
Is Foam Polystyrene
By H. L. Loucks

Special Weapons Division
Bell Aircraft Corp.
Buffalo, N. Y.

PRE -EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE pro-
vides a strong, lightweight foam for
molded structures. Discussed here
is its use as a pressurized radome
for waveguide feed assemblies, pre-
venting electrical breakdown at
high altitudes.

The foam radome, at density of
5 pounds a cubic foot, will with-
stand a pressure differential of 5.3
psi or, with Fiberglas reinforce-
ment and production refinements,
30 psi.

Polystyrene beads, placed on cor-
rugated cardboard, are partially
pre -expanded for about 30 seconds
at 180-230 F with 4 250 -watt infra -

TUBE PRODUCTION IS A SCIENCE AT VARIAN

Full dress inspection
This Cpt cal Comparator with magnifications u) to 50 times
provides a i extreme y accurate check on corn ponent par s
dimemacris- particularly those of Con plex hole relationships.
And oly those that neet the mcst rigid tolerarce3 find ther
way irio Varian Klystrms and Wale Tul es.

This IE :al of the care involvec n tl-e rnanufactu e of Varizn

Tubes.. aid one of tie reasons why they consis eritly give the
finest perfcrmance. Offer 100 of ti se:ubes are described and
illustrated n our latest catalog. lisr to kr your copy today.

1,1ARK

lE ADER.;zi.P
VARIAN associates
PA _O ALTO 1. CALIELIRNIA
Represnto Ives thruost he world

KLYSTRCRIS. TRAVELING NAVE TUBES. BADAWARD WAVE OSCILLATDR3, _INEAR ACCELERATORS,
MICROWAVE SYSTEM CDMPONENTS. R.Fl SPECTRIIIMETERS, MAGNETS, MAGNETOMETERS,
517,tos. -CA/IR AMPLIFIERS, GRAPH C REORDERS, RESEARCH A'iD DEVELOPMENT SERVICES.
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"I'M CHECKING
RELIABILITY!"

Getting inside is one way son, but it's not practical.
However, with increasingly complex circuitry, and
with no electronic equipment better than its weakest
component, it is important to know how that trans-
former will perform.

How do you determine its reliability? Quality of
materials, workmanship, design . . . all are hermeti-
cally sealed from view. You can test it, of course,
but the good and the poor can test alike at first.

The answer is that in the beginning, it's impos-
sible to know the dependability of this transformer
except by the mark of its maker.

ADC is grateful for the extent to which the in-
dustries it serves have come to know and trust the
mark of this maker.

(ADC) AUDIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
2838 13th AVENUE SOUTH MINNEAPOLIS 7, MINNESOTA
TRANSFORMERS REACTORS FILTERS  JACKS & PLUGS  JACK PANELS

red heat lamps placed 3 inches above
the beads. When a mono -layer, lace -
like network has formed and the
beads have expanded 20-25 times
original volumt the layer is re-
moved from heat, cooled and broken
into individual beads.

Pre -expansion is rapid and crit-
ical. If beads are left under heat
too long, they will no longer expand
in the mold or will collapse. The
amount placed in the mold depends
on size and density desired. Both
weight and volume of pre -expanded
beads must be considered for con-
sistent results.

A closed 2 -cavity, 5 -piece, 2024

Reinforced polystyrene foam radomo
withstands 30 psi

Heat of infra red lamps pre expands
polystyrene beads

aluminum mold and dummy wave
guide feed are used to form the
radome. Top and base plate have
a h inch perforation for each 2
square inches of cavity area to allow
dry steam to enter. The dummy
feed has a 1 inch diameter section-
alized removable core.

A is inch layer of beads is placed
in the mold and the dummy posi-
tioned. The mold is filled with the
remaining charge of pre -expanded
beads. The assembled mold is placed
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Two -cavity mold with dummy waveguide
feed positioned on layer of beads (left)
and filed with beads (right)

Cutaway radomes show how they slip
onto adhesives -coated waveguide feeds

in a vacuum impregnating tank pre-
heated to 250 F. The polystyrene is
steam -expended for 1.5 minutes at
55-60 psig and 270 F.

After removal, the mold is cooled
in water until the radome's tem-
perature drops below 100 F. The
radome is gently freed from metal
mold parts and abraded with 60
grit sandpaper.

The wave guide feed is cleaned
with cloth and methylene chloride.
Water -based acrylic emulsion is ap-
plied and the radome slipped on.
Emulsion is filleted on faying
surfaces and air pockets resealed.
After a 30 -minute air dry, a second
coat of emulsion is applied. Top
and bottom of the radome is sealed
with two coats of emulsion and the
whole is air dried 24 hours.

Modifications increase bursting
strength to 30 psi. Height of the
cavity is decreased to make walls
0.060 inch thicker. Fiberglas discs
0.0035 inch thick are cemented with
the acrylic emulsion to top and
bottom. A filled epoxy and Fiber-
glas strip fillet are used to bond the
radome to the feed. Feed surface
is improved by abrasion and clean-
ing with a phosphoric acid, alcohol
cleaner.

This article was adapted from
a paper presented by H. L. Loucks
and H. J. Lauer at the Biennial
Electronic Materials Symposium,
Philadelphia. The author thanks
H. G. DeBan, a co-worker, for co-
operation in providing information.

look what $2422 buys

in test equipment!

HEATHKITS
GIVE YOU
TWICE AS MUCH
equipment for
every dollar
invested
The famous model V -7A Vacuum -
Tube -Voltmeter is a perfect
example of the high -quality
instruments available from Heath
at the price you would expect
to pay! Complete,

only $245°

Get the most out of your test equipment budget by utilizing HEATHKIT
instruments in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high
quality equipment, without paying the usual premium price, by dealing
directly with the manufacturer, and by letting engineers or technicians
assemble Heathkits between rush periods. Comprehensive instructions
insure minimum construction time. You'll get more equipment for the
same investment, and be able to fill your needs by choosing from the
more than 100 different electronic kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself" kits in the world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your particular area of activity! Write for the free
Heathkit catalog now!

Contains detailed descriptions
of Heathkit models available,
including VTVM's, scopes,
generators, testers, bridges,
power supplies, etc.

Also describes Heathkit ham
gear and hi-fi equipment in
kit form. 100 interesting and
profitable "do-it-yourself"
projects!

-41111111 FREE catalog
Mail coupon below for

your copy-Now!

HEATH COMPANY
A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC,
BENTON HARBOR 14, MICHIGAN

Name

Address

City & Zone

State
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Step Up Relay Production

Emphasize Reliability
ACHIEVEMENT of superior performance and reliability in missile and
airborne applications as well as for critical industrial uses is a prime
consideration among relay manufacturers. This is reflected in the
latest designs.

Electro-Mechanical Specialties Co., Inc., 1016 N. Highland Ave.,
Los Angeles 38, Calif., (275), has introduced the No. 41OLL relay
designed to meet the requirements of MIL -R-5757 C and MIL -R-
6106 C. It combines the functions of a dry circuit relay with those
of a high current relay, from 1µa at 5 my to a 10 ampere resistive/
inductive load.

Subminiature hermetically sealed time delay relays announced by
The A. W. Haydon Co., Waterbury, Conn., (276), are designed for
aircraft, missile and rocket applications and will also be used by industry
where space and weight are at a premium. Time delay settings from
1 sec to 1 hr can be supplied on d -c units, and from 15 sec to 3 hr
on 400 cps units.

E. V. Naybor Laboratories, Inc., 26 Manorhaven Blvd., Port Wash-
ington, N. Y., (277), has available type R310 which provides a compact
power relay for switching high currents with the utmost reliability.
Nominal coil resistance for 26.5 v d -c is 300 ohms. Coil resistance
values are available to 10,000 ohms. Contact rating is 10 amperes
at 125 or 250 v a -c, or 10 amperes at 30 v d -c inductive.

Two small, compact d -c high voltage switching relays are offered
by Joseph Pollak Corp., 81 Freeport St., Boston 22, Mass., (278).
They are suited for radar, sonar, missile and other severe environments.
Featuring high dielectric strength, the lightweight units are designed
to withstand severe shock, vibration, an ambient temperature range
of -55 to +95 C and a minimum of 500,000 operations.

For more information use READER SERVICE CARD

Interval Timer
a precision unit
THE A. W. HAYDON CO., Water-
bury, Conn., has announced a new
series of precision interval timers.
These hermetically sealed units use
the basic construction of a repeat
cycle timer, but with a novel
switching system which allows high
accuracy over long range timing in-
tervals.

Available with either chronomet-
rically governed d -c motors or syn-
chronous a -c motors, these units
are supplied with accuracies of 1

percent or better.
Range of adjustment is deter-

mined by the application require-
ments in each instance, and overall
ranges in excess of 30 to 1 can be
supplied readily.

Besides establishing a precision -
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dership
protects
yours...

When you specify Cornell-Dubilier capacitors, you can be
sure that nothing is left to chance. Production procedures,
test and inspection operations and quality control are in full
compliance with Cornell-Dubilier high -quality standards and
your specifications. Quality and Reliability are talents we
have cultivated since 1910. That's why you can count on the
consistently dependable facilities of C -D's 16 plants!

Typical C -D paper tubulars:

TIGER CUB*: Cardboard -cased paper tubular with Polykanem
end -fill. Vikane-impregnated for excellent capacitance sta-
bility. High moisture resistance. Operating temperature
range: -55°C to +100°C.
TINY CHIEF Small, all-purpose paper tubular, molded in
extra -hard thermosetting plastic for long-lasting all-around
satisfaction. Available with high temperature wax impreg-

nant for operating temperature range -40°C to +90°C
and Vikane or Polykane* impregnant for -55°C to +100°C
operation.

ROYAL CUB': Cardboard -cased paper tubular with Polykane'
end -fill. Tough, durable, withstands rough handling, vibra-
tion, shock, soldering iron heat. Operating temperature
range: -55°C to +100°C.
BUDROC*: Steatite -cased paper tubular. Polykane* end -fill
for extra protection against heat and humidity. High tem-
perature wax impregnant for operating temp. range -40°C
to +90°C and Vikane impregnant for -55°C to +100°C.
"' Polykane: A development of the C -D laboratories. A solid

thermosetting compound will not crack, soften or flow.
Write for catalog to Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation,
South Plainfield, New Jersey.

CAPACITORS
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.; NEW BEDFORD. WORCESTER @ CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE IN HOPE
VALLEY. R. I.; INDIANAPOLIS. IND.; SANFORD. FUOLPAY SPRINGS @ VARINA, N. C.; VENICE, CALIF.1
 SUB.; THE RADIART CORP., CLEVELAND, OHIO; CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL. N.Y.
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timed interval which can be main-
tained in either the open or closed
position at the duration of timing,
this unit can also supply an auxil-
iary circuit closure for reference or
power use at the conclusion of the
timing program. Circle 279 on
Reader Service Card.

Coax Double Tuner
for 425 mc region
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS MFG.
Co., 4212 S. Buckner Blvd., Dallas
27, Texas, offers a new 6-1- in., 50

ohm coaxial double tuner designed
for use in the 425 mc region, and
for high power operation. The new
tuner (type C6 -T) has two shorted
coaxial stubs, spaced wavelength
apart at 425 mc. The rack and
pinion short mechanisms may be
optionally equipped with servo
drives or may be manually adjusted
with calibrated control knobs. Cir-
cle 280 on Reader Service Card.

Accelerometer
self -calibrating
GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC., 212
Durham Ave., Metuchen, N. J.,
has developed a self -calibrating ac-
celerometer designed primarily for

control and guidance in aircraft and
missiles. Other applications include
fire control, servo guidance and
pitchc and yaw correction charac-
teristics.

Model ADT-905 is equipped
with a self-contained calibration
system which can be used to check
the operation of the accelerometer
while in use, or to calibrate the ac-
celerometer statically or dynamic-
ally. This transformer accelero-
meter is inherently stable over the
range -65 F to +250 F because of
its balanced electrical and mechani-
cal construction.

Operating at a low natural fre-
quency of approximately 30 cps,
the accelerometer maintains stable
frequency response characteristics
over the temperature range as a
result of magnetic damping. Circle
281 on Reader Service Card.

SSB System
rugged design

KAHN RESEARCH LABORATORIES,

INC., 22 Pine St., Freeport, N. Y.,
announces the compatible single-
sideband transmitter adapter. The
new technique is offered to the
radio broadcast and h -f communi-
cations industry as a major state-of-
the-art improvement in the trans-
mission of speech and music. The
system is designed to convert any
standard high-level, low-level or
Doherty type a -m transmitter to a
new and improved type of ssb op-
eration. Transmitters can be adapted
without engineering modifications
and reception is completely com-
patible on all existing a -m receivers.

Rugged, conservative design in-

sures compliance with continuous
operational requirements, including
remote station operation. The
adapter includes a unique multipur-
pose test unit, permitting simple
and direct measurements of desired
and undesired sidebands and asso-
ciated equipment. Circle 282 on
Reader Service Card.

Pressure Transducer
for liquids or gases
PHILLIPS & HISS CO., INC., 1145
N. McCadden Place, Hollywood
38, Calif., announces a new flush
diaphragm pressure transducer, a -c
variable reluctance type. It is es-
pecially suited for use in corrosive
environment as diaphragm and case
are one piece machined from the
solid of stainless steel. It features
high output, approximately 1 v
with 20 v excitation; is available in
ranges from 0-100 to 0-3,000 psi;
nonlinearity, ± 0.5 percent of full
scale; 1 -in. diameter diaphragm by
2+ in. overall length; weight, 71
oz. Circle 283 on Reader Service
Card.

Audio Mixer
for recording systems
THE MIAMI INSTRUAIENT CO., Box
384, Tamiami Station, Miami 44.
Fla., is now marketing a versatile
audio mixer for use with recording
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NEW

31/2 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE

Closed
Ring

Entry

CLOSED ENTRY DESIGN .. .
FOR 100% MORE RELIABILITY

announces . .

CONTACT*

A solid ring limits socket contact expansion to maximum tolerance of pin
diameter. This prevents over -stress of the individual socket contact leaves and
possibility of any contact distortion. Also, an oversized probe cannot enter the
socket contact. Even "rocking" and "prying" actions will not distort the
contact.

Constant and uniform insertion pressure is guaranteed while a consistently
low millivolt drop is maintained. The new contact was developed for use in
intercontinental ballistic missiles and other applications requiring high reliabil-
ity. It is another example of Continental Connector's constant research into
improved design.

Technical brochures on various Continental Connectors are available free on
*request. Specify your requirements to Electronic Sales Division, De jur-Amsco
Corporation, 45-01 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

-fc Solid Construction-Cannot
be Forced

Out of Shape

-k Extremely
High Reliability-Indestructible

in NormalMaintenance

is Maintains
Low Millivolt

Drop Under Constant andUniform Insertion Pressure

ic Terminations
Include Solder

Cup, Turret, or Solderless
Taper Pin

(Solder Cups canbe hot prefilled, if de.sired)

AVAILABLE IN ALL STANDARD CONTINENITAL CONNECTORS

15 Contact Plug

and Receptacle
with New Closed
Entry Contacts
and Turret Ter-

minals.

'PAT. PENDING

Ded1111

Continental Connector and
New Closed Entry Contacts
Used with Printed Circuit
Application for Classified

Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile.

VISIT US AT I.R.E. SHOW

BOOTHS 3911-3913

Exclusive Sales Agent
DeJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION
45-01 Northern Boulevard
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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Achievement in Communicatio s

Antenna Design!

Afliow

110 DB GAI
ANTENN

FOR 450-470 MC.

ANTENNA INTRODUCES NEW
SUPPRESSOR ELEMENT CONCEPT

This radically new ANDREW
antenna uses a single radia-
tor, extending the full length
of the antenna. Radiation oc-
curs throughout the length,
except at the suppressor
elements. This new prin-
ciple makes possible
for the first time, high
gain in a single feed
point antenna. The
simplicity of the design
permits a sectionalized
construction for easy
handling and installa-
tion.
New sleeve elements suppress
unwanted radiation, give new
high efficiency in single
feed -point design.

CHECK THESE FEATURES

 The feed system is re-
duced to the lowest pos-
sible degree of complexity.
 Proper radiation condi-
tions secured with rugged
low cost elements.
 One antenna covers the
entire operating band.
 Freedom from seriou
detuning by snow and ice.
 Reliable lightning and
corona protection.
 Light weight -54 pounds.
 Sectionalized design-
longest section measures
on y 12 feet.

a
z

z

12

11

B

450 455 460

FREQ. IN MC

Write today for Bulletin No. 8441 de-
scribing complete systems installation
and performance.

CORPORATION
363 EAST 75th STREET CHICAGO 19
New York Boston Los Angeles Toronto
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and p -a systems. It features plug-in
transformers, preamplifiers and line
amplifiers. The plug-in units may
be arranged to provide up to seven
individually controlled input chan-
nels. Outputs of +20 dbm into 50,
250 or 600 ohms, or up to 30 v
into high impedance may be ob-
tained from the line amplifiers.

The inputs may be microphones,
tape or disk players, tuners and so
forth. Model 17 (rack mounting)
is pictured. Sloping panel and cus-
tom models are also available. All
models are approximately 3? in.
high. Circle 284 on Reader Service
Card.

Tiny Connectors
for small cables
KINGS ELECTRONICS CO., INC., 40
Marbledale Road, Tuckahoe, N. Y.,
announces a new series of sub -min-
iature connectors for cables RG-
141A/U and smaller cables. These
connectors are interchangeable with
other sub-subconnectors in the field.
They are made in gold or silver
plate. All contacts are gold for ease
of assembly. They are designed for
missile and computer applications
requiring highest precision and re-
liability.

The illustration shows the com-
parison in size between connector
UG-58A/U and the new series. Cir-
cle 285 on Reader Service Card.

Power Supply
low -voltage unit
NELSON INSTRUMENT Co., 607
Howard St., Evanston, Ill., an-
nounces its new low -voltage, me-
dium -current power supply designed
for such applications as production
testing of semiconductor products.
It operates on 115 v, 60 cps input
yielding continuously variable volt -

February 28,

ages of 1.5 to 15 v. Output current
is 0 to 1.0 ampere with 0.5 per-
cent output ripple and regulation.
Response time is better than 50
millisec with stabilization being
achieved with a Zener reference
diode. It is available in rack or
cabinet models. Circle 286 on
Reader Service Card.

Indicators
show elapsed time
THE A. W. HAYDON CO., Water-
bury, Conn. The new subminia-
ture hermetically sealed elapsed
time indicators are designed to meet
military requirements and are now
available with 400 cycle motors,
for operation on 115 v. These
25200 series units are available with
two dial styles and two mounting
options.

Shown is the digital version with
compact flange mounting. A five -
digit non -reset type counter total-
izes to 9,999.9 hr. The last digit, *
color coded red, reads tenths of
hours, while the first four digits
read whole hours. Circle 287 on
Reader Service Card.

Screen Room Filters
extended range
FILTRON CO., INC., Flushing, N. Y.
A new series of r -f interference sup-
pression screen room filters provide
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attenuation characteristics of 100
db and above at frequencies from
14 kc to 10,000 mc. The FSR-1200
filters are designed for use in cir-
cuits carrying 25 to 200 amperes,
for voltages up to 250 v a -c or 600
v d -c, and power line frequencies
of 0-400 cps. The increase in effec-
tive range of 100 db attenuation
was necessitated by the accelerateti
use of frequencies higher than
1,000 mc in numerous military and
commercial projects; and to meet
the requirements of the new Spe-
cification MIL -I -6181C.

All components are designed for
continuous operation. Assembled
filters are 100 percent tested for
voltage breakdown, characteristic
insertion loss, voltage drop, insula-
tion resistance and hermetic seal,
before shipment. Circle 288 on
Reader Service Card.

Graphic Recorder
for telemetry
HOGAN LARORATORIES, INC., 155
Perry St., New York 14, N. Y.
Digital data reduction, telemetry
output recording, spectrum analy-
sis work and general off -on event
displays are uses for the new 450
trace quick -look direct instrument
recorder. Using low cost wide dy-
namic range electrolytic Faxpaper,
the multichannel RX-48 produces
450 immediately visible, black on
white 0.015 in. traces across 14
inches of a 15 inch sheet, which
advances at one of ten discrete
speeds up to 12 ips. The multi -
styles event recorder has a 400 -ft
continuous roll chart capacity,
which lasts about six minutes of
operating time at maximum chart

DU PONT
REPORTS

ON

SOLVENTS
for trecision-parts cleaning

FREE
BOOKLET
ON DU PONT'S

NEW

SPECIAL-

PURPOSE

SOLVENTS

It will pay you to investigate precision -parts clean-
ing with Du Pont's unique new Freon* solvents.
"Freon" solvents offer selective solvencyfor greases
and oils and exceptional safety for men and equip-
ment. "Freon" solvents are much less toxic than
ordinary solvents. They will not burn or explode.
They have no adverse effect on most metals, elas-
tomers or plastics and evaporate completely, leav-
ing no residue. "Freon" solvents are adaptable to
batch or continuous degreasing operations, and
solvent vapors are readily recovered. Without in-
hibitors "Freon" solvents show a remarkably low
rate of acid formation under degreasing conditions
-they are ideal for cleaning applications in which
harsh solvents could damage delicate parts.

Send for your free copy of Du Pont's booklet
describing the unique properties of "Freon" sol-
vents. Mail the coupon . . . there's no obligation.
*Freon is Du Pont's registered trademark for its fluorinated hydrocarbon solvents.

Better Things for Better living ... through Chemistry

"FREON" PRODUCTS DIVISION  WILMINGTON 98, DELAWARE

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
"Freon" Products Division 522, Wilmington 98, Delaware

Please send me your booklet describing the unique properties of "Freon" solvents for
precision -parts cleaning.

Name Position

Company

Address

City Slate
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THYRITE®VARISTORS

CUT SURGE VOLTAGE

FROM 9 TO 3 TIMES

APPLIED PEAK VOLTAGE

PROX 3 X APPLIED PEAK VOLTAGE

ON 115-V CIRCUITS
Sudden interruption in inductive
current causes surge overvoltage,
arcing, and high -frequency oscilla-
tion. Oscillograms (above) show
how effectively G -E Thyrite varis-
tors can limit these effects.

Without a Thyrite varistor (Fig.
1) in the 115-V circuit, surge volt-
age is 9 times applied peak voltage.
With it (Fig. 2), surge voltage is
limited to 3 times peak voltage.

With little current drain, they
reduce surge voltage and arcing by
offering low resistance at peak cur-
rent . . . discharge circuit energy
faster by offering higher resistances
instantaneously as current decays.

G -E Thyrite varistors are avail-
able for components rated from 6
volts to 4000 volts.

For more information, or Thyrite
varistor test kits, write: Magnetic
Materials Section, General Electric
Company, 7806 N. Neff Ave.,
Edmore, Michigan.

THYRITE VARISTOR KITS

Kit No. 1: 1/2' dia. disks -2 each Kit No. 2: Vs 'the. rods -2 each of
of 6 ratings (611 to 1151-.1w); 5 ratings (115V to 40001-.25w);

color coded with connecting leads. color coded with connecting leads.
Price: $5.00. Price: $5.00.

73 -ogress /s Our Most important Prodoct

GENERAL ELECTRIC
"Thyrite" is a trademark of General Electric Company

CIRCLE 74 READERS SERVICE CARD

feed. Convenient record duplicates
can be produced on standard draft-
ing room copying machines. Circle
289 on Reader Service Card.

Plastic Foam Tape
reduces vibration
UNITED MINERAL & CHEMICAL
CORP., 16 Hudson St., New York
13, N. Y., is marketing Tesamoll, a
new polyurethane, plastic -foam,
self-adhesive tape. Radio and
electronic equipment manufacturers
find it useful for the mounting of
speakers to improve fidelity and the
quality of reproduction. Television
manufacturers use it as a sealing
material in the front assembly of
the screen to prevent the entering
of dust particles attracted by the
high electrostatic charge of the tv
tube. Illustrated is its use as a
base cushioning for the metal
housing of an electric motor to
eliminate resonance. Circle 290 on
Reader Service Card.

Transformers
for pulse circuits
AIRPAX PRODUCTS Co., Middle
River, Baltimore 20, Md. Design
of blocking oscillators is greatly
simplified by this kit of transform-

ers. The transformers are specifi-
cally designed for use in preferred
blocking oscillator circuits. For ex-
ample, in NBS preferred circuit
No. 46, cathode output is 60 to 85
peak volts with pulse durations of
0.1 to 10 µsec, depending on trans-
former used. Kit consists of 8 oscil-
lator units with turns ratios of 1:1:1
and open -circuit primary induct-
ances from 0.08 to 158 millihenries
and 2 interstage units with turns
ratios of 5:1:1. The 10 Pulsite
transformers are packed in a con-
venient plastic box for laboratory
use. All units plug into 7 -pin min-
iature tube socket for convenience
in determining prototype require-
ments..

Transformers are built to meet
MIL -T -27A, grade 1, class R specs.
They are hermetically sealed, in-
sulated to withstand hipot of 500 v
d -c between windings and from
windings to case. They operate
from - 55 C to + 105 C. Maxi-
mum average power rating is 2 w.
Maximum duty cycle is 0.05. Ap-
proximate dimensions are I in. di-
ameter and in. seated height.
Circle 291 on Reader Service Card.

Crystal Oven
controlled unit
MANSON LABORATORIES, INC., P. 0.
Box 594, Stamford, Conn. Oven
temperature variation is held to
1/1,000 of the ambient tempera-
ture change in a new proportion-
ally -controlled crystal oven. Called
the RD -130, the complete unit
consists of two compact assemblies
-a thermo-oven, which accommo-
dates an HC -6/U crystal holder,
and an oven control amplifier-
both mounted on a 31 in. high
standard 19 in. relay -rack panel,
but with subassembly packaging
arrangements available as needed.

B+ and filament power of 250
v d -c at 70 ma and 6.3 v a -c at 1.8
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amperes are required for the con-
trol amplifier, which provides the
temperature -controlling power to
the oven. Only a single element,
a temperature -sensitive resistance
bridge, is used both for oven heat-
ing and for sensing change in tem-
perature. The oven temperature is
normally provided set at 75 C, but
is also available preset at any tem-
perature from 10 C to 100 C above
ambient. Vernier temperature ad-
justments are possible.

The oven is usable over the mili-
tary environmental temperature
range. Circle 292 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

FRIOUENCY STANIARI

TRIO.

TOL ±

TEMP

WAY
TYPE

SERIAL NO. ell1111111111

CPS

P.:

VOLTS

(. q.
MEIMATE III5 UMEN1 (0 I5(

74E2 ARANARD
HOUSTON, NAAS

Frequency Standard
tuning fork type
ACCURATE INSTRUMENT CO., INC.,
2422 Branard St., Houston 6,
Texas, announces a new frequency
standard of the tuning fork type.
It will stay within specified toler-
ance under all conditions within
specifications. The standard is self
contained and requires only 12 v
d -c or 30 v d -c to give the output
signal. Total current drain at 12 v
d -c is approximately 4 ma.

Tolerance of ± 50 parts per mil-
lion from absolute frequency can be
maintained under any combination
of the following: temperature from
55 C to +100 C, power supply
deviation ±15 percent; operation
in any position.

Frequency ranges are from 400

NEW MODULAR DESIGN

PRECISION POTENTIOMETER
r-,

PVR-09

COMB NATION

THE
OF

AS REQUIRED

FEATURES OF CUSTOMIZED STANDARD POTS
P High Temperature Operation ... to 145 deg C

P Independent Linearity of ±0.25%

P. Non -linear Functions

The newly developed TIC Type PVR-09 incorporates modular

design for choice of cup depth, mounting, and number of taps.

Modular design, a new concept in manufacturing, makes available

all mounting types- servo, tapped hole, and threaded bushing
... and, in addition provides extreme flexibility in customizing

the standard PVR-09 design to the individual application.

Ganging up to 15 cups, without external clamps, and each individu-

ally phased at the factory also provided by the modular design

technique. Up to 9 taps are available in a standard unit - others
on special order. Ball bearing construction provides low torque.

With our new plant facilities and unique modular design techniques

you now can get customized design without delay. Complete spec's

on request.

PERTINENT
CHARACTERISTICS:

 STANDARD RESISTANCES:
100 ohms to 150K

 ACCURACY OF TOTAL
RESISTANCE:

±5% on standard, to ±1%
on special linear functions

 INDEPENDENT LINEARITY:
±0.5% of total R above 5K
standard, ± 0.25% on special

 POWER RATING:
1.25 watts at 85°C

 RESISTANCE FUNCTIONS:
Can be provided with a variety
of non-linear functions

 TAPS:
Up to 9 taps ... with 10 deg

 TEMPERATURE RANGE:
-55 to +145 deg C

 MILITARY
SPECIFICATIONS:

Tested to MIL -E -5272A

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.
569 MAIN STREET, ACTON, MASS. P.O. BOX 3941, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Photocircuits
printed circuit cards

Vital Component in Sage Air Defense Computers

The Sage System, vital to our nation's security, relies on IBM -built
computers to display accurate pictures of hostile and friendly
aerial action.
IBM uses printed circuit cards with plated-thru holes by PHOTO -

CIRCUITS to help do the job. IBM experience indicates that
through-circuitry-using both sides of a printed card-saves space
and costly assembly time.
Printed circuit cards by PHOTOCIRCUITS have plated-thru holes
that help eliminate troublesome intermittents caused by vibration
and temperature changes ... increase solderability, too.
PHOTOCIRCUITS produces reliable printed circuit cards...builds
them with strength to spare for all applications.
"Bonus" copper, on the right -size hole wall, is just one of the rea-
sons you can depend on PHOTOCIRCUITS printed circuit cards.
Proper design, precision production, and advanced quality control
techniques are others. All add up to outstanding reliability...
often at lower cost.
Check the advantages of printed circuit cards with plated-thru
holes by PHOTOCIRCUITS ... the largest and most experienced
manufacturer in Printed Circuitry. For full information, write
our Engineering Department PS -1 today.

PHONES
GLEN COVE 4.8000

FLUSHING 7.8100
CABLE

PHOCIRCO

PC Oil 1
CORPORATION

GLEN COVE, NEW YORK

cps to 8 kc. Case size is 1 in. by
11 in. by 2i in. Applications are:
(1) controlling drive speed of mo-
tors in recording systems, servo
systems, navigational systems and
in other systems that require very
constant speed motors. (2) Sup-
plying time bases for various re-
cording systems. ( 3 ) Synchronizing
two or more remote systems with
each other. (4) For use as primary
standard for other frequency gen-
erators of less accuracy.

The unit is priced from $180 to
$255 depending upon tolerance re-
quired. Circle 293 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Surgistor
cuts service calls
WUERTH TUBE -SAVER CORP., De-
troit, Mich. The new 4000 series
Surgistor offers a unique means of
low-cost surge protection to elim
Mate destructive in -rush currents
in all electronic devices.

The Surgistor combines the func-
tions of a resistor and a relay. It
limits the in -rush current until the
tube heaters are warmed sufficiently
to accept the full voltage without
damage. In addition, B plus volt-
ages are temporarily held down to
prevent cathode stripping.

This product will provide a new
standard of reliability for all elec-
tronic equipment using tubes, such
as film projectors and electric or-
gans. It can be installed by the
manufacturer as original equip-
ment. Circle 294 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Epoxy Casting
with nonsettling feature
HOUGHTON LABORATORIES, INC.,
Olean, N. Y. Four new additions
to the Hysol 6900 epoxy casting
product series have been an -
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nounced. This series, especially
designed for the casting of trans-
formers, coils, magnetic amplifiers
and other similar equipment, in-
corporates longer pot life, low
viscosity and the elimination of
settling. Thus a new ease of han-
dling is attained, and these prod-
ucts are more suitable to continu-
ous production techniques. The
nonsettling feature reduces the
problems encountered in storage
and preparation. Another advan-
tage is flexibility which prevents
cracking caused by temperature cy-
cling and shock, often called for by
MIL -T -27A. Circle 295 on Reader
Service Card.

A -C Ratiometer
extremely accurate
TRANSFORMERS, INC., 200 Stage
Road, Vestal, N. Y. An a -c ra-
tiometer capable of measuring a -c
voltage ratios between 0.000001
and 1.111111 with extreme ac-
curacy and at any load has been
announced. With an accuracy of
five parts per million at unity ratio,
the instrument is particularly well
adapted for testing precision trans-
formers, resistors, capacitors and in-
ductors used in computers or other
critical circuitry.

Two models are available provid-
ing an overall frequency range of
from 40 cps to 2,000 cps. The
instrument is normally furnished
with plug-in units for operation
at 60 cps (model 206) or 400
cps (model 204). Other plug-in
units are available on order to
cover any specified frequency.

The unit employs an a -c bridge
circuit with a variable transformer
in the balance arm of the circuit.
Effects of quadrature and harmon-
ics are eliminated by quadrature
voltage injection and filtering. A
transistorized amplifier provides
enough gain to feed the null signal

new from

CHICAGO STANDARD

HERMETICALLY SEALED

400 CYCLE

TRANSFORMERS

IN

MILITARY STANDARD

CASES

in stock for

immediate delivery

POWER TRANSFORMERS-TF4SX03 (plate and filament)

FILTER REACTORS-TF4SX03'
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS-TF4SX01-

These transformers are designed
and built in accordance with
MIL -T -27A, Grade 4, Class S (85°C.

ambient, 45°C. rise), operating tem-
perature and life expectancy X
(10,000 hours, minimum). Maximum

operating altitude 70,000 feet. Sche-

matics permanently silk-screened

on one-piece drawn steel case.
For complete details on these new

stock transformers write for the new
Chicago Catalog CT3-57.

'(indicate letter designations that vary with case size.)

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3502 Addison Street  Chicago 18, Illinois

Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc. 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y.
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NEW...

SPEER

P. A C.

taillaai164641'

This new Speer Packaged Assembly Circuit offers you a wide
variety of custom, preassembled units of high -quality components
for use in conjunction with printed board applications.

P. A.C. permits the insertion, as a group, of a full range of capaci-
tors and resistors in simple or complex circuitry. Each P. A.C. is
based on components of uniform dimensions, 1/4" diameter and %"
long. Component availability includes Jeffers tubular ceramic
capacitors and Speer fixed composition resistors, providing wide
circuit flexibility in a single P.A.C. unit.

ADVANTAGES OF SPEER P.A.C.

Simplifies chassis design and assembly

 Reduces printed circuit board area and insertion operations

 Permits easy and low-cost component change -over to accommodate
circuit revisions

 Broad choice of characteristics-low capacitance temperature com-
pensating units and high capacitance bypass capacitors mounted
in same P.A.C. unit

Isolation of individually mounted units provides low shunt capaci-
tance across resistors

 Pretested components achieve unusually close tolerance assembly

Learn more about the new Speer P.A.C.
For information write to:

JEFFERS ELECTRONICS DIV.
Speer Carbon Co. Du Bois, Pennsylvania

directly to the deflection plates of
an external oscilloscope which
serves not only as a null indicator,
but also as a direct reading indi-
cation of quadrature voltage in-
jection. Circle 296 on Reader
Service Card.

H -V Power Supplies
compact design
DEL ELECTRONICS CORP., 77,2

Homestead Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Model 10-1-1 is one of a new series
of power supplies. It will deliver
10 kv d -c at 1.25 ma with an THIS
ripple of 0.25 percent at 60 cps or
0.04 percent at 400 cps. The di-
mensions are 3 by 3 by SI high.

These supplies feature reversible
polarity, shielded polyethylene out-
put cables and selenium rectifiers.
The entire unit is imbedded in an
epoxy resin and hermetically sealed.
Extremely compact design fur
mounting on chassis is one of its
outstanding characteristics. Circle
297 on Reader Service Card.

Variable Resistor
meets MIL -R -94B
CIIICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY
CORP., Elkhart, hid. A new high
temperature 2 -watt military vari-
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able resistor with greater stability
and certified to meet MIL -R -94B
Style RV4 has been developed.
Ambient operating temperature is
-63 C to +150 C. Type 96 is
available with spst switch, printed
circuit terminals and a variety of
shafts and bushings. It can also be
furnished in 2 or 3 section concen-
tric shaft and straight shaft tandem
construction. All insulated parts
are non -fungus nutrient high tem-
perature silicon fibre glass construc-
tion. New design has closed open-
ings under terminals. Circle 298
on Reader Service Card.

Transducer
high -resolution unit
LEVI N MAT F I. EC TRONIC PROD-
UCTS, INc., 760 Stanford Industrial
Park, Palo Alto, Calif. With the
objective of maximizing pulse
height and resolution, the new
scintillation transducer combines a
high -clarity thallium -activated so-
dium -iodide crystal integrally pack-
aged with a standard 5 -in. photo -

multiplier tube.
Available in any crystal lengths

up to 4 in., the packaged detection
units are supplied housed in over-
all mu -metal magnetic shields and
complete with preamplifiers. The
crystals can additionally be pro-
vided with truncated conical ends.
drilled wells, or other configura-
tions as desired.

Integral mounting of the crystal
and photomultiplier avoids an in-
terface of glass otherwise necessary,
and therefore provides optimum
optical contact between the two.
The combination also simplifies
installation and application.

The thallium -activated sodium -
iodide crystals arc produced in a
new facility with emphasis on uni-
formity of thallium distribution for
uniform response to gamma rays

\t`
vcOND

0

WITH ALPHA UHP* Ultra High Purity DOT MATERIAL

ONLY THE BEST ARE CHOSEN
ULTRA HIGH PURITY METALS - continuous spectrographic analyses
assure purity of elements to 99.999+.
METALLURGICAL RESEARCH - facilities, trained personnel, and skills
available for your development problems.
EXTENSIVE SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT & FACILITIES - for production of
specific alloy requirements.
ALLOYING - atmospheric control, basic melts, and other tech-
niques guarantee complete uniformity.
INSPECTION - precise control and measurement of physical
dimensions and alloy compositions.
PACKAGING - scientifically cleaned, counted, and packaged.

BREAK THROUGH the quality barrier on Dot Material SPECIFY
ALPHA UHP*

ALPHA 59 WATER ST., JERSEY CITY 4, N. I.- HEnderson 4-6778

midwest division ALPHA-LOY CORP.

M ETA L S, INC. 2248 S. Lumber St., Chicago, Illinois - MOnroe 6-5280

 trademark

ALPHA

®AT
IRE SHOW Booth 4323... CHEMISTS, METALLURGISTS, AHD ENGINEERS

PRESENT TO DISCUSS YOUR CURRENT PROBLEMS.
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 AIDS LUBRICATION

 UNIQUE STABILIZATION

 ALLOYS READILY

QUALITY
at the Indium Corporation
of America means purity
of metals, and strict ad-
herence to specifications.

SERVICE
means prompt delivery to
customers, and technical
help in specific uses of
Indium.

RESEARCH
means "forward looking"
with respect to new prod-
ucts and new techniques.

ORBITS
0---3

18

N--,18\
K.8\

2 1

..MMINE6

indium 71=21,4

114

582

n

R:2
Every time you listen to a transistor radio,
you are enjoying the benefits of an appli-
cation of the 49th element, Indium.

The use of Indium with a germanium plate
aided electronic engineers to produce
transistors commercially - but this is only
one of many startling achievements made
possible through use of Indium...the metal
of unlimited possibilities.

Indium may have significant applications in
your own product development.

WRITE TODAY to Dept.E-258 for new Indium
bulletin: "INDALLOY" Intermediate Solders.

THEINDIUM CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1676 LINCOLN AVENUE UTICA, NEW YORK

Since 1934 ... Pioneers in the Development and
Applications of Indium for Industry.

stopped throughout the volume;
and optimized clarity with mini-
mum optical absorption particu-
larly in the blue and ultraviolet for
the attainment of maximum light
to the photomultiplicr. Circle 299
on Reader Service Card.

Power Supply
general purpose
NUTRON MFG. CO., INC., 67 Mon-
roe Ave., Staten Island 1, N.Y.,
announces a new portable general
purpose, low voltage, high current,
tubeless power supply. Model PR-
lA is the regulated type especially
useful for testing and developing
transistor devices, and for basic re-
search. It has wide application
wherever a smooth variable source
of regulated d -c or a -c is required.

Specifications are as follows: a -c
input -95-130 v, 60 cps; d -c output
-0-120 v, 0-1 ampere; a -c output -
0 -130 v, 0-1.5 amperes; regulation-
± 1 percent for line variation from
95-130 v. Circle 300 on Reader
Service Card.

Antenna Positioners
rugged, weatherproof
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA, INC., 2162
Piedmont Road, N. E., Atlanta,
Ga. A series of rugged weather-
proof remotely controlled antenna
positioning tables, particularly used

4
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for antenna pattern measurements
are now available.

The series 411 antenna position-
ers are designed to support loads up
to 800 lb with a maximum unbal-
ance of 2,000 ft lb. The positioner
is driven in azimuth by a variable
speed reversible motor. Synchro
output signals are provided for driv-
ing remote indicators and antenna
pattern recorders. Remote control
and indicator units are also avail-
able. Other positioner models in-
clude azimuth over elevation rota-
tion and elevation over azimuth.

Prices start at $1,550 for a model
411 with a single synchro signal
ratio and speed range. Dual speed
range and synchro outputs are also
available. Circle 301 on Reader
Service Card.

Tape Recorder
"remembers" a picture
AMPEX CORP., 934 Charter St.,
Redwood City, Calif. A new mag-
netic tape recorder, called the Fax -
tape machine, makes it possible to
transform a photograph into mag-
netic impulses that can be retrans-
mitted, stored permanently on tape,
or converted back to a picture at
will. Upon playback the machine
"remembers" the original picture
with all of its original clarity and
detail.

The picture fed into the Faxtape
recorder is in the form of the out-
put signal from a standard facsimile
transmitter. Once on tape, this sig-
nal may be sent to other Faxtape
machines with a speed several times
that of ordinary facsimile trans-
mission.

The Faxtape recorder has a

All the right connections for

AERIAL PERFORMANCE

High -flying Deutsch Miniature
Electrical Connectors are designed to

thrive on the punishment of space travel. In
ballistic missiles, rockets, supersonic

aircraft - even space satellites.
For daring performance in the face of extreme

temperature, vibration, altitude and shock,
specify Deutsch 9600 Series push-pull receptacles

and Deutsch 9700 Series push-pull plugs. These
miniature teammates make all the right connections

in crowded, remote, blind and ballistic
installations. Ideal for breakaway units. They make

from 3 to as many as 61 contacts ... without
lockwiring or twisting, without bayonet or coupling -nut.

Simply push in for positive lock and seal;
pull back for instant disconnect.

Scientific manhandling in the Deutsch laboratory proves
their performance. Durability: 500 cycles of engagement.

Insulation resistance: minimum 5,000 megohms.
Physical shock: deceleration force of 100 G's.

Temperature: operative from minus 67°F. to plus 250°F.
And all Deutsch Miniature Electrical Connectors exceed MIL specs

for rating, humidity, corrosion, vibration and air leakage.
Down-to-earth facts on the construction and operational features

of Deutsch miniatures are available in Data File 211.

The Deutsch Company
7000 Avalon Blvd.  Los Angeles 3, Calif.
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BIRD

See us
at the I.R.E.
Show: Booths
3215 and 3217

Prermeteifte-

DIRECT
READING

RF LOAD -
WATTMETERS

SERIES 6100

These popular direct
reading instruments
measure and absorb
power in 50 ohm
coaxial line systems
through the range of
30 to 500 mc.
They are portable
and extremely useful
for field or laboratory
testing . . . checking
installation of trans-
mitters . . . trouble
shooting . . . routine
maintenance  pro-
duction and accep-
tance tests ... trans-
mitter tune-ups . . .

measuring losses in
transmission lines...
testing coaxial line
insertion devices such
as, connectors,
switches, relays,
filters, tuning stubs,
patch cords and the
like . . accurately
terminating 50 ohm
coaxial lines, and ...
monitoring modula-
tion by connecting
phone, amplifier or
audio voltmeter to the
DC meter circuit.

Power scales for
ModeI61 Special are
made to meet your
requirements.

11111° WRITE FOR BULLETIN TW606

MODEL 612
Models 61 and 611

are identical in
appearance

SPECIFICATIONS
RF INPUT IMPEDANCE: 50
ohm nominal.

VSWR: Standard specification
1.1 to 1 maximum over oper-
ating range.

ACCURACY: 5% of full scale.

INTERNAL COOLANT: Oil.

"Thruline"
Directional

RF Wattmeters

POWER RANGE: Model 611-
0-15, 0-60 watts full scale.
Model 612-0-20, 0-80 watts
full scale.

INPUT CONNECTOR:
Female "N".

EXTERNAL COOLING
METHOD: Air Convection.

OTHER BIRD PRODUCTS

"Termaline"
RF Load Resistor

Coaxial
RF Filters

RADIATOR STRUCTURE: All
Aluminum.

FINISH: Bird standard gray
baked enamel.

WEIGHT: 7 pounds.

OPERATING POSITION:
Horizontal.

!FA

If

Coaxial
RF Switches

BIRD
ELECTExRO.N113C535CORP.

1800 E. 38 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio
Western Representatives: VAN GROSS COMPANY, Woodland Hills, Calif.

built-in time standard of extreme
precision, providing playback with
a timing accuracy better than two
parts in a million. Complete grey -
scale fidelity is achieved. Circle 302
on Reader Service Card.

Clutch/Brakes
magnetic type
FAE INSTRUMENT CORP., 42-61
Hunter St., L.I.C. 1, N.Y., has
introduced a complete line of mini-
ature magnetic clutch, brake, and
clutch -brakes featuring high pre-
cision construction, long life and
high torque. Available are 32 dif-
ferent models in BuOrd frame sizes
8, 11, and 18. The -cgmplete line
features both direct and reverse ac-
tion. Consistent accuracy and 5

millisec engagement is assured
through extra hard coated clutch
coupling faces. Temperature range
is - 65 F through + 350 F. A
complete range of operating volt-
ages is available with 24-28 v stand-
ard. They are certified to meet
i\IIL-E-5272A requirements. Circle
303 on Reader Service Card.

Power Amplifier
for lab or field
ET.ECTRO-VOICE INc., Buchanan,
Mich. Incorporating the Circlo-
tron output circuit, model 6006
power amplifier finds many uses as
an audio and ultrasonic source of
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Power in the laboratory, field or for
production testing. The final stage
bridge circuit contributes greatly to
the unit's fine performance. Ex-
tremely low distortion components
and a frequency range extending
into the ultrasonic region are char-
acteristics found even at maximum
rated output.

Model 6006 consists of two seven
inch standard rack units, the power
supply 'and the amplifier, and all
interconnecting cables. Rated out-
put is 100 w, sine wave, continu-
ous; frequency response, 20 to 50,-
000 cps, ±0.5 db. Total harmonic
distortion is less than 0.3 percent
at rated output, intermodulation
distortion is less than 0.5 percent.
Hum and noise 85 db below rated
output. Terminating impedance
taps provided are 4, 8, 16 ohm un-
balanced, 70 v unbalanced, 600
ohms balanced. Damping factor is
10; input impedance is 250 K;
sensitivity is 1.23 v rms. Circle 304
on Reader Service Card.

Synchro
high accuracy unit
KEARFOTT CO.. INC., 1378 Main
Ave., Clifton. N. r.. has developed
a size 25 high accuracy svnchro
component baying a maximum er-
ror from electrical zero of only a
half minute. A resolver type unit.
this svnchro can function as a

4 -wire control transmitter, control
differential transmitter. or control
transformer which when used in a
4 -wire string to form a typical data
transmission system, holds overall
system error to less than one minute
from electrical zero. The unit may
also be modified for operation at
either 4,000 or 10,000 cycles.

A compensator winding is pro-
vided to maintain the resolver's
30 -second accuracy despite varia-
tions in temperature and frequency.
Circle 305 on Reader Service Card.

NEW
KLEIN

shear cutting plier

Patent applied for

207 -SC shear cutting oblique plier 51/2
Inches long. Coil spring keeps jaws
apart ready for use.

Here is the greatest advance in oblique
cutters. This new Klein tool with shear
blades is ideal for cutting hard wire such
as tungsten filament or dead soft wire.
Also recommended for cutting small
bundles of wire. The shearing action
assures easy, positive cutting at all times.

Regular cutters at the nose give added
usefulness and convenience. The shear
blade is easily replaceable. Plier never
needs sharpening.

This plier is supplied with a coil
spring to keep the handles in open posi-
tion. Can also be had with Plastisol
dipped handles if desired.

Write for full information

FREE POCKET TOOL GUIDE

ELECTRONICS enginee-ing edition - February 28, 1958

100 years of service to
linemen, electricians
and industry is back of
this new Pocket Tool
Guide No. 100. A copy
will be sent you on re-
quest without obliga-
tion.

LONG NOSE
SHEAR CUTTING PLIERS
Patent applied for

208-6C long nose shear cutting
plier. A 61/2 -inch long nose plier
with shear blades. Point of nose
1/16 -inch diameter. Coil spring keeps
jaws open ready for use.

208-6NC. Similar in design to
208-6C but reverse side designed
to put a positive 316 -inch hook on
the end of a resistor wire. Smooth
one -motion operation saves pro-
duction time on every television or
radio set.

ASK YOUR SUPPLIER

Foreign Distributor:

International Standard Electric Corp.

New York

Mathias KLEIN "onsEstablished 1857 Chicago, Ill., U.S. A.

7200 McCORMICK ROAD  CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS
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Ott to 4

I

for all
equipment with
electron tubes-

SPECIFY IERC

heat -dissipating

electron tube

shields to

increase tube

life!
Maintenance "down time" and costs reduced for all

electron tube -equipped guidance, radar, aircraft, mobile surface communication,

radio -TV and other industrial and commercial types of electronic equipments!

You can get immediate, most effective results only with IERC
Heat -dissipating Tube Shields-the exclusive, patented, time-proven
design available in a wide selection to meet every electronic equipment
requirement for new or retrofitting applications. IERC shields give
you the only commercially -available heat -dissipating shield which will
actually meet or exceed military specifications because they provide
greatest reduction of electron tube bulb operating temperatures, maxi-
mum vibration and shock protection plus compatibility with all tube
diameter tolerances.
Investigate this proven way to get increased tube life and equipment
reliability by eliminating electron tube failures commonly caused by
heat, vibration and shock!

We'll gladly send you our IERC Heat-
dissipating Tube Shield Guide showing
over 1,400 tubes and tube shield combina-
tions to select from for increased tube
life and reliability. Write today!

International
electronic research corporation
145 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California

CROSS -LICENSED WITH NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION. INC.

PATENTED OR PATS PEND.

Heat -dissipating electron tube shields for miniature, subminiature octal and power tubes

Literature of
MATERIALS

Silicone Insulation. Union Car-
bide Corp., 30 E. 42nd St., New
York 17, N. Y. A four -page sheet
describes the specifications and
physical properties of L-45 silicone
oil, electrical grade, a clear di -

methyl silicone polymer which is
used as an insulating and cooling
medium. Circle 351 on Reader
Service Card.

COMPONENTS

Coax Power Dividers. Microlab,
71 Okner Parkway, Livingston,
N. J. Memo No. 9 covers a line
of broadband coaxial power di-
viders. Description, specifications
and prices are given. Circle 352
on Reader Service Card.

Hermetic Terminals. Thermo
Materials, Inc., 4040 Campbell
Ave., Menlo Park, Calif. Technical
data sheet EC -1225 describes a new
line of metallized ceramic hermetic
terminals. Types and sizes are
listed. Circle 353 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Transformers. ESC Corp., 534
Bergen Blvd., Palisades Park, N. J.,
announces a catalog -folder covering
a line of blocking oscillator pulse
transformers, coupling transform-
ers, pulse transformer sample kits
and the like. It offers operational
data, test circuit diagrams, case
styles and other data. Circle 354
on Reader Service Card.

Transistor Specification Chart.
Industro Transistor Corp., 35-10
36th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.,
has available a newly revised tran-
sistor specification chart which
covers the company's pnp germa-
nium alloy -junction transistors.
The chart contains an interchange-
ability guide on transistors of all
manufacturers for computer, enter-
tainment and industrial applica-
tions. Circle 355 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Variable Transformers. Ohmite
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the Week
Mfg., 3668 Howard St., Skokie, Ill.
First model in the company's line
of V.T. variable transformers is

described in detail in bulletin 151.
Pertinent performance data such as
voltage regulation and derating
curves are also presented. Circle
356 on Reader Service Card.

EQUIPMENT

Current Pulse Amplifiers. Rese
Engineering, Inc., 731 Arch St.,
Philadelphia 6, Pa. Bulletin 57-A
describes models 1070 and 1070A
high -amplitude current pulse ampli-
fiers. Basic circuit groups are dis-
cussed. Application suggestions and
detailed specifications are included.
Circle 357 on Reader Service Card.

Modulated R -F Sources. Wein-
schel Engineering, 10503 Metro-
politan Ave., Kensington, Md.
Bulletin No. 40 illustrates and de-
scribes three models of stable,
modulated sources of r -f power for
measurements in the frequency
range of 50 to 2,000 mc. Prices are
included. Circle 358 on Reader
Service Card.

Soldering Irons. General Elec-
tric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. An
8 -page bulletin, GED-3553, covers
a complete line of the company's
soldering irons, which feature light
weight, calorized and ironclad tips
and tubular heater. Case histories
of savings obtained by their use is
included. Circle 359 on Reader
Service Card.

FACILITIES

Instrument Construction Sys-
tem. Gap Instrument Corp., 33 S.
Glove St., Freeport, L. I., N. Y.,
Bulletin ICS165 covers the com-
pany's instrument construction sys-
tem. With the system described it
is possible to reduce the elapsed
time for producing servo comput-
ing units and gear trains from
months to days with a sizable de-
crease in cost. Circle 360 on
Reader Service Card.

1 NEN
WNW
MIT

DPDT CHOPPER

for DC Instrument Amplifier assures
close tracking of output demodula-
tor with input modulator for high
conversion efficiency. Yet input
and output sections are thoroughly
isolated from each other for mini-
mum stray feedback. Contacts are
permanently adjusted for long life.

DPDT Chopper for
DC Instrument Amplifiers

Field test equipment with this chopper as synchronous
modulator -demodulator (with either vacuum -tube

or transistor amplifier) can be compact and sturdy.
Yet such equipment can have low ranges usually

associated with laboratory equipment.

CHOPPERCHARACTERISTICS

with OPDIti
contacts. a miniature

chopper

.4.1,pax
60 -CPS

Type 800 is
DRIPZ:

6.3

TBE

ANS voltsCPSDIPZZL
TIME:

1617 electrical
degrees

ALANCE':
within

15 electrical
degrees

PNASZ
ANGLE:

20 electrical
degrees

lagging

?RACIfING
: within

5 electrical
degrees

CONTATS:
up to 100 DC volts at up to

2 milh.draperes
into resistive load

DESIGNERS
Pg004.1eTSwii%Poitr Produas

Company;
Camdritt ENGINEERS

gre DivIshre,
Jacktoir# Awl Caindridge,
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE

Atlas ICBM Gets New Home
CoNvAnt-Astronautics division of
General Dynamics Corp. will be-
gin moving personnel and equip-
ment next month into a new $40
million Atlas intercontinental bal-
listic missile plant (picture) on the
northeastern outskirts of San Di-
ego, Calif.

The six -story office buildings in
left foreground will house admin-
istrative and engineering personnel.
The structures are connected by
a one-story reception center. The
one-story joined buildings arranged
in a waffle pattern, at right, will
accommodate laboratories, library,
reproduction, photographic and
other supporting services.

The massive factory area in
background will be ready to re-
ceive equipment and personnel in
April and May. This operating
division of the company is respon-
sible for development and pilot
production of the Atlas.

Convair-Astronautics now occu-
pies buildings 4 and 8 and part
of building 5 at Convair-San Di-
ego. Originally the transfer to the
new plant site was to have been
made as each of the new Astro-
nautics buildings was completed.
This plan was changed, however.
to permit the entire division to
move in as short a time span as
possible to maintain divisional
unity.

After Convair-San Diego build-
ings now occupied by Astronau-

tics' functions are cleared, person-
nel and offices in buildings 5 and
51 can be transferred to temporary
quarters, and a $21 million remod-
eling project can proceed. Reha-
bilitation of the interiors and ex-
teriors of adjoining buildings 5

and 51 is expected to take about
15 months.

The renovation program will in-
volve 400,000 sq ft of floor space
in the two buildings. Improve-
ments will provide more efficient
and pleasant working conditions
for 3,500 to 4,000 Convair-San
Diego engineering personnel and
will facilitate maintenance, accord-
ing to B. F. Coggan, vice presi-
dent and manager.

Among new facilities to be pro-
vided is a 9,000 sq ft sloping -floor
presentation theater accommodat-
ing up to 150 persons. It will be
equipped for movie projection and
will be used in group program
conferences and for discussions
among customers and engineering
personnel.

Engineers Form
New Company
A GROUP of senior engineers for-
merly associated with the electron-
ics and instrumentation division of
the Baldwin -Lima -Hamilton Corp.,
hive organized a new firm, Metrix

Corporation, in Newton, Mass.
The new company will manufac-
ture instrumentation for use with
strain gages and strain gage de-
vices, and will fabricate specially
engineered systems based on these
devices.

Stanley Charren, former sales
manager at BLH, will handle sales
and finance, with Malcolm Green,
former assistant chief engineer, and
David J. First, former chief sys-
tems engineer, handling the manu-
facturing and engineering respec-
tively.

The company's first product will
be a test bridge to produce very
accurate millivolt per volt signals
to check out system instrumenta-
tion.

Magnavox
Hawkins

Ups

RECENTLY promoted to the post of
guided missiles advisory engineer
for the Magnavox Co., Fort
Wayne, Ind., Walter G. Hawkins
(picture) will head a newly formed
department coordinating various
laboratory and production facili-
ties for the firm.

The Magnavox executive will
help the company expand its facili-
ties at the Ft. Wayne, Urbana,
Ill. and Los Angeles laboratories
in the areas of guidance, fuzing,
test equipment and weapons sys-
tem design for several types of
missiles and space vehicles.

During the past seven years,
Hawkins. has been in charge of the
development and design of various

a
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A pot
you can

bet on

When you're playing with a hot system and the
stakes are high . . . raise !

Raise as high as 150° C . . . and H E LI POT® series

5000 precision potentiometers will still operate
continuously with 1 watt dissipation.

Although it's only 1/2 inch in diameter and weighs
but 0.3 ounce, on this pot you can bet the limit.
You'll hold the winning hand with these five high
cards off the top of the Helipot deck:

 stainless steel construction
 excellent linearity (±0.25%o best practical,

± 0.5% standard)
 500 to 100,000 ohms standard resistance range
 one-piece housing
 all -metal card for uniform heat dissipation

When the chips are down, these three standard
models will strengthen your hand: the bushing -mount
precision 5001, the servo -mount precision 5002,
the trimming -type 5016.

There's a house full of specs the series 5000 meets
or beats: JAN -R-19(7), MIL -E -5272A, NAS-710,

MIL -R -12934A, MIL -E-5400, MIL -R-19518, MIL Std 202.

The straight inside story on the new series 5000
is available in data file 22A.

Helipot Corporation, Newport Beach, California
a division of Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Engineering representatives in principal cities

1342
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phases of the guidance systems for
the Falcon, Terrier, Talos, Spar-
row II and Bomarc missiles.

Xlis-Chalmers
Promotes Eagan
NEW chief engineer of the control
department of Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee, Wisc., is W. F.
Eagan. He joined A -C in 1947
and for the last six months had
been engineer -in -charge of control
engineering. Prior to that he had
been supervisory engineer of regu-
lator engineering and circuit de-
velopment in the department.

Mueller Takes
New Post
CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES places
Andrew A. Mueller (picture) in
the newly created post of chief of
engineering laboratories. During
the past seven years with CAI, he
has been .a research engineer, su-
pervised prototype development
and handled engineering liaison on
electrical and electronic develop-
ment.

Mueller will be responsible for
electrical, mechanical, environ-
mental and optical labs, and also
for engineering publications. Com-
pany facilities provide aerial recon-
naissance systems and equipment,
and will now expand into other
aircraft electronic fields. CAI is
supplying new equipment for sev-
eral missile programs and is vitally
concerned with navigation and
sensing equipment.

Bulova R & D
Names Two V -P's
APPOINT MENI of two new vice-
presidents at Bulova Rsearch and
Development Laboratories, Inc.,
Woodside, N. Y., is announced.

Theodore K. Steele (pictured
above) is named vice president of
research and engineering. For-
merly he was director of research
and engineering for the Labora-
tories, where he supervised the
engineering development groups
concerned with missile compo-
nents, automation systems, and
advanced weapon systems.

Oscar Brockmeyer, Jr. is ap-
pointed vice president of engineer-
ing sales for the Laboratories. He
was formerly director of engineer-
ing sales and was head of the de-
partment developing fuze mecha-
nisms and pyrotechnic devices with
ordnance applications.

Advance Kinney
At Zenith
BY ACTION of the board of directors,
Eugene M. Kinney is elected vice
president of Zenith Radio Corp.
of Canada, Ltd. The Canadian cor-
poration, a subsidiary of Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill., is lo-
cated in Windsor, Ontario.

In addition to his new duties
Kinney continues as general man-
ager, hearing aid division, of the
parent company. He has been asso-
ciated with Zenith since 1946, in

assignments that include every
major phase of the company's
home office operations.

Philco Advances
Dougherty
NEW chief engineer of Philco Cor-
poration's Automotive Division is

James W. Dougherty. With base of
operation in Philadelphia, he will
be responsible for design and pro-
duction coordination of electronic
products Philco manufactures for
the automotive industry.

Having served Philco in many
technical capacities since 1942.
Dougherty has for the past four
years been assistant to Harris 0.
Wood, chief engineer of television.

Raytheon Ups
Standing
A 1 IHR I LEN -YEAR veteran with
Raytheon, S. A. Standing (pic-
ture), is appointed an assistant to
N. B. Krim, vice president and
general manager of Raytheon Man-
ufacturing Company's receiving
tube and semiconductor opera-
tions. In his new position he will
perform special assignments on
major problems in the engineer-
ing, manufacturing and quality
control areas. He will also con-
tinue his present duties as manager
of the cathode-ray tube division.

Standing joined Raytheon in
1932 and worked on electrical,
metallurgical and process develop-
ment engineering problems in re -

a
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DoALL MICROTOM-ATIC*
Slices your brittle materials

Where used?
In manufacture of electronic parts at:
Bendix Aviation Corporatizn
Convair

Delco-Remy Division, Gene -al Motors Corp.
Fairchild Semiconductor
General Electric Company
General Transistor Corp.
Hughes Aircraft Company
I.B.M. Corp.
Linde Products

Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co.
Pacific Semiconductor
Philco Corporatio
R.C.A.

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Find
Your DoALL Store

In The
`Yellow Pages'

This is a Typical DoALL Store

* Token from the word microtome, defined by Webster
as An instrument for cutting very thin sections...

The quickest and most reliable answer to your precision slicing, dicing
or parting operations is DoALL's Microtom-atic. It machines brittle,
shock -sensitive materials to ± .0005" repeat index, providing uniform
wafer thickness with excellent parallelism and micro -inch finish.

DoALL MICROTOM-ATICS are available with work areas ranging
from 6 x 19" to 10" x 30", table travel from 20" to 32", wheel sizes
from 3" to 14". Various spindle speeds are available for different wheel
sizes.

So whatever material you're working with-germanium, silicon, quartz
or ferrites; ceramics, tungsten carbide or hardened steel-the DoALL
Microtom-atic will part it automatically faster, more accurately and
more economically than any other method known.

This versatile machine is also ideal for precision stock removal. See
the new DoALL Microtom-atic demonstrated on your own samples at
the DoALL Technical Institute, Des Plaines, Illinois-or send in sam-
ples and requirements for complete report. Call your local DoALL
Store, or write today for information and new literature.

THE Do
GR-23

LLCOMPANY, Des Plaines, Illinois
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HIGH POTENTIAL Tests

Leakage. . Breakdown. .Shorts
with HYPOr

Test to 150 KV, DC or AC. Measure leak-
age, detect shorts, and forecast insulation
breakdown. Meet applicable MIL and ASPM,
requirements. Safely protects personnel and
equipment.. Mobility for laboratory, plant, and
field usage. Write your requirements. Models
with special facilities supplied promptly.

Automatic Accept -Reject Tests
Leakage..Breakdown..Shorts

High potential AC tests to
10,000 V with HYPOT Jr.
Visual and audible indica-
tions of breakdown. Leak-
age indicator light now ad-
justable, .3 to 3 ma. Ties
into automatic test fixtures.
Laboratory accuracy in portable, self -
powered units. Write for bulletins.

Resistance to 50,000 Megohms

Measured at 500 V -DC

with V I BROTEST

Insulation resistance under
high potential, plus AC and
DC voltage ranges. Self -
powered VIBROTEST elimin-
ates cranking, leveling, and
needless weight. Write For
application data and de-
scription of models.

Precision Ohmmeter
- Direct Reading

For example, measure 1.2
ohms to an accuracy of 6 mil-
liohms. Compensation for re-
sistance of leads and clips,
and for internal resistance of
battery. Standard resistor
built in for instant calibra-
tion. Multi -range, covering from 0-50
to 0-100,000 ohms. Write for bulletin.

Special Instrumentation
for High Potential Breakdown Testing

Your problem receives immediate attention of
ARI, plus specialized facilitim and 23 years'
experience. Phone or write today.

10-35.1

ASSOCIATED RESEARC H,
3,nce 193, c7/19teereed"

3781 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois
CIRCLE 75 READERS SERVICE CARD
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ceiving tube manufacture. At the
same time he did post -graduate
work at NII1' in vacuum tube de-
sign and metallurgy and in busi-
ness administration at Harvard.

In 1941 Standing was employed
by North American Phillips Co.
and served as manager of its elec-
tronic tube division in Dobbs
Ferry, N. Y., which produced
power tubes and crt's. Six years
later he joined Tung -Sol Electric
Inc. serving in managerial capaci-
ties in their receiving tube plants,
and later as manager of that firm's
cathode-ray tube division. Ile re-
joined Raytheon in 1954 to man-
age its cathode-ray tube division
in Quincy, Mass.

Fenwall Hires
Chief Engineer
NEW chief engineer of Fenwall
Electronics, Inc., Framingham,
Mass., is A. E. Lawson, Jr. (pic-
ture). In his new position Lawson
will supervise the company's de-
velopment work on thermistors-
temperature sensitive semiconduc-
tors which have a large change in
resistance for a small change in
temperature. Among his activities
will be work to extend the capabili-
ties of thermistors beyond their
present limits, and development of
specialized designs for specific cus-
tomer applications.

Lawson was formerly chief engi-
neer of the Gow-N lac Instrument
Co., and general manager of Davis
Instruments. In the course of this

McGRAW-HILL
TECHNICAL WRITING

SERVICE

TWS offers you a single
INTEGRATED publishing
service prepared to under-
take a project from research
and planning through fin-
ished manuscript and art,
typesetting, mechanical
preparation, printing and
binding. Whatever the situ-
ation, whatever the type of
literature you need, our edi-
torial and art consultants can
help you, bringing to your
most specialized job the
craft and skill of publishing
experts.

WRITING EDITING
ILLUSTRATING

PRINTING

TO YOUR OWN OR

GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Whether you need an in-
struction book or service
manual, to accompany your
equipment, written to gov-
ernment' specifications . .

. . or product catalogues
or training booklets . . . or
annual reports . . . or com-
pany histories . . . our writ-
ing staff can do the job for
you, our artists can create
and execute the illustra-
tions. And McGraw-Hill
printing, binding, and paper
resources are among the
best in the country.

SAVE MONEY AND TIME

LET OUR STAFF BE
YOUR STAFF FOR

TECHNICAL and BUSINESS
PUBLICATIONS

ASK
OUR REPRESENTATIVE

TO CALL

Write  Phone
I Technical Writing Service I
I McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. I

I 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. I
I LOngacre 4-3000 I

L -J
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FOR SAFETY'S SAKE
and better work, too ..

x-acto®
surgically -sharp

KNIVES

Interchangeable blades

for all cutting,
slicing, trimming,
slitting jobs!

x-acto
INDUSTRIAL

CUTTING
TOOLS

44-147/ - 

A\ 48.41F Van Dorn Street
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Cutting efficiency and
safety with a blade shaped
to suit your needs. Try -out
order! $1.00 for knife han-
dle and sample blade as-
sortment. Catalog of
complete knife and blade
line on request.
If you have any special
requirements for cutting
tools, call us at once.

lialt&reift
A division of X-octo, Inc.

CIRCLE 76 READERS SERVICE CARD

SAVE 1/2- PAY PART -BY -PART - HAVE FUN

Assembling the SCHOBER

ELECTRON IC
ORGAN in KIT form

NO SPECIAL
SKILLS

NEEDED

Now you can afford a real, full concert organ, just
like those made by the foremost organ manufac-
turers. Because over 1/2 the cost is saved when you
assemble it yourself. And it's REALLY EASY: only
24 separate units, all with printed circuits, and
detailed -to -the -smallest -step instructions. In addi-
tion, you purchase each of the 24 kits when you are
ready for it - and can afford it.
You'll get a real kick out of putting the Schober
Electronic Organ* together - and then sitting down
and pulling the stops for Strings, Trumpets, Clar-
inets, Diapasons, Flutes, etc. Electronic Percussion
optional; chimes available.

Compact CONSOLE
One of the many exclusive features of this excep-
tional organ is the handsome console, in a wide
variety of finishes. It is equally at home in a tradi-
tional or modern setting, and takes little more space
than a spinet piano.

Complete descriptive booklet and price list are
available on request. And, if you wish to hear the
glorious pipe organ tone of the Schober Electronic
Organ, a 10" long-playing demonstration recording is
available for $2. This is refundable when you order.
Write today and see what a fine instrument you can
get at such a great saving.

The SCHOBER ORGAN CORP.
2248M Broadway, New York 24. N. Y.

Designed by Richard H. Dorf

CIRCLE 77 READERS SERVICE CARD
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work he acquired considerable expe-
rience with thermistors and their
applications.

Name Tudbury
Chief Engineer
NEW ROCHELLE TOOL CORP., New
Rochelle, N. Y., appoints Chester
A. Tudbury (picture) to the post
of chief engineer. The company
manufactures h -f electronic de-
vices for industry.

Tudbury comes to his new as-
signment from 16 years with the
Ohio Crankshaft Co., where he
was research engineer for the
Tocco Division, specializing in h -f
equipment. Prior to that he was
engineering manager for the same
company.

He was with the Induction
Heating Division of the Budd Co.,
and has also been a professor of
engineering at Wayne University
ill Detroit and at Fenn College
in Cleveland.

B -W Promotes
Teichmann
APPOINTMEN 1 of Otmar E. Teich-
mann as associate director for en-
gineering at Borg-Warner Center
in Des Plaines, Ill., has been an-
nounced. He has been manager of
products research in the engineer-
ing department of the Center since
1956. Previously he was manager
of the heat -power research depart -

0 1 3 8

HIGH6SPEED ELECTRO MECHANICAL

COUNTERS, SUMMATION

COUNTERS, COUNTER -TRANSMITTERS

... ADD, SUBTRACT, CONTROL

AUXILIARY CIRCUITS ...

INSTRUMENTATION, PRODUCTION

CONTROL, AUTOMATION,

COMPUTING & BUSINESS MACHINES,

AIRCRAFT & MISSILE READ-OUT ...

COUNTING RATES OF 40 PER

SECOND ... LIFE - PRACTICALLY

UNLIMITED.

EN ME ME ME Er NM Mk NI 111 IIIII IN -a

DI G ITAC, INC.
420 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

an affiliate of Bill Jack Scientific

Instrument Co. and Otto Nemeth

for detailed information, mail this coupon. 252-58

Your name

Company

Address

City State
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COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR PRECISION
PRODUCTION OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

IN STAMPING AND DRAWING

 K 0 V AR  RODAR
 FERNICO

Other IRON -NICKEL -COBALT Alloys
Our facilities are geared to meet your production
and engineering needs for components of any de-
scription. Unusually Complete Tool Room  Press
Shop  Hydrogen Annealing, Machining and Polish-
ing Operations  Glass -to -Metal Hermetic Sealing.
Production of completed parts ready for assembly
in your own plant.

A complete service in our plant
means prompt service to your plant.

CUT TOOLING COSTS!
Over 3,000 high precision tools and
dies available to reduce your initial
tooling time and costs.

Call on us for free consultation and quotations.

ZELL PRODUCTS CORP.
279 Main Street, Norwalk, Conn.

CIRCLE 79 READERS SERVICE CARD

0
ileROOR 1005940R R J. PRIOPION'*

PROTECT Delicate ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
While Handling in Production and Shipment

with RONDO
RONDO, a cardboard device, holds and protects inserted objects by
the spring -clip action of its fluted partitions. Easy to load and handle.
Various sizes and styles have been developed for many parts, such
as tubes, resistors, capacitors, diodes, fuses, etc., with diameters
from 8 to 26mm and up.
Maximum efficiency and economy are accomplished when the same
RONDO device is used throughout production, storage, shipping
and display. RONDO is a paper product, sold at paper prices.
Send for leaflet and suggestions regarding your specific packing need.

RONDO PROCESS AND DESIGNS ARE COVERED BY
PATENTS IN ALL MAJOR COUNTRIES

RECOGNIZED ALL OVER THE WORLD

AMERICAN RONDO CORP.,100A SANFORD ST., HAMDEN 14, CONN.
Representatives, C. S. Shotwell, 527 S. Alexandria Ave., Los Angeles. Cal.  Brown Si Scratch. 664 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. III.

mcnt and research advisor to the
office of the assistant director at the
Armour Research Foundation.

Austrian born Teichmann has
had extensive experience in fluid
mechanics, heat transfer, thermo-
dynamics and electrical engineer-
ing. For several years he served on
the teaching staff of the Illinois
Institute of Technology.

GE Sets Up
DEPDO
A DEFENSE planning and develop-
ment operation (DEPDO) has
been established in the defense
electronics division of General
Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y. It
was created to improve the integra-
tion of operations which will assist
the division's product departments
in meeting the expanding require-
ments of their customers.

DEPDO will bring together
under one operation the following
company components: a defense
evaluation operation located in
Washington, D. C.; the technical
military planning operation at
Santa Barbara, Calif.; the elec-
tronics laboratory at Syracuse; and
the flight test operation at Schenec-
tady, N. Y. A financial operation
has been added to complete the or-
ganization. This component will
have its headquarters at Syracuse.

Haywood S. Hansell (picture)
is appointed manager of DEPDO.
Hansell, who will maintain his
office in Washington, D. C., was
formerly manager, defense plan -
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ning service, in the company's mar-
keting services component. He
held that position from May, 1955,
when he joined GE, until his new
appointment.

FTL Advances
French
FEDERAL Telecommunication Lab-
oratories, Nutley, N. J., research
division of IT&T, names Heyward
A. French an executive engineer.

Formerly a senior project engi-
neer, French has participated in the
development of radio communica-
tion equipment and systems since
joining the Labs in 1943. He is
co -inventor of the "parallel path"
transmission technique used by
both the Navy and commercial
users to provide ultrareliable radio
communication. Currently he is

project manager in charge of the
development of highly portable
radio link equipment for use in
combat areas by the Army Signal
Corps.

Elect Putnam
To Top Post
NEW president of G. M. Giannini
& Co., Inc., Pasadena, Calif., is
Donald H. Putnam (picture). He
moves up from sales vice president
to assume the position formerly
held by Gabriel M. Giannini,
board chairman.

Putnam joined the precision

Irr/
Compression and Kovar Type

ETIC
SEALS

"The Seal of Excellence"

Meeting the ever-increasing standards of perfection
established by the electronics industry is a chal-
lenge admirably met by Zell's highly skilled engi-
neers. They are able to exercise unusually rigid
quality controls because all production operations
are carried out in Zell's own completely equipped,
ultra modern plant.

SPECIALISTS IN STAMPING AND DRAWING KOVAR
- RODAR - THERLO - FERNICO AND OTHER ALLOYS

Seal Engineers: excellent position open, write:

The completeness of our facilities assures

ZELL Hermetic Seals Enjoy
These Desirable Characteristics:

* A stable finish that protects seals against corrosive
atmospheres. ZELL'S GOLD PLATE WITHSTANDS THE
MOST STRINGENT TRANSISTOR ETCH TESTS DEVISED.

* High resistance to mechanical and thermal shock.
* Excellent electrical properties.
* Tight dimensional tolerances.
* Easy weldability and solderability.

ALL FACILITIES UNDER ONE ROOF
 Complete tool room facilities.
 65 Power Presses (to 50 tons).
 Double stage annealing.fusing furnaces.
 Advanced plating facilities for Nickel, Gold, Tin, Cad.

mium, Copper, Silver, etc.
 Complete glass facilities.
 Mass Spectrometer leak testing.
ZELL engineers control every process every step Of the
way, assuring uniform quality and performance.

REPRESENTATIVES: Your Inquiries invited!

the completeness of your satisfaction?
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For the finest in RECEIVERS
Specify NEMS CLARKE

TYPE 1401-A RECEIVER-SPECIFICATIONS
Type of Reception FM/ FM and PWM/FM
Frequency Range 216-245 Megacycles determined by plug-in crystals.
Noise Figure Less than 7 db.
IF Bandwidth Wide band -500 KC bandwidth at 3 db points. Attenuation -±

500 KC from center frequency greater than 60 db.
Narrow band -100 KC band -width at 3db points.
Attenuation -±-250 KC from center frequency greater than 60 db.

Video Output Sensitivity -0.16 volts peak -to -peak per KC of deviation.
Frequency response within 3 db. AC coupled -10 CPS to 100 KC
per second. Adjustable output control on front panel.

Vu Meter in Video
Output Circuit ....Frequency response, flat

80,000 cycles. Provided
level control.

Spectrum Display
Output Provisions for connecting a 30 MC Spectrum Display Unit

(NEMS-CLARKE, Inc., SDU-200)
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Frequency Monitor
Output 30 MC

Frequency Deviation
Meter

over frequency range of 400 cycles to
with front panel adjustable reference

Peak reading over frequency range from 400 to 80,000 CPS.
Three scales 25, 75 and 150 KC.

CLARKE COMPANY
A DIVISION OF VITRO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

919 JESUP-BLAIR DRIVE SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
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Hit
Precision Quality

FUSED
QUARTZ

Clear Fused Quartz
Custom Fabricated

in Commercial
or Optical Grades

Fused Quartz provides high
transparency, high transmis-
sion of ultra -violet and thermal
properties particularly adapt-
able for special light sources in
therapeutic and photochemical
equipment. Resists scratching
and weathering ; has excellent
mechanical strength.

Let Dell supply
Fused Quartz for -

Absorption Cell Plates
 Windows  Electrical Insulators
 Plungers  Microscope Slides
 Cover Slips  Cell Spacers
 Phase Shifters  Delay Lines

Complete Optical Service
on Precision Glass

Fabrication including -
 IR Domes  Filters  Prisms
 Lenses  Optical Flats
 Mirrors  Commercial Flats
 Windows  Attenuator Blanks

Precision drilling a specialty-
tolerances held to specifica-
tions. Technical assistance is
available to help solve your
problems. Send for brochure.

DELL OPTICS
CO. LIMITED
327 55th ST., WEST NEW YORK
NEW JERSEY-Tel. UNion 74599

control instrument firm. in 1951
as executive assistant to the presi-
dent and has held a variety of
sales, engineering and production
posts with the company here and
in New York in his rise to the
presidency. He has been an officer
since 1952 and a director since
May 1956.

His previbus experience was with
Sherman Fairchild & Associates,
New York management and engi-
neering consultants, and with the
Applied Physics Laboratory of
Johns Hopkins University, Silver
Springs, Md.

RCA Promotes
De Mooy
IN His journey up the ladder, Harold
A. De Mooy (picture) is now ap-
pointed manager, receiving tube
operations, RCA Electron Tube
Division, Harrison, N. J. He was
previously manager, manufactur-
ing, receiving for RCA receiving
tube activities at Harrison and
Woodbridge, N. J., Indianapolis,
Ind., and Cincinnati, Ohio.

De Mooy joined the corporation
in 1926 as an engineer and in
1932 was promoted to general
foreman, quality control, at Harri-
son. From 1939 to 1947 he was
successively manager, quality con-
trol; general foreman in the assem-
bly of special purpose type tubes;
and assistant superintendent in the
same section. He was made su-

Engineering Opportunity...

Research and
Development

Manager
for Potentiometer and

Transducer Development

Here's a top opportunity in
Link's expanding Research and
Development program. The man
to fill this challenging position
will have a Bachelor of Science
degree, at least five years' experi-
ence in virtually all types of po-
tentiometers, and a general fam-
iliarity with transducers.

This is an unusual opportunity
to direct activities from concep-
tion to completion-to advance
both your abilities and your
professional career.

Link is located in Binghamton
near the heart of upstate New
York's recreationland. Only 180
miles from New York City,
Binghamton provides "home-
town" comfort with big -city con-
veniences.

Liberal fringe benefit program
... company -sponsored graduate
program. For additional infor-
mation, or to arrange an inter-
view, submit resume to:

Kenneth T. Viall
Manager of
Engineering
Employment

LINK
LINK AVIATION. INC.

BINGHAMTON. NEW YORK

CIRCLE 83 READERS SERVICE CARD
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perintendent of the miniature tube
factory in 1947 and continued in
that position until 1950 when he
became manager of the Cincin-
nati plant. In February 1956 he
was appointed manager, manufac-
turing, for receiving tube opera-
tions.

News of Reps
COMPONENTS Division of IT&T
Corp., Clifton, N. J., names Don
H. Burcham Co., Portland, Ore.,
its northwestern sales rep for semi-
conductor products. The Burcham
Co. will handle sales of selen-
ium rectifiers throughout Oregon.
Washington, northern Idaho.
northern Montana, Alaska and
British Columbia.

Ling Electronics, Inc., Culver Cite.
Calif., appoints Ridgway Engineer-
ing, Inc., Chicago, Ill., as territorial
sales reps for its full line of elec-
tronically -driven vibration testing
systems and high power electronic
equipment. Territory covered in-
cludes Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
western Kentucky and eastern Iowa.

Antenna and Radome Research As-
sociates, Westbury, N. Y., appoints
H. L. Hoffman & Co. as their reps
in the northeastern states. Rep
firm will present the complete line
of ARRA microwave components,
antennas and radomes for system
and laboratory use.

The Electronics Division, Elgin
National Watch Co., says the John
G. Twist Co., Chicago, Ill., will
handle Advance and Elgin relay
sales for the division in the Chi-
cago, northern Illinois, southern
Wisconsin and Michigan terri-
tories. Sales of American Micro-
phone products, also manufactured
by the division, will continue to be
represented in these areas by the
A. H. Bruning Co., Chicago, Ill.
Relay sales in the southern Illinois,
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and. Ne-
braska areas will now- be handled
by the E. W. McGrade Co., Kan-
sas City, Mo.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., names Martin-Rett-
ger, Inc., Cleveland Heights. Ohio.
as its sales rep for northern Ohio.

SPECIFY Ifor METERS

No. 653 Illustrated

for

EVERY
APPLICATION
NEW! 21/2, 31/2, 4, 41/2 inch, anti -static
treated, AC or DC meters with clear poly-
styrene cases for modern installations. Fea-
ture standard or matched colors on lower
frosted panel for appearance and func-
tional identification.

Be sure of the highest accuracy, dependability, and readability
PLUS economy with HOYT precision AC and DC instruments-
the complete line of Panel Meters. Moving coil, rectifier, and
repulsion types available in a wide variety of sizes, ranges, cases,
and colors. Also, custom -designed to meet your most rigid
specifications for a quality instrument.

Write for NEW, fully illustrated
literature containing descriptions,

engineering data, and prices.

SINCE 1904

Write to Export Manager regarding
world-wide availability for original
equipment and replacement use.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
Sales Div.: BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY
42 Carleton Street, Cambridge 42, Mass., U.S.A.

CIRCLE 84 READERS SERVICE CARD

TELREX LABORATORIES
Designers and Manufacturers of

COMMERCIAL SERVICE
"BEAMED -POWER" ARRAYS

Cut to center
frequency
of your choice
within the 150
to 175 mc. spectrum

(other models available)

Model illustrated:
No. CY6S 150-175

Twin -Bay
(12 elements)

Precision tuned and
matched for 52 ohm

coaxial line. Designed for easy
assembly to insure duplication
of our laboratory specifications
at your site. Write for engineer-
ing prints and data.

Electrical specifications
Gain 13 db
F/B ratio 22 db

Mechanical specifications
Antenna net weight (approx.) 27 lbs.
Shipping weight (approx.) 33 lbs.
Shipping container size (approx.) 6 feet long

Wind loading data
Wind surface area 2 24 sq. ft.
Wind load at 100 mph 66 lbs.

Transmission line 52 ohm coaxial feed
2" OD aluminum boom; solid dural rod elements, Cycolac
insulated driven dipole, stainless steel hardware, heavy-
duty, heavily -plated steel mounting plate supplied. Telrex
has many off -the -shelf models of hi -gain arrays or will

build to order at moderate cost.

Telrex is equipped
to design and supply
to our specifications
or yours, Broad-
band or single
frequency, fixed or
rotary arrays for
communications,
FM, TV, scatter -
propagation, etc.

Consultants and
suppliers to
communication
firms, universities,
propagation
laboratories and the
Armed Forces.

COMMUNICATION 8 TV
ANTENNAS SINCE 1921

ASBURY PARK 25
NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

Tel. PRospecl 5-7252
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Using
Thermistors

Edited by

FENWAL ELECTRONICS

MATCHED THERMISTORS
FOR GAS ANALYSIS

Now Fenwal Electronics offers re-
sistance and voltage -current matched
thermistor assemblies which are par-
ticularly useful for gas chromatography
and other gas analyses.

The matched thermistor assemblies
above are used in a balanced bridge
circuit. One assembly is in each arm of
the bridge and equal current is applied
to each. The thermistors, self -heated
by the passage of current, will dissipate
heat at equal rates if the medium sur-
rounding each thermistor is identical.
The meter will show an equilibrium
reading.

If the thermal conductivity of the
gas surrounding either one of the
thermistors should change, the rate of
heat dissipation will also change, alter-
ing the resistance of the thermistor and
unbalancing the bridge, thus causing a
reading on the meter. The meter can,
therefore, be calibrated to give an
accurate indication of the percentage
of a foreign element in the gas being
analyzed, as related to a known
reference gas.

It's all based on the unique charac-
teristic of thermistors - when temper-
ature rises, resistance falls. This rela-
tionship occurs whether the thermistor
is self -heated, as in the example above,
or externally heated through a liquid,
gas or solid.

Write FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC.,
21 Mellen Street, Framingham, Mass.,
for complete information on matched
thermistors (Bulletin EM -14), and for
many other thermistor applications
(Catalog EMC -1).

-&-

-Tivztval
electronk.l.

es

Design - Engineering - Production

of Precision Thermistors
CIRCLE 86 READERS SERVICE CARD

NEW BOOKS

The Electronic
Musical Instrument
Manual - 3rd Ed.
BY ALAN DOUGLAS
Pitman Publishing Company, New
York, 1957, 247 p, $7.50.

THE "Electronic Musical Instru-
ment Manual" is a book aimed at
describing, in some detail, the con-
cepts involved in producing musical
sounds via electrical and electronic
means. The presentation is made
in a smooth factual manner. with
sufficient information to permit the
designer or hobbiest to delve fur-
ther into the subject as desired.

The chapter devoted to sound,
music and noise is conventional as
related to the physics of the sub-
ject. The relation between the vari-
out frequencies as a function of the
fundamental, harmonics, transients
and tempered scale is well outlined.

 Tone Generation-The produc-
tion of tones via the use of elec-
trical circuitry is complete in terms
of electronic oscillators, electro-
mechanical generators, reed and
capacitor generators, photoelec-
tronic synthesis and electrostatic
generators. Mixing, filtering and
keying is also well considered as a
function of vacuum tube mixers
and also as a mutual induction
coupling process.

The section on amplifiers and
loudspeakers is adequate and neces-
sary for completeness of system
coverage. Importance of the loud-
speakers system is most critical to
the proper rendering of tonal qual-
ity. The various types of distortion
are described with suitable com-
ments relative to ways and means
for minimizing same.

Commercial electronic instru-
ments are described beginning with
the nondescript tone generator, the
Thermine and going through the
range of Trautonium, Solonox,
Clavioline, Bode Melochord, Nova -
chord, the German A. W. B. organ,
the Minshall organ and the Electro-
chord. The Connsonata organ is
described in some detail as relating
to the application of more modern
components. The Allen organ, the

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

SEVERAL UNUSUAL
OPENINGS

Unfaltering progress, even during the
past six months, in the Electronics and
Avionics Division of Emerson Electric is
directly attributable to the sound planning
of our long-range expansion program. As
a result, we must broaden our organiza-
tional structure and immediately staff
several excellent, challenging career
positions.

We emphasize research, design and de-
velopment and maintain a sound ratio of
production. Current projects include the
8-58 fire control system, mortar locators,
radar components and assemblies, servo-
mechanisms, missiles and rockets, ground
support equipment, microwave antennas,
F-101 Voodoo subsystems, plus many
other classified electronic devices for tho
supersonic era.

You must have an E.E. degree plus
4-6 years' experience in electronics. Your
electronic design experience must be in
either servomechanisms, radar systems,
analog or digital computers, fire control
systems or ground support equipment.
Missile guidance and/or infra -red experi-
ence is helpful but not essential.

Emerson Electric is one of the leading
missiles and military electronics firms-
well established, medium size, aggressive.
Salaries are top level, benefits are fully
comprehensive. Location is perfectly sub.
urban. All moving expenses completely
paid.

Your Future Is Our Business!

Please send your complete resume
NOW, with business experience,

education and salary requirements,
to A. L. Depke.

EMERSON ELECTRIC
Electronics and Avionics Division

8100 W. Florissant St. Louis 21, Mo.
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Baldwin and the Constant -Martin
are also described.

The Hammond Organ, one of the
most widely known electronic in-
struments, is well presented with
circuits and illustrations. Rela-
tively new in the Hammond line, is
the Chord Organ. This system is
outlined relative to the different
playing techniques as well as the
method for generating and switch-
ing the chords and solo effects.
Since the advent of the Chord Or-
gan, there have been advances by
Hammond in all spinet, home and
church and concert models which
are not discussed in the present edi-
tion. A percussion effect has been
added which produces celesta -like
tones with varying degrees of over-
tones and greater vibrato coupling
has been developed.

The Baldwin, Wurlitzer, Welte
and Compton Organs are also de-
scribed.

A chapter is devoted to the pres-
entation of experimental methods
of tone production and should serve
as stimulus to those interested in
experimental research and develop-
ment of unique new sounds.-G. E.
HAMILTON, American Broadcasting
Company, New York, New York.

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS

Control Engineering Manual. Ed-
ited by Byron K. Ledgerwood,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957,
S7.50. Series of articles originally
published in Control Engineering
covering specifications, synthesis
and evaluation of control systems;
generating control functions; de-
sign techniques, analog computers
and nonlinearitv of control systems.
An extensive bibliography is in-
cluded.

Nuclear Power Engineering. By
Genre C. Schwenk and Robert H.
Shannon, McGraw-Hill Book Corn-
pany, Inc., New York, 1957, 319 p,
$6.50. This introductory book on
the design, construction and opera-
tion of nuclear power plants also
covers components of various sys-
tems, effects of irradation on equip-
ment and health, plant location,
economics and nuclear power, and
other factors.

DC -AC

CHOPPERS
Eleven types,
both single and
double pole.

Long life.

Low noise level.

Extreme reliability.

Write for Catalog.

STEVENS
INCORPORATED

ARNOLD
7 ELKINS STREET

S.OUTH BOSON 27, MASS.

CIRCLE 67 READERS SERVICE CARD

A new name and a new standard in
intercontinental communications

Already this revolutionary new
receiver is accepted as a standard

equipment by British forces ; and
is in service with many other

government, armed forces, postal,
broadcasting and news organisations

throughout the world. The RA.17C is
equipped with American tubes and

connectors throughout. Ancillary
equipments include an LF convertor, SSB
adaptor and FSK facilities. Write for full
specification and performance data to

A sensational advance in
H.F. communications
receivers

0.5-30 Mc/s without
bandswitching

Exceptional sensitivity
and stability

Setting accuracy within
approx. 200c/s.
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SILVER PAINT
AND

SILVER PASTE
Take the "bugs" out of the application of con-
ductive silver coatings. Use Drakenfeld silver
paint and silver paste tailored to meet your
needs. We formulate special compositions for
glass and ceramic bodies and other materials.
Let us know your specific requirements. Sam-
ples will be supplied to fit them. Your inquiry
will receive prompt attention.

B. F. DRAKENFELD & CO., INC.
Box 519, Washington, Pennsylvania

`Drahenteld
YOUR PARTNER IN SOLVING CONDUCTIVE COATING PROBLEMS

CIRCLE 89 READERS SERVICE CARD

 . Electrical Coil Windings
For 40 years . . specializing in all types of coils to
customers' specifications. Design or engineering assist-
ance available on request.

COTO-COIL CO., INC
SINCE 1917

65 Pavilion Avenue Providence 5, Rhode Island

CIRCLE 90 READERS SERVICE CARD

For Those Who Demand Service!

COS
"35 YEARS OF PROVEN

DEPENDABILITY"

ELECTROLYTIC

& PAPER
TUBULAR

COSMIC CONDENSER CO.
853 Whittier St., Bronx, N. Y.

PHONE
LUdlow 9-3360

Keoftemont

COMMENT

Wireless Microphone

Please clarify the following fac-
tors related to ("Wireless Micro-
phone Uses F -M Modulation," Jan.
3, p 54).

Is the voltage of the battery
shown in Fig. 1, 1.3 volts?

How is the induction field estab-
lished externally with the 'trans-
mitter tank enclosed in the metal
housing shown in the photograph?

Is the 5 -meter square loop laid
in the horizontal plane?

How far away from this loop can
a wireless -microphone equipped
speaker stray before the receiver
level drops below the rated 0.5 -volt
output?

MICHAEL BOZOIAN

ANN ARBOR, MICH.

The single mercury cell has a
rated voltage of 1.35 volts. The
metal shield for the transmitter is
not complete; one side of the hous-
ing is formed by the phenolic wall
on which the microphone is

mounted, and the top and bottom
of the housing are also phenolic
sheet. Consequently there is no
shorted turn surrounding the tank
circuit, and the induction field is
not interfered with by the housing.

The receiving loop is horizontal.
It is installed under the moulding
along the periphery of the lecture
platform. Ordinarily, the speaker
remains within the area of the loop,
but the system continues to operate
if the speaker moves no farther out-
side the loop than about two feet.
At greater distances, the squelch
operates to silence the receiver.

G. FRANKLIN MONTGOMERY
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

WASHINGTON, D. C.

'1' -Pi Typos

In my paper "T and Pi Network
Design" (Jan. 17, p 94) the follow-
ing typographical errors appeared:

In line 5, col. 3, B. = -(AR.. .
etc., should be B, = -(AR... etc.

In line 7 of the same column, the
number appearing as 1,896 should
be 1.896.

H. F. MATHIS
GOODYEAR AIRPORT CORP.
AKRON, 0.
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DOPPLER NAVIGATION SPECIALISTS
Work on advanced doppler radar navigation

and guidance projects at Raytheon.
Some of the most interesting and vital pro-
jects of the day are now in the works at
Raytheon's Maynard Laboratory.
Challenging assignments are given to engi-
neers with specialized radar experience in
doppler navigation and guidance systems...
and to others with backgrounds in radar
interested in working with these new systems.

Are you a circuit design engineer,
microwave design engineer, product
design engineer, or systems engineer
with radar experience?
PLEASE CALL COLLECT. Ask for John J.
Oliver atTWin Oaks 7-2945, Ext. 246, or write
him for details. He'll be glad to arrange
an appointment at your convenience.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Maynard Laboratory

P. 0. Box 87E, Maynard, Massachusetts

Excellence
in Electronics
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS Electronic & Mechanical
Physicists:

Sometimes it pays
to break tradition

Tradition is being broken every day at Me1par
as we promote engineers to positions of respon-
sibility regardless of their ages or the duration
of their service. In a young, dynamically grow-
ing electronic R & D organization such as ours
only one factor carries real weight. That factor
is individual ability.

The fact that the average age of our 1000 -
man professional staff is one of the youngest in
the country is tangible evidence of our advance-
ment policy's emphasis on skill and performance.

There's never a lack of higher level positions
to which the engineer of ability may advance,
because we've doubled in size every 18 months
for the past 11 years and our growth continues
at a rapid pace. We promote from within when-
ever and wherever possible. By means of our
project team basis of organization, work of
merit is readily recognized and rewarded with-
out delay.

Our wide diversification-we are presently
engaged in more than 100 different projects-
gives you the opportunity to tackle challenging
problems in a variety of fields.

Our main laboratory is situated on a 44 -acre
wooded tract in a desirable suburb of Washing-
ton, D. C. Lovely homes and apartments are
available near the laboratory. Nearby Washing-
ton offers a wealth of cultural and recreational
attractions, and splendid educational facilities.

 Financial assistance for advanced study
 Relocation expenses paid
 Qualified applicants will be invited to visit

Melpar at company expense

For detailed information about openings . . .

Write to:
Technical Personnel Representative

a&, M E L PA R Incorporated
A Subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake Company

3449 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church, Va.
10 miles from Washington, D. C.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL

ENGINEERS/WRITERS
Earn Money at Home in Your Spare Time!

Free Lance Writing Assignments.

Nationally known electronics school
preparing course on Automatic Con-
trols. Free lance assignments avail-
able for writers with specific engineer-
ing or writing experience in industrial
automatic controls and telemetering.
Assignments handled by mail on con-
tract basis, with payment per manu-
script page. Write, giving specific de-
tails of education and non-military
experience in these fields. Previous
writing experience desirable, but not
essential.

P-7258, Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. 36, N.Y.

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No.
Classified Adr. Div of this publication.

Send to office nearest von.
NEW YORK Jr: P. 0. BOX 1.2

CHICAGO 11 V. Michigan Arr.sAN Fill \ r) 68 Post St.

POSITION WANTED

Art Director for industry. Background graphic
arts, physics, industrial design. Will relocate.
PW-7282, Electronics.

YOUR

ORGANIZATION
Is it complete?

Are you expanding it?

Making Replacements?

Naturally, you are anxious
to secure the most suitable

man or men available. You

want men with the special
training that will make them

an asset to your organiza-
tion. You can contact such
men through an advertise-
ment in this Employment

Opportunities Section of

ELECTRONICS.

Classified Advertising Division

ELECTRONICS
P. 0. BOX 12

New York 36, N. Y.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

GRADUATE EE'S: GENERAL ELECTRIC DISCLOSES HIGH PRIORITY PROGRAM FOR ATLAS

GUIDANCE SYSTEM. MANY POSITIONS OPEN IN ELECTRONIC MISSILE TECHNIQUES=

ACCURACIES

ON ORDER OF 1 PART

IN 10 MILLION
required for portions of G.E.'s
ICBM ATLAS Guidance System

General Electric
Guided Missile
Control Facility

WS107A-1

Delivering an ICBM over a > 5000 mile tra-
jectory into the target area demands a

guidance system of unprecedented accuracy -
and this is the calibre of the electronic system
General Electric engineers  are creating for
ATLAS.

But achieving designated accuracies and
reliabilities in the laboratory is not enough.
These high standards must be maintained in
actual operational environments, with virtually
no interruption or degradation.

CAREERS IN STEP WITH THE FUTURE

Engineers who join the Missile Guidance Prod-
uct Section of G.E. are doing more than hasten-
ing development of one of the nation's most
urgent programs - guidance for ATLAS. As
Manager of the Section Richard L. Shetler
states: "With this job behind us, there will
remain no significant obstacle to the practical
guidance and navigation of other space vehicles."

PROGRAM ACCELERATION OPENS UP
WIDE RANGE OF POSITIONS IN:

Systems analysis, evaluation & integration
Systems and component reliability
Transistorized circuits, pulse circuitry,

IF -Video circuits
RF and Microwave components & plumbing
Communications control devices
Doppler radar design & development
Digital data processing techniques, data transmis-

sion involving D & D of ground -based &
airborne antennae, transmitters, receivers;
application of transducers, transponders, etc.

Test operations, including planning, range instru-
mentation & test execution; development &
application of automatic test equipment

If you feel that your special skills and interests
fit you to work in any of the above areas, why
not write us in detail? Qualified candidates will
be invited to visit our facilities to meet with
technical managers and gain first hand knowl-
edge of the living advantages of our locations
at Syracuse and Utica, N. Y.

Write in complete confidence to Mr. E. A. Smith, Room 2-E
MISSILE GUIDANCE PRODUCT SECTION

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Court Street, Syracuse, N.Y.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS and SCIENTISTS
These are our needs-can you qualify?

These positions are now open at Stromberg-Carlson, fastest -growing division of General Dynamics Corporation:

TITLE DEGREE
MIN. YRS.

EXPER.
EXPERIENCE IN

Section Head M.S. or Ph.D. Physics 10
Antenna theoretical design & propagation. Entire electromagnetic spectrum. Microwave,
VHF, UHF, VLF. Working knowledge of propagation methods. High academic record.

Section Head B.S. or M.S. in E.E. 10
Military electronics. Broad background in design, with specific project administration in
a recognized electronics laboratory.

Sr. Physicist Ph.D. 5 Solid state devices.

Physicist B.S. in E.E. or Physics 2 Circuit design, emphasis on solid state.

Physicist B.S. in E.E. or Physics 3 Solid state circuit design plus RF & microwave technology.

Sr. Mathematician M.S. Math 2 Applied math, emphasis on statistics & probability work.

Sr. Engineer B.S. in M.E. 3 Electronic packaging, heat transfer and mechanisms.

Sr. Engineer B.S. in E.E., Math Minor 5 Network analysis. Familiar with LaPlace transforms.

Sr. Engineer B.S. or M.S. in E.E. 3 Sonar-transducer design.

Sr. Engineer B.S. or M.S. in E.E. 5 Missile electronics. Guidance systems, checkout & exercise equipment.

Sr. Engineer
B.S. or M.S. in
E.E. or Physics

5 Computers-circuit and/or logical design, primarily digital.

Sr. Engineer B.S. or M.S. in E.E. 7 Communications equipment design. Transceivers, microwave, UHF, VHF, SSB.

Systems Engineer B.S. in E.E. 2 Carrier or multiplex, telephone switching systems.

Design Engineer B.S. in E.E. 2 Transistorized circuitry.

Communications
Engineer

M.S. in E.E. 5 Communication systems design. Emphasis on modulation techniques.

These positions are in Rochester, N. Y.,
a beautiful, progressive city in the heart
of the Upstate vacationland. Invigorating
four -season climate; educational, recrea-
tional and cultural facilities unsurpassed
anywhere in the U. S.

Send the following information: name, address, phone number, degree and num-
ber of years of experience-to FRED E. LEE, Manager of Technical Personnel

STR OM BE R G - CAR LSO N
S -C A DIVISION OF GENERAL. DYNAMICS CORPORATION

`3140`C 1443 N. GOODMAN STREET ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

ENGINEERS
SCIENTISTS

Practically any professional interest an engineer and
scientist may have will find a creative outlet at General

Electric's Electronics Park, as you will see by the fields
in the coupon below. But no mere listing can give you a
complete picture of the scope of work at our operation here.

find out the full scope
of opportunities in
electronics at
General Electric

TO: GENERAL ELECTRIC
Electronics Park iDept 1/7-WH
Syracuse, N. Y.
Att: Technical Personnel Dept.

I AM INTERESTED IN
Advanced Development
Design
Field Service
Technical Writing
Research

Electronics Park is a birthplace of new concepts and ideas in elec-
tronics. Engineers and scientists here are continually working on
new problems...creating new components, systems, equipment...from .

GD
, ia,

which whole new product lines are developed. And as new lines are
: created, new independent G -E departments are formed. The nucleus

of such new departments are often drawn from the development staff
at Electronics Park ...and the engineer or scientist may either followi his "brain -child" or begin anew on the spark of another idea.

Why not check your special professional interest on the coupon and :
send it to us at Electronics Park. A bachelor's or advanced degree in

Electrical or Mechanical Engineering or Physics, and/or experience in
electronics is necessary to qualify for current openings here.

IN THE FIELD OF... FROM:

Military Radio & Radar
Multiplex Microwave NAME

Mobile Communications
Semiconductors ADDRESS
Electronic Components
Computers
Missile Guidance

DEGREE

Television Receivers
Industrial Television
Antennae GENERAL ELECTRIC
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

CONTACTS
FOR THE

ELECTRONICS

FIELD OF

SIMPSON, WESTINGHOUSE AND OTHER

00.1. MErt
Ac.pc #tr

Available in Standard and Custom
Ranges

Any Size, with Special Scales
Any Quantity from Large Stock

QUALITY ELECTRIC CO.
3700 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES 7. CALIF.

ADams 2-4201

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.
Electronic Design Specialists
COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers, Keyers,
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus
Telemetering for Guided Missiles.

J. R. Poplan-Clurman, Pres. & Dir. of Eno.
28 Renick Dr. Amityville, L. I., N. Y.

Your Inquiries to
Advertisers Will
Have Special Value .

-for you-the advertiser-
and the publisher, if you
mention this publication.
Advertisers value highly this
evidence of the publication
you read. Satisfied adver-
tisers enable the publisher to
secure more advertisers and
-more advertisers mean
more information on more
products or better service-
more value-to YOU.

A WONDERFUL PLACE
to live and work

Ann Arbor, Michigan, is a friendly town, small enough to move
around in easily, large enough to provide every advantage you
could find in a big city-and many that you couldn't. It's a cultural
town with its spring Music Festival and its Drama Season (featuring
world-famous performers). It's an exciting town on a crisp football
Saturday in the fall. It's an ideal town in any season. Excellent
schools, fine nearby recreational areas and the world-renowned
University of Michigan and its Medical Center help make it a
wonderful place to live and raise a family.
You'd like working for Bendix Systems Division in Ann Arbor,
newest division of Bendix Aviation Corporation. Located adjacent
to the University of Michigan and its fine engineering school,
its function is to integrate Bendix skills and facilities for systems
planning, development, and management.
Specifically, we need men with experience in:

SURVEILLANCE & RECON: radar, infrared, acoustics
WEAPONS: aircraft subsystems, guidance and control
DATA PROCESSING: analog and digital computers, displays
NUCLEAR: reactors, propulsion, special weapons
COMMUNICATIONS: radio, digital, data links
NAVIGATION: radio, inertial, ground -controlled
COUNTERMEASURES: ECM, electronic warfare
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS

For an interview, write Dept. B228 or call NOrmandy 5-6111

Bendix Systems Division
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN AVIATION CORPORATION
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 WHOLESALE  WHOLESALE  WHOLESALE 
Headset HS -30 $1.10
Headset HS -33 w/cushions and extension cord

w/plug $5.50
JB-70 Junction Box ready to connect w/BC-312,

BC -610, PE -95 $35.00.
BC 221 Signal Generator 125-20000 KC . $60.00
R5/ARN-7 complete ADF c/w control box, loop

LP -21, motor, cables -as removed from plane
$200.00

ARC -3 complete w/receiver-transmitter, control
box, 2 motors as removed from plane . $250.00

QCQ-2 Sonar echo ranging sets $75.00
BD -71 Switchboards $12.50
BD -72 Switchboard
SCR 625 Mine Detectors
TS -9 & TS -13 Handsets
TU-62 Tuning Units for BC 610
AN -130A Antennas
RA -43 & RA -63 rectifiers
R-430/ARN-5C Glide Path Receivers

$20.00
$25.00

$3.50
$1.50
$ 50

$37.50
(ILS)

$37.50
ARC -1 Receiver -Transmitters complete . $195.00
BC 610 Relays 117v 2Z7590-48 $1.25

TALLEN CO., Inc.

ARN-6 Instruction manual $10.00
TC-4 Central Office sets c/w BD -96 & BD -97 etc.

$275.00 per set
RT 178/ARC-27 like new $125.00
SCR. 508 Radio Sets 30 watts with 1 BC 603 Re-

ceiver, 1 BC 604 Transmitter, motors and
tubes, 20 to 27.9 mc, brand new $27.50

SCR 628 radio set 27 to 38.9 mc, 30 watt with :
Receiver BC -683, Transmitter BC -684, motors
and tubes $37.50

SCR 528 Radio Set 20.27.9 mc, BC -603 Receiver,
BC -604 Transmitter, FT -237 Mount, with
motors and tubes $21.50

SCR 510 Radio Set 20-27.9 mc, BC -620 Receiver -
Transmitter, PE -120 Power supply, CS -79
Case w/tubes complete $12.50

BC -603 Receiver $10.00 T-17 Mikes $4.50
BC -604 Transmitter DM -34 motors $2.75

5.50
FT -237 Mount 1.50
BC -683 Receiver 15.00
BC -684 Transmitter

10.50

DM -35 motors $8.50
DM -36 motors $2.75
DM -37 motors $3.50
BC -620 Rec-Trans

$6.50

159 CARLTON AVENUE
BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
TRiangle 5-8241

UNIVERSAL CONSOLE
Flexible -accommodates any stand-
ard RMA 19" rack mounted unit.
The same unit may be installed in
cabinets or consoles permittingflexibility in expansion or rear-rangement.
The universal console is designed
for operator comfort, viewing ease
and maximum accessibility to all
controls and chassis.
Two, three or more universal con-
soles may be ganged together.

Thereby utiliainff a
mum of space. Dimensions -
Max. height: 57". Width:
191/2". Distance floor to
shelf: 271/e". Max. depth371/e. Weight: 150 lbs.
approx.

COMPLETE UNIT p2950
while they last -

RED ARROW ELECTRONIC SALES CO.
1217 Summit Ave. Union City, N. J.

ENGINEERING DEGREES IN E.E.
Option Electronics or Power.
May be earned by HOME
STUDY or residence work.
(P.I.U. at present operating as
a College of Engineering only.)

5719-G Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

CASH PAID! Sell.your
tubes.' Wanttronic tubes.' Want un-

used, clean transmitting, special purpose re-
ceiving TV types, magnetrons, Klystrons,
Broadcast, etc. Also want military & commer-
cial lab test and communications gear. We
swap too, for tubes or choice equipment.
Send specific details in first letter. For a fair deal
write, wire or telephone: WAlker 5-7000
Barry, 512 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.

SPECIAL OFFERING

2 STEPPING MECHANISMS
-NEW-PN 89I24

Mfg. by Giannini & Co.
SAVE 90%

COST OVER $155. ea. OUR PRICE $15. ea.
H. Z. ROSENBERG & CO. 701 Seneca St.
WA. 4631 Buffalo 10, N. Y.

If there is anything you want
that other readers can supply

OR . . something you don't want -
that other readers can use -

Advertise it in the
SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

RELIABLE TUBES
C1B/A $8.00 4E27 $8.00 SRU55A $225.00 QK404 $65.00 5563 $25.00 5814WA $3.25 6161 $55.00
C1K 7.50 4J52 55.00 V57 150.00 WE423A 7.50 5593 200.00 5817 125.00 6167 30.00
1P40 2.00 5ACP11 75.00 SRX92 250.00 WE4211A 40.00 5607 475.00 5829WA 2.00 RK6177 150.00
1P41 1.50 5ADP7 35.00 QK103 50.00 575A 12.50 5626 40.00 5854 2.25 6189 3.00
2C39A 11.25 5AQP1 30.00 152TL 35.00 UE576 17.00 5641 4.50 5865 125.00 6214 30.00
2J36A 90.00 SFP4A 32.50 OK181 40.00 WL579B 15.00 5647 4.50 5902 4.50 RK6229 250.00
2J50 50.00 5J26 250.00 OK185 75.00 i UE583 12.50 5650 70.00 5937 25.00 RK6230 350.00
2J51 175.00 5LP1 20.00 0K201 145.00 ' 131.627 15.00 5651 1.25 5949 100.00 6282 100.00
2J56A 100.00 6AG5WA 2.25 OK202 145.00 GL672A 25.00 5702WA 4.00 RK5976 62.50 6292 45.00
2J70 100.00 6BL6 30.00 WE226A 100.00 7218 6.50 5703WA 3.50 RK5981 73.00 6316 100.00
2K25 17.50 6BM6 33.50 QK243 175.00 725A 50.00 RK5721 130.00 RK5982 125.00 6326 300.00
2K26 33.00 6BM6A 37.50 0K247 100.00 726C 15.00 5744WA 5.00 5987 15.00 6346 70.00
2K40 75.00 81.68 7.00 WE261A 15.00 807- 1.50 5750 2.25 RK6037 175.00 6365 52.50
2K41 200.00 EL6CF 10.00 QK278 200.00 918 2.00 5751WA 3.00 6072 3.00 6383 75.00
2K45 35.00 6J21 475.00 EF300 16.50 CK1026 2.50 5764 40.00 6101 2.50 6414 5.00
2K48 55.00 SRC12 125.00 304TL 35.00 R1111 2.75 5768 30.00 6111 4.00 6587 35.00
2K50 175.00 81321 1250.00 BL311 250.00 R1131C 10.00 RK5777 145.00 6112 4.00 6588 50.00
2K56 65.00 EL16B 15.00 BL315 50.00 84340 15.00 RK5778 145.00 RK6115 60.00 6594 250.00
3JP7 7.50 KU23 12.50 WE339A 4.50 5527 110.00 5784WA 5.50 RK6115A 72.50 6655 42.50
4C33 125.00 KU42/6130 5.75 OK351 60.00 5545 20.00 5787 2.75 RK6116 140.00 6816 42.50
4032 23.50 V45 450.00 WE353A 5.00 5550 25.00 5803 5.00 6152 7.00 6888 5.95

ALL mdse guaranteed. 24 -hour telephones take your orders any time for prompt servicing. Material subject to prior sale.

136 Liberty Street
PAGE ELECTRONICS

COrtlandt 7-4245 New York 6, N. Y.
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1/Ailt9VtitiVit
KOILED CORDS 3 wires $126

22 inches long stretches to 9 ft.
GONIOMETERS-ONLY A FEW LEFT

WESTON PHOTRONIC CELL $4.50

PHOTO ELECTRIC Switch
Darkness throws the switch
---turns lights on at dusk ...
MT at dawn. Fools burglars
who watch for signs of all
empty house.

$1 094

TELECHRON Motors
I RPM _13.95 3.6 RPM ..$3.15
2 RPM .... 2.90 60 RPM ... 4.85

3 RPHr ... 2.85
3 RPM  3.90 I RP 2Hr .. 2.80
4 RPM .... 3.90 I RP 12Hr.. 3.25

I RPM -50 Cyoles. $1.85
Laboratory Special I of Each Motor $25

D -E -L -A -Y -E -D A -C -T -1-0-N LIGHT SWITCH
Shuts light off automatically altte4 a 11th -11110 later.
Keeps porch or garage light on after you shut it off.

$3.50

6 Watt Most POWERFUL
TELECHRON MOTOR

110 V. 60 Cy
I RPM $6.50

HAYDON TIMING MOTORS

I REV 4 Hours $1.70
I RPM 230v 60cy 1.00
I RPM 110v 60cy 2.60
2 RPM 230v 60cy 1.00

30 RPM 110v 60cy 2.60
450 RPM, yes 450 RPM 1.30
HANSEN Synchron 4 RPM 4.24
CRAMER 4 RPM 4.65
I REV. 90 min. 110v 60 cy 3.40

Laboratory Special I of Each Motor 515

RELAY CONTACT BURNISHERS .59-2 for $1.00

PM MOTORS
Made by $3.75

DELCO or DIEHL
Removed from equipment

INCLUDE
POSTAGE

64 Y Dey St.
New York 7,

N. Y.

SEARCHLIGHT
SECTION

(Classified Advertising)

RATES
DISPLAYED

The advertising rate is $24.75 per
inch for all advertising appearing
on other than a contract basis. Con-
tract rates quoted on request. AN
ADVERTISING INCH is measured
7/8 inch vertically on one column, 3
columns -30 inches -to a page.
EQUIPMENT WANTED or FOR
SALE ADVERTISEMENTS ac-
ceptable only in Displayed Style.

UNDISPLAYED
$2.40 a line, minimum 3 lines. To
figure advance payment count 5
average words as a line.
PROPOSALS, $2.40 a line an in-
sertion. BOX NUMBERS count as
one line additional in undisplayed
ads.
DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment
is made in advance for four con-
secutive insertions of undisplayed
ads (not including proposals).

 PRE -SPRING INVENTORY CLEARANCE 
FEATIWE ITEM

JEFFERSON STEP DOWN TRANSFORMED
1000  primary, 120 s secondary 60 cycle ac. 500 watt

Original cost 868.00 -Our price 815.00 each

10,000 F.P. plug in electrolitic
2000 mfd-15v
35x35 mfd-300v
45x45 mfd-300v
40x40x40 mfd-150v
10x10 mfd-450v

APC condensers, 3-25

Johnson, Oak, Hamm, 5-50

$15 per C
20 per C
25 per C
20 per C
20 per C

$15 per C

$20 per C

Hammarlund trans variable cond.
23 plates, 100 mfd, 2500 v ins,
1/4" shaft $1.00 ea.

5,000 C.R. barrel cond., 30 k,
500 mfd $35 per C

5,000 Johnson #160-107-18 mid-
get variable condenser, 3 to 25
mfd, shaft 1-K1/4" $30 per C

Trimmers, Centrolab or Erie, Type TS2A
3-12
4-30 $ 12.50 per 100
5-50 $100.00 per 1000

CONDENSERS
Oilfilled

10 mfd-600 v Upright 90 ea.
4 mfd-600 v Upright 35 ea.
2 mfd-600 v Side terminal type

DYR 35 ea.
4 mfd-1000 v Upright C.D...$1 00 ea.
1 mfd-3000 v Upright $1.50 ea.

16 mfd-660 v ac Upright
t.'"CPC482968 $3.00

3x5 mfd-600 v Bathtub 20 ea.

Oilfilled, Bathtub type paper condensers
side terminals, bottom or top -your choice

.05 mfd, 600 v $10 per C
.05-.05 15 per C
.05-.05-.05 20 per C
.1 15 per C
.1-.1 20 per C

25 per C
.25 15 per C
.25-.25 25 per C
.25-.25-.25 30 per C
.5 20 per C
.5-.5 25 per C
.5-.5 30 per C

1.0 20 per C
1.0-1.0 30 per C

mfd. 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v
mfd, 600 v

IMPORTED METERS
1 5/e" Square with Bakelite cases
S Meter (0 to 1 ma) (0 to 9 S

units) +10 to +30 $5.00 ea.
VU Meter -20 to +3 and 0 to

100% $5.00 ea.
AC Volts, 0 to 15 volts or 0 to 150

volts $3.75 ea.
DV Volts, 0-15, 0-30, 0-200, 0-500

voles $3.75 ea.
DC Milliamps, 0-1, 0-100, 0-200,

0-500 ma $3.75 eo.
DC Microamps 0 to 50 va .. $6.00 ea.

0 to 100 va $5.50 ea.
0 to 200 va $5.50 ea.
0 to 500 va $5.00 ea.

SWITCHES
15,000 C. H., AN -3227-5, toggle switch
4 pole dt, 3 position, on -off & momen-
tary bat handle .60
1000 C. H., AN -3023-5, toggle switch dpdt,
on -off & momentary, bat handle 40

5000 C. H., AN -3025-6, spst .40

1200 Squore-D, #9320-962, large spst
knife switch, antenna type, Hi -amps $1.50
5000 Gibbs switch box, SA-3A/A, AF33-
(600)9373 Explosion switch, 11

to 13 gravities $1.00 ea.

RECTIFIER
5,000 Radio Receptor, 350 ma.. .60 each

TUBES
10,000 25Z6GT $35 per C
5,000 6J4GT 40 per C

10,000 6SD7GT 25 per C
2,000 6SG7GT 20 per C
2,000 IU4GT 15 per C

10,000 VR-150 25 per C
5,000 6BA6 35 per C
5,000 12AT7 55 per C
200 4x150A Eimac 15.00 each
100 5J26 Raytheon 130.00 each

RESISTORS
20,000 10 watt, ww, 50-200-5000 ohm .05 ea

10,000 5 watt, ww, 400 ohm .03 ea

10,000 2 watt control, ww, 300 ohm
1" shaft $10 per C

10,000 2 watt control, ww, 10,000 ohm,
1" shaft $10 per C

10,000 carbon pot., screwdriver shaft
$50 per M

5,000 2 watt, carbon locknut, 500 K
$15 per C

RCA GEIGER COUNTERS
"FRACTION OF COST"

# 10A $29.95
# 11A 34.95
# 12A 37.95
# 15A 99.95
# 16A 149.50

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
500 Heineman AM105 10M6, 2 amp

-115 v ac . . . . ....... each $1.00
5,000 Klixon, #C-6363, 15 or 30 amp.

ea. .50
10,000 Klixon PDA20, spst, 60 cy ac

each .40
10,000 Klixon PDA30, spst, 60 cy ac

each .40

METERS
Westinghouse, 21/2" round, black face

0-5 MA $2.00

Triplett, 21/2" round, 0-35 MA $2.00

Hallicrafters, 21/2" round, 0-150 MA $2.00

R. F. FILTERS
20,000 Tobe Filterettes

12A-Filterettes #1399.. -50 ea
15A-Filterettes #1400.....60 ea
75A-Filterettes DL-RF3-75 .60 ea

10,000 Astron RF Filterette .20 ea

RELAYS 1

Leach #6104, 115v ac, 30 amp con-
tacts $3.00 ea. I

Advance, 2000, 3 pole st, 39 ohm 6V I

dc cased relay $35 per C I

TRANSFORMER
10,000 ouncer type transformer,

7/8- x 7/13" x 11/2", cased,
mfg by Raytheon, Lionel -
primary, 22 k ct, to 5200
ohm ct +600 ohm ct...$35 per C

DISCOPHONE SALES CO, Inc
35 Vestry Street, New York 13, N. Y. WOrth 6-0512

Wire Or Call Collect -Samples On Request
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AN/APR-4 & RDO
38-4,000 MC precision receivers covering completerange using 5 tuning units. The APR -4 is a simpler
receiver for general monitoring use. The RDO is a
high quality Navy search receiver using the same tun-
ing units as the APR -4. but has additional features
such as input and output signal strength DB meters.
audio output metering, noise limiter. greater stability
for noise measuring etc. Priced at a fraction of what
a similar set would cost if manufactured today. Powerinput 110Vb0CYC. Panadaptor output avail. Pan -
adaptor, pulse analyzer, chart strip signal recorder also
avail. for above receivers. P.O.R.

MAGNETOMETER
AN/ASQ-1

The ASQ-I is a very sensitive gimbal type magnetom-
eter. This instrument will measure the earth's magnetic
field and record it on a chart recorder such as the
Esterline Angus. The sensitivity of the set is 2 gamma.The equip. may be operated airbourne or on theground. Complete sets avail. ... . ..P.O.R.

DBM-1
90-5,000 MC DIRECTION FINDER

The DBM-I used with the APR -4. APR -5, APR -6.
APR -9. etc. will provide an automatic bearing pattern
on a cathode ray screen. The sot will indicate whether
the signal is horizontally or vert. polarized. This
equip, may be used to take a bearing on the 108 MC
Satellite transmitter and track it. Complete sets avail.
P.O.R.

SEARCH RADAR
AN/TPS-1B

The AN/TP8-1B is a late portable airsearch radar
operating in L -band with a range of 200 miles. This
set has "P.P.I." and "A" scope indicators. Thiss equip. can be broken down and transported in a small
truck. The TPS-1B is currently used by the armed
services. Complete sets avail. with gasoline power
Plant.

- P.P.I. REPEATERS-
IWe have avail. many types of remote P.P.I. repeaters
such as the VD, VE, VF, VG, VI. VK. VL. These
repeaters come in a variety of screen sizes from 5" to

:-. 24". These sets will present data from a parent radar
Iat a distance. Video. Synch, signals from the radar
of almost any amplitude and frequency may be used.
A Syncro. signal from the radar provides angular data
for the sweep. Power inputs 1101/ 60CYC. State re- quirements as to screen size. P.O.R.

TECHNICAL SYSTEMS CORP.
12-01 43rd Av., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.

RAvenswood 9-0652-3

We solicit inquiries from overseas governments
and electronic firms, universities, institutions
having research contracts and countries par-
ticipating in the I.G.Y. If you need anything
in military, industrial & experimental elec-
tronics, call on us for prompt and efficient
service. We maintain a complete service, test-
ing, and overhauling lab. If you require ad-
ditional technical or other information, do not
hesitate to call. We guarantee all equipment
will be delivered in condition quoted.

Ed Charol, President

SCR -399/499
AN/GRC-26

The SCR -399/499 are high power stationary or mobile
voice and c.w. radio sets covering 2-18 mc. The trans.
is the famous BC -610E. The receivers are the BC -312
and BC -342. These sets have a reliable range of500-1.000 miles mobile. Much greater if used as afixed station. We can supply this equip. with a com-
plete radio teletype setup installed. The AN/GRC-26
is a current version of this equip. Write us on this
set. We can supply the above with or without the
PE -95 gasoline power plant. PE -95 10kw plants also
avail. separately. P.O.R. .

RECEIVERS
BC -312-342

We can supply large quantities of these 1.5-18mc preci-
sion receivers. These sets are one of the most popular
receivers in use throughout the world. The BC -312 oper-
ates from 12 v.d.c. The BC -342 from I IOV 60 cyc. Wewill quote on supplying these sets from other power
sources such as 220V and cycle ranges 40.60 cyc. Write.

ALSO AVAIL.
SCR -506 AN/sets of all types
SCR -536 Navy Communications &
SCR -508-608 Radar Equip.
SCR -6I6 Facsimile sets. RC -120.SCR -694 AN/TXC-ISCR -Sets of all types
AN/GRC-3-32 Teletype sets
AN/CPN6. 8, 17. Test equipment
AN/TRC-1-12 AN, TS. IE commercial

Late Equip. Mfg. 1954 and up.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

ANTENNA ROTATING PEDESTAL

SATELLITE TRACKING

RADIO RADAR OPTICAL

Size 32" High
48" Bottom

Diam.

Rotating
Capacity to
2,000 lbs.

A Rotating weight up to 2,000 lbs. may be mounted
on this pedestal, enabling very large antennas to
be used. The only ped. of this capacity avail.
360° rotation. 3 selsyns are included in the data
takeoff system. Rotating motor is 250 v.d.c. reversi-
ble. Rotating speed is 4 RPM. This may be
changed easily. 44 power and 4 R.F. co -ax cables
are transmitted through the slip ring. This allows a
very large quantity of equip. to be mounted on
the rotor. A pulse cable is also provided. A tilt
system may be easily mounted. Brand new in cases
wt. approx. 2,000 lbs. Price $2,500 ea. F.O.B.

THESE WILL GO FAST!
VERY FEW AVAIL.

MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
Waveguide test fixtures, C-Thru V -Band mixers,
tees, attenuators, transitions, W -meters, etc.
Test sets. Let us know your exact wants and
get our quote.

R.F. POWER SCOURCES ALSO AVAILABLE
0.M11.(> O 0.11M0.0'eMWO '41()ANIMB. 0 4=0. 0 .1.().1)4MID. ( )1111M.0.011.0 0 )4MI. 0.B.011111.0

LARGEST STOCK OF

RELAYS
IN THE WORLD

SOLENOIDS  STEPPERS
SENSITROLS

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
MOST MAKES IN STOCK

Send for Latest Catalog E

Universa RELAY CORP.
formerly Unirial 6 I Corp.

/12WHITE ST., NEW YORK 13, N. 1. WAlker 5.9257)

U. S. Army Tele-
phones EE -8 fully re-
conditioned. Suitable
for intercommunica-
tion between 2 or
more points $35.00
for 2 telephones, in-
cluding 100 ft. of
wire and batteries.
Additional wire 1¢ per
ft. or $25.00 per mile.

Write for free list on telephones. ALL ship-
ments F.O.B. Simpson, Pa.

TELEPHONE ENGINEERING CO.
DEPT. E-28 SIMPSON, PA.

McGRAW-HILL BOOKS
FOR YOUR READY -REFERENCE

RELIABILITY FACTORS LIBRARY
FOR GROUND

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT'
Methods and working data to help designers
build greater reliability into military elec-
tronic equipment. Pinpoints causes of poor
reliability. Discusses electrical and mechani-
cal factors, human engineering, and com-
ponents. Gives results of failed -parts studies.
Edited by Keith Denney, 2811 pp.. 196 illus.,
$8.50

r
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Dept. FL -2-28
327 West 41st St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Send me book(si checked below for JO day,' es
aniination on approval. In 10 days I will remit t.,1
hooklsl I keep, plus few cents for delivery costs,
and return unwanted bookts) postpaid. (We pay
delivers' costs if you remit with this coupon-same
«durn privileges.)

 flenney-Reliability Factors for Ground Elec-
tronic Equipment -46.50

Lanifw & Battin-Random Processes In Auto-
matic Control-310.On

Lalonde-Prot. Engineer's Exam. It & A-$6.50

(PRINT)

fits Zone ..State

I 'name ns

Position

For price and terms outside U.S.
write McGraw-Hill Int'l., N.Y.C. F1,-2 2,

1

RANDOM PROCESSES
IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL

Presents theory and practical techniques for
analyzing linear control systems subjected to
random inputs. Treats concepts of probability
and random time functions in detail. De-
velops techniques for designing systems con-
taining constant and time -varying com-
ponents. Provides computational methods for
use on computers. By J. 11. Luning, Jr., and
R. 11. 13attin, Instrument Lab., Mass., Inst. of
Tech., 1211 pp., ill is.. $111.00

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER'S

EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Over 500 questions and complete answers to
help engineers pass state license examination.
Covers mechanical. electrical, civil, and
chemical engineering, and includes engineer-
ing economies and land surveying. Latest
questions-suitable for all states. Author has
worked on New Jersey examination prepara-
tion for 19 years. By William S. Lalonde, Jr.,
461 pages, 234 illustrations. 66.511
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NUTRON
Portable Regulated
Power Supplies

NEW ! FOR

TRANSISTOR WORK

Model
PR -1 A

Hi -Range: 0-120 V
 High Current: 1 Amp. DC
 Regulated DC or AC output
 Extremely low ripple
 Available in rack mounting

SPECIFICATIONS:
Input: 95-130V, 60 Cycles
DC Output: 0-120V, 0-1 Amp.
AC Output: 0-130V, 0-1 Amps.
Regulation: ± 1% for line 95-130 V
Completely isolated output

Some other applications:
Versatile Production Test Supply
DC or AC motor control
Fine control of saturable reaztors
Regulated DC or AC filament supply
Regulated, adjustable line source
A basic unit for any laboratory

Write for Technical Bulletin EP -IA.

FOR VACUUM
TUBE APPLICATIONS

ModEI PR -100

 Range 120-300
VDC

 0.1 Ampere over
entire range

 Fine Vernier Ad-
justment

 Ripple & Noise
below 5 my.
!WM.

 Better than 0.1%
regulation NL
to FL

 Isolated Outputs
 Input 105-125 V, 50-60 Cycles
Other uses
Calibration of meters, potentiometers, etc.
Components test setups, inspection
Computer development & Servicing
Continuously adjustable reference supply

Write for technical bulletin EP -I00.

NUTRON
Manufacturing ComFany Inc.
67 Monroe Street
Staten Island 1, New York
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t40 MICROWAVE

SPECIFCATIOt4

IS TOO CRITICAL
OR

*CUSTOM BUILDERS
AND DESIGNERS OF:

CAVITIES
MIXERS  DETECTOR MOUNTS
DUPLEXERS MULTIPLIERS
ROTARY JOINTS  BENDS
TWISTS  OTHER COMPLEX
COMPONENTS & ASSEMBLIES

Application -engineered microwave
parts and complex assemblies are
our specialized field. We'll manu-
facture components to your prints
... or we will design and integrate
them into your application.

You can depend on J -V -M for close
coordination, guaranteed electrical
performance and "know how" that
is attested by innumerable assem-
blies ranging from dc. to 40,000 mc.
now in industrial and military use.

1. Variable vane directional coupler ...
sliding vane type ... high directivity-
low VSWR.

2. Pre-selector-mixer...S band...50 ohm
input impedance . .. high Q double -
tuned ganged cavities...detector out -

Iput . . . frequency stable from
-55' to + 85° C.

Get Full information on J -V -M
standard or custom -engineered
microwave parts and components,
also complex mechanical assem-
blies. Request catalog today.

J -V -M MICROWAVE
COMPANY

4631 LAWNDALE AVENUE, LYONS, ILLINOIS
Phone: Lyons 3-7990-1WX: Lyons, III. 2796

CIRCLE 73 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Better shape factor
over wider frequency range

ai s new EGG CRATE LC filters_ . .
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In addition to these outstanding specifications, Daven's
new LC filters offer a unique type of construction which makes
them the most rugged filters ever built. Small cells are welded

THED,IVEN c° -

together to form the partitioned shield compartment... making
this the first filter with truly continuous mechanical and elec-
trical bond...providing a high degree of inter -circuit shielding.

Daven's new LC filters are ideal for shaping the pass band
of AM FM or FM. FM data link receivers, double or single side
band receivers and generators, direction finding receivers, com-
munication and telemetering receivers, and spectrum analyz-
ers. So versatile, in fact, that applications are almost limit-
less. Write today for complete, newly -published technical data.

LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY

TODAY, MORE THAN EVER, THE DAVEN 0 STANDS FOR DEPENDABILITY



Display Brilliance
Half -Tone Display
Controllable Persistance
High Contrast
Fast Writing
Over-all Erase
Small -area Erase

That will depend, of course, on the spe-
cific requirements of your equipment
design.

But whatever your need - whether
the tube application is in airplane cock-
pit radar, analog computing, transient
recording, fire -control radar, data
transmission, or visual communication
via narrow bandwidth transmission-
look to RCA for expert design knowl-
edge and manufacturing know-how on
display storage tubes.

RCA Display Storage Tubes are al-
ready being supplied in quantity for
many commercial and military applica-
tions. In addition, many developmental

types of RCA Storage Tubes also are
available to equipment manufacturers
on a sampling basis. Ask your RCA
Field Representative for complete
details.

EQUIPMENT SALES

744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J.
HUmboldt 5-3900

Suite 1181
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 54, Illinois
WHitehall 4.2900

6355 E. Wash. Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.
RAymond 3.8361

GOVERNMENT SALES

415 So. Fifth Street
Harrison, N. J.
HUmboldt 5-3900

224 N. Wilkinson St.
Dayton 2, Ohio
BAld win 6-2366

1625 '-K" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
DIstrict 7-1260

eft RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
® Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.


